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1. 

ABSTRACT 

The bipartite organization of this thesis shows the 

development and application of two linguistic surveys involving 

different approaches. A review of the previous studies of the 

language ques4ion in Quebec shows the recent revival of phonetic 

and phonological analyses after several years of socio-

linguis c investigations. Following this, the theoretical 
~nd metho4ological aspects of the two approaches to linguistic 

research; the 'phonological' and the 'sociolinguistic', are 

reviewed ~nd applied in the French Canadian context. 

A phonological analysis and an attitude survey involved 

twenty-five subjects between the ages of 16 and 17. For the 

phonological study, an interviewer-administered questionnaire 

consisting of two parts was employed. The attitudinal 

investigation incorporating two 'self-evaluation' tests and a 

Likert type scale was used to measure the degree of presence of 

subject's attitudes towards their own speech,and Quebec French 

as a whole. 

Results of the sociolinguistic survey indicate that Amos 

informants are linguistically secure; they do not undermine 

their own speech, nor do they recognize standard French or 
English as superiQr to Qu€bec French. Analysis of the phono

logical findings show that certain features of the phonemic 

systems of subjects differ from both standard French and Quebec 

French. Distinctions which are disappearing in standard French, 

namely /oo/,.--....,.t /E/, and /a/,......_., /et/ in final enclosed position, 

are shown to be stable in the speech of Amos informants. A 

distinction rarely maintained in certain minimal pairs in 

MontrBal speech, /o/~ laG is shown to be maintained in Amos. 
Phonetic variants of all phonemes tested are show.n. Finally, 

.the two different approaches applied in the study are contrasted 

and the relative merits and downfalls of each one are discussed. 

The 'phonological approach' to language study is favoured over 

the 'sociolinguistic approach' as is theoretically superior 
and of eater value in empirical language study. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

This report presents the findings of two linguistic 

surveys conducted at a secondary school in Amos. a town in 

the north west re on of Quebec province. 

The principal study was a phonolo cal analysis the 

oral production of vowel phonemes of twenty-five informants. 

The objective of the secondary survey was to measure the same 

subject's attitudes towards their own speech and towards 

Quebec French is a whole. 

The study was originally undertaken to termine 

whether personal observations of the stic attitudes of 

French Canadians were valid. However, in selecting a 

technique for attitude measurem it became clear that the 

identification of attitudes is largely subjective as it is 

difficult to isolate particular linguistic or language-related 

vari es for study. It was decided that, rather than 

compromising the original aim and abandoning the attitude 

survey, a phonological analysis would incorporated so that 

the two approaches to linguistic research could be compared. 

I became interested in the language question in French 

Canada dur a one year stay in Amos preceding university 

studies in New Zealand. Prior to that year, my knowledge of 

French was limited to the basics written language, so 

Quebec French became the model for learning spoken French. 



During the year, my speech was subject to constant 

correction. Besides being corrected for grammatical and 

syntactic errors: corrections which a foreign language 

3. 

learner would find normal, I was also reprimanded for using 

Quebec expressions and adopting Quebec French pronunciation. 

The most striking thing about this was that my French Canadian 

peers seemed to be undermining their own language variety. 

Such comments as "parle franqais mais ne parle pas comme 

no us bien que nous disions 1le tricot loose' mais tu dois 

chercher le bon mot ..• il faut articuler comme les fran9ais 

France et non pas comme nous 11 , were abundant. The focus 

of their concern they said, was that if a foreigner were 

anticipating continuing studies in French, then the pronun

ciation and idiomatic expressions particular to the Qu~bec 

variety would be considered as 1 bad French'. In this, they 

were proved correct. 

In subsequent versity courses, 

articulate 1 moe 1 and 1 ben 1 for 1 moi' 

was not acceptable 

1 bien 1 , or to use 

ch Canadian oms of American English origin 1such as, 

1 c 1 est le fun', 1 c 1 est trippant 1 , or 1 c 1est au boutte' to 

scribe the Standard French equivalent 1 c 1 est amusant 1 • 

Neither was it prac cal to speak of one's 'weekend shopping' 

as 1 le magasinage de fin de semaine'. 

Nevertheless, although the concern of these French 

Canadians served its purpose to make me appreciate the marked 

ences between Quebec and standard French, I felt that I 

was a medium through which underlying linguistic attitudes 

were translated; my peers were denying Quebec French any 

universal value. Yet, they would reject any overt suggestion 

that their French was not as extensive or capable as standard 

French by offering numerous examples of their variety of 
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French being purer: 1 stationnement 1 rather than 'parking'; 

1 la fin de semaine 1 rather than 1 le weekend'. 

Even an untrained observer could detect the paradoxical 

mixture of linguistic insecurity manifested by the 

denigration of the language they speak, and the national 

pride exhibited in their defence of it. 

The present study was, as stated above~motivated by a 

desire to examine the linguistic situation of French 

Canadians using formal techniques. The university courses in 

English linguistic theory and application (Eng 123, 223, 224, 

323) and an introductory course in French phonemics provided 

the necessary background. 

Two different research approaches were selected for 

the study. The first of these examined linguistic data from 

a purely structural angle,and treated extra-linguistic 

variables where relevant. The second investigated attitudes 

in relation to linguistic variation and language in general. 

For practical reasons the two approaches have been labelled 

the 'phonological approach' and the 'sociolinguistic approach' 

respectively. 

2. NATURE AND SCOPE OF THE INVESTIGATION 

(1) The phonological survey 

The recognition that attitudinal studies alone would be 

inadequate prompted the decision to conduct a phonological 

analysis. 

This was based on the questionnaire developed by Martinet 

and Walter who have shown the importance of a detailed 

analysis of idiolects in any linguistic research. Their work 



be examined later this report. 

However, the importance of a phonological analysis 

in the present study was also based on the lack of phona

l cal investigations of the French in Canada. Although 

there is a vast corpus of documentation on the phonetic and 

cal characteristics of the French spoken in Canada, no 

studies conducted outside the areas in close proximity to 

Montreal and Quebec city could be located. 1 Vinay suggests 

a subdivision of Canadian French into five regions: Quebec 

5 • 

City and the east of the province; the west of the province; 

Montreal; the intermediary zones; the other provinces of 

Canada. 2 

However, this linguistic zoning must be viewed with a 

Gertain degree of suspicion until such a time as empirical 

studies confirm 's validity. Santerre maintains that 

r anal variation in Quebec French is minimal,3 and that 

full scale studies such as the one conducted by Walter for 

re anal varieties of French are not needed.4 

Nevertheless, s e no studies have been conducted in 

Amos, the opportunity to examine phonology for the first 

time provided a chall 

(2) Sociolinguistic study 
' ' 

Two complementary measures were used to assess the 

language attitudes. 

The first was a subjective reaction test where 

ormants were asked to evaluate their own speech by 

indicating whether they used one or other of two 

pronunciations, or lexical variableo. It was decided for 
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this portion of the study to control variation in other 

linguistic items by isolating the particular variable under 

study. Thus, in one test phonetic variables were isolated, 

and in the other lexical variables were singled out for study. 

This method was an adaptation of a 'se 

developed by Labov. 

evaluation' test 

As a complementary measure, respondents were given a 

questionnaire compris nineteen attitude statements. 

These focused on soc and psychological implications of 

language in Quebec where French Canadians have been exposed 

to negative value judgements about the quality of their 

speech. 



NOTES 

1. A 1Dialog 1 search was conducted by the University of 
Canterbury library. 

7. 

2. Vinay, (1973), cited by Gagne, G. "Quelques aspects 
socio-linguistiques du franqais au Canada et au Quebec", Le 
francais hors de France, Valdman, A. (ed.) Paris, 1979, p. 43 

3. Personal communication 

4. C.f. Chapter III. 1. 



CHAPTER II 

PREVIOUS STUDIES OF THE 

LINGUISTIC SITUATION IN QUEBEC 

1. BACKGROUND 

8. 

French is the native language of six million Canadians 1, 

77% of this number live in Quebec and a further 15.17% in the 

neighbouring provinces, Ontario and New Brunswick. One third 

of the population of the province of Quebec is concentrated in 

Montreal. However, only 58.9% of this city's population is 

francophone. 

Although the British North America Act of 1867 

recognized French and English as Canada's two official 

languages, English has always been superior to French. 

In the early 1960's French Canadians rebelled against 

this situation by demonstrations and terrorist activities. A 

local dialectal form called 1 joual 1 became prolific and speaking 

it was a symbol of political pretension. 

The Office de la langue fran1aise (OLF) was established 

in 1961 to take action in an attempt to bring Quebec French 

closer to Standard French. This was followed by the public-

ation of several manuals of a corrective nature, such as; 

Phonetique corrective, 2 Le dictionnaire correctif du franrais 

au Canada. 3 

Although the benefits of such measures were purported 

to be great, this was not the case. French Canadians who spoke 

a language which had been relegated to second place after 
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English, started to feel linguistically insecure as a result 

of the efforts of the OLF to standardize Quebec French. The 

model of standard French which they were urged to adopt posed 

another threat. 

Linguis c chauvinism which undermines the value of 

Canadian French is rife in the corrective manuals. .The 

preface to Le dictionnaire correctif du fran~ais au Canada 

displays this: 11 Il n'y a pas longtemps, ceux qui essayaient 

de s 1 exprimer correctement s 1exposaient souvent aux railleries 

de leur entourage: on disait d 1 eux qu 1 ils parlaient en termes. 

Fort heureusement, cette situation aberrante est maintenant 

,_. t t 1\ A • renversee e ce son ceux- a memes qul gligent leur langage 

que l 1 on ridiculise aujourd 1hui 11 .4 

In the research field at this time, two kinds of 

studies were being carried out: (i) purely linguistic surveys 

which aimed to identify the d ences between Quebec French 

and standard ench, and to establish a norm for the language; 

(ii) sociolinguis c studies which were set out to examine 

the attitudes of French speaking Canadians towards the many 

variables influencing the status of their language. 

nature and scope of research has remained essentially the same 

over twenty years. 

2. STUDIES OF SOUND SYSTEM OF CANADIAN FRENCH 

(1) In search of a phonetic norm 

The fundamental aim in the early studies of the 

French language in Canada was to determine the par cular-

es of Quebec French pronunciation. Two linguists, Gendron 

and Charbonneau are well known for their work this field. 5 
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Although the studies were essentially similar, Gendron 

concentrated on identifying and describing the speech style of 

French Canadians from different regions, while Charbonneau's 

particular aim was to establish possible criteria for defining 

a French Canadian norm by examining practical examples. 

Gendron examined the speech of seventeen educated 

subjects from Montreal, Quebec and Trois Rivieres in order to 

describe the general tendencies of a standardized Quebec French. 

His findings, compiled in Tendances phonetigues du fran9ais 

parle au Canada, will not be listed here as they are detailed 

later in this report. 6 

Gendron found that there was no variation in the speech 

of informants from three geographical areas. Charbonneau also 

found this in speakers from varying social classes. However, 

the different emphasis of Charbonneau's study must be observed. 

Charbonneau's research was in line with the normative 

phonetics trend displayed in the publication of corrective 

manuals. His specific aim was to prove the assertion that the 

1bon usage' spoken by the educated 'Quebecois' should be the 
. 7 

model in normative phonetics. For the practical study, 

Charbonneau examined the speech of 40 Montreal informants aged 

between 12 and 40 years of age, from four different social back

grounds. His findings showed that there was little difference 

in the speech of worker, civil servant, farmer or professional. 

His hypothesis was confirmed and he proposed the speech of 

these informants as a Canadian French norm with certain mod-

ifications to be made by speakers in the lower strata of society 

(accept medium timbre, avoid dipthongized vowels, avoid 

affricatives; (ts]+[d~, clearly distinguish back 1~1 and front · 

/a/). 
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In a later study Charbonheau examined the physi 

aspect of the articulation of nas 8 s . 

Although the above studies were of a phonetic nature, 

both Charbonneau and Gendron touched on certain phonological 

aspects. 

(2) A phonological insight 

Gendron's treatment of phonology was indirect and 

limited. In discussing certain phonetic tendencies, he 

necessarily incorporated phonological data. 

"Le fran9ais C~adien est nettement archafsant par 
rapport ala norme frangaise ( ..• ) ou une evolution 
notable des deux a est en voie d 1accomplissement 
( ... )La dist tion iculato e et acoustique des 
deux ~ est nette et vivante en frantais C~nadien ou~ 
ces deux voyelles ne sont nullement menacees pour le 
moment d 1 une fusion en un ~moyen comme c 1 est le cas 
dans prononciation g~n~rale du frangais." 9 

> 

Charbonneau also made comments on the phonological 

aspect. Having outlined the characteristics of Quebec French 

nasals~ more closed, less nasal and longer than in standard 

French; he stated that the system of vowels is displaced in 

relation to the standard French system. He then concluded 

that this situation may cause confusion between a standard 

French speaker and a Quebec speaker. For instance, confusion 

a semantic nature may occur between the Quebec ench 

nasal /€/ and the standard ench vowel jej, as in /ps/ 

and /pe/, or between different nasal vowels such as the /ff/ of 

Quebec French and the /B/ of standard French in 1vent 1 and 

1 vin 1 • 
10 

The phonological system of Quebec French in re tion to 

the standard French system was examined in greater detail .more 

recently by Santerre. 11 He states that the phonological 
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system of vowels represents the most important characteristic 

of Quebec French in relation to other French dialects. The 

number of vowel phonemes in each system constitutes the 

difference. 

Santerre describes Parisian French phonology as a 

system including twelve vowel phonemes: /i, e, e, a,::>, o, u, 

J. - ""' ....,/ y, p, €. 'Q.,' 0 • He says that if one wants to include every 

possible nuance, 1~1 and /ce/ can be added, but as the 

oppositions /o../""' /a/ and / r/Jf.~ / re / are disappearing, he 

believes that an /A/ situate~ between 1~1 and /a/, and an /r/J/ 

situated between /r/J/ and /oe/ will suffice. 

For Quebec French, Santerre locates 17 phonological 

vowels: /i, e,£, E.:, a,a..,:J, o, u, y, r/J, ce.,~,€, Ci,O:., 'o/, 
II, Y,l.I/. . 

to which he adds three more: Santerre states that it has not 

yet been determined whether the last three are entirely phono

logical in the system. The phonemic opposition /i/~/I/ is 

usually found in English borrowings such as gin (gzin) and 

jeans (dzin); chip (cjip) and cheap (cjip). 

The most comprehensive study of Canadian French pmnology 

to date, was conducted by Pierre Leon in December, 1983. Only 

1 1 h . d 12 nasa vowe p onemes were examlne . 

Leon discusses both the present status, and the 

historical evolution of the nasal vowels. He shows that the 

Canadian French system is larger than the standard French 

system, with a greater number of variants particularly /i/ and 

/e/, reduced nasality, a tendency to articulate ;a; more 

towards the front, and to pronounce diphthongized nasals in 

enclosed syllables. 

Leon parallels the evolution of the system to that which 

has occurred in France, showing how the complex system of 
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Canadian French nasals is being reduced. discusses the 

possibility that geographical factors may influence change but 

disregards this on the basis that previous studies have shown 

the existence of nearly identical systems. Leon s instead 

on Martinet's definition of linguistic change showing how the 

correlations Iii~ Iii and lyl .,...._, lifl have disappeared due to 

the difficulty that there is to perceive and combine 

distinctive traits of nasality and clos 13 
pho"'~me:.s. 

The reduced system of nasals consists of four nasal A It 

is shown on the table below with the most common variants. 

TABLE 1: SYSTEM OF CANADIAN FRENCH NASAL PHONEMEs. 14 

I e I Ire 1 

eJ """" [e [aeJ [a J [CXJ L~7 

eJ [f.] 

Ice I Ia I 

!'CkJ e.J [5] [5] [OJ 

It can be seen that [S] is the variant for three 

phonemes: 1£ I, I 0?- I, I iii I. on's study was aimed at measuring 

the degree of ambiguity of oppos ons including these phonemes. 

He tested six phonemic oppos ons, namely: I G. I,.._., I C5... I; 

/ai.-..IO:/; ID-1,-./Ial; 1£1---1&1: I'EI~Isl; lol~lol. 

The findings of his study confirmed that the realisation 

of nas vowels Canadian French is sometimes so different 

from standard French articulation that they cause phonological 

confusion standard French speakers. on's results also 
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identified a problem that has not been examined by previous 

researchers, that is, that confusion may also occur among 

Canadian French speakers. 

11 Il ne s 1agit done pas uniquement d 1une interpretation 
inter-dialectale mais aussi intra-dialectale." 15 

Leon suggests in conclusion that Quebec French speakers 

will overcome the phonological confusion by increasing the 

distance between the merging phonemes, /1!ii. / ,--.J /E.'/ and j5j ~ /o/. 

Although the evolution of the nasal vowels of Quebec French is 

similar to that which occurred to standard French, Leon shows 

that it was interrupted during a period of political uprisals 

in Quebec. During this time many French Canadians adopted 

exaggerated, Que bee pronunciations as a way of affirming their 

identity. L§on maintains that the evolution process will 

return to normal. 

11 0n peut supposer que le fran9ais canadien, parti d 1un 
systeme de voyelles nasales issu des parlers de France 
et qui a actuellement deja refait une bonne partie du 
chemin effectue par le fran9ais standardise de France, 
continuera lui aussi la reduction de systeme de ses 
voyelles nasales sans que la communication en soit 
entravee." 16 

The following review of sociolinguistic studies which 

have been conducted in Quebec shows a movement in attitudes 

parallel to that identified by Leon as the cause of a temporary 

stop in the process of evolution of Quebec French nasals. 

3. SOCIOLINGUISTIC SURVEYS: 1966 - 1981 

The extreme corrective measures to standardize Quebec 

French have made French Canadians lose pride. 17 The French 

language in Canada has been undermined on two levels: by 

English on social, political and economic levels; by standard 
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French on the linguistic level. D'Anglejan and Tucker explain 

how this influences the attitudes of French Canadians. 

"It is understandable therefore that French Canadians 
who are now attempting to establish ties with France 
as a bulwark against the pressures of North America 
may feel sensitive and somewhat insecure with regard 
to their non-standard dialect." 18 

Sociolinguistic studies have shown that the attitudes 

of French Canadians towards their language are unanimous. A 

trend of linguistic insecurity has been identified by Lambert, 

Preston, Mear-Crine and Leclerc, d'Anglejan and Tucker, Leon 

and Georgeault. 19 

A number of these studies were conducted using subject-

ive reaction tests. Lambert pioneered a variation of this 

developing the 'rna tched guise' technique, where one speaker was 

used to produce different dialects or languages and subjects 

were asked to make judgements on personality traits of the 

speakers, whom they believed were all different. 20 Lambert 

showed how subjects' judgements about personality from voice 

cues were valuable as a measure of group biases in evaluative 

reactions. In the first study, two groups of Montreal uni-

versity students, one French, the other English Canadian were 

asked to rate four male speakers reading the same extract in 

both English and French. The rating system was a fourteen 

bipolar adjective six point scale. 

The English Canadian listeners rated the English guises 

superior on seven traits and the French guises on one. Inter-

estingly enough, the French Canadians also rated the English 

guises superior by a greater margin of ten traits, ~i~ the 

French guises on two. These results showed that English· 

Canadians view themselves as superior to the French, and the 

French group have adopted the inferior position. 
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A similar survey yielding comparable results was 

21 conducted by Preston. He used a European French speaker 

rather than a Canadian French speaker to see if there would 

be systematic differences in reactions to English Canadian 

and European French speakers. The English Canadian judges 

rated French and English guises equally, while the French 

ranked European guises more favourably than English guises. 

In a following study, Mear-Crine and Leclerc attempted 

to correct what they saw as a downfall in the two preceding 

projects. 22 They showed that the label 'Canadian French' is 

too broad to cover the range from standard Quebec French to 

the academic French of Quebec. The authors designated the 

linguistic code used by French Canadians in formal situations 

as academic French, and the linguistic code generally 

associated with the lower strata of society as standard Quebec 

French. 

The prediction of Mear-Crine and Leclerc that speakers 

of academic Quebec French would be seen in a more favourable 

light than speakers of standard Canadian French was confirmed 

by their results. They explained their findings in the 

following way. 

11 Cela peut s 1 expliquer par le fait que le fran9ais 
academique est en general plus valorise que le franco
quebecois. C 1 est le code linguistique des magistrats, 
des professiorl~lles, des media, la langue que les 
grammairiens et professeurs preconisent ( ... ) le 
fran9ais academique ( ... )represents la norme a 
atteindre, alors que le franco-quebecois est considere 
comme le parler de tousles jours." 23 

D1 Anglejan and Tucker used three guises in their study: 

1 joual 1 , standard Quebec French and European French. 24 Unlike, 

Mear -Grine and Leclerc, they differentiated 1 joual 1 and 

standard Quebec French. The judgements made by 243 students, 
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chers,and factory workers from three re ons of Quebec 

showed that they were moderately satisfied with their own 

s ech, but there was a general consensus that Quebec French 

needed improvement. s study also included forty multi-

choice and semantic differential items to examine attitudes. 

The results showed that French Canadians viewed European 

French as socially more desirable than Canadian French. On 

the conscious level, steners rejected European French as the 

prestige variant and favoured their own speech. Unconsciously, 

they upgraded European French. 

11 Among the subjects whom we studied, Quebec style 
speech does not yet serve as a symbol of national 
identity differentiating French Canadians from other 
North Americans, and also from opean speakers of 
French. We speculated that they may reject standard 
European French as a form of cultural imperialism, 
and show pre ence for the upper class French 
Canadian model. They did not, and the consistent 
pattern of downgrading both upper and lower class 
Canadian speech in favour of a European model ( .•• ) 
again emer d. 11 25 

All these studies came,in general,to the same 

conclusion; that is, individuals who expressed them-

se s in the French France were rated more favourably 

than those who used Canadian French, and this was the same for 

those who spoke Canadian English,as they too were evaluated 

a more favourable than French Canadian speakers. 

It is convenie~t to summarize the findings of the above 

studies in Table 2 ow. A tick repres s the language 

ety which was favoured in the par cular study. The wavy 

shows that the two varieties were judged equally. 
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TABLE 2 

Research Speakers 

Project steners English Standard ~cademic Quebec Joual 
French Quebec French 

French 

Lambert E .j 

F J 

Preston E ~ -----' 
' 

F J 

Mear-Orine · F J J and Leclerc 

D1 Anglejan F / and Tucker 

The focus in the above studies was placed on two factors, 

that is, attitudes in relation to English and standard French. 

From the results, a hier~chical list,commencing with the most 

favoured variety,can be drawn up. It is as follows: standard 

French, English, academic Quebec French, standard Quebec 
and 

French,A 1 joual 1 • 

on conducted a subsequent study in a French college 

in Ontario. 26 The choice of s location was based on his 

aim to observe the different reactions of groups from varying 

socio-economic backgrounds and di ent francophone regions, 

towards their own language and towards the different sorts of 

French that Canadian society offers as models by the r-

mediary of radio, television, cinema, and cultural exchanges. 

L~on moved away from the subjective reaction st, instead 

employing a conventional multi-choice and nominations 
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Informants were asked to rank in order of preference 

the variety of French that they considered to be most useful 

in Canada. Standard European French was ranked first with an 

enormous majority over the French of Quebec city; the French 

of Ontario was ranked third, and Montreal French, fourth. 

The same question format was used with English and French as 

options. This time English was placed first. A further 

question dealt with three options, standard European French, 

Quebec French and 1 joual 1 • Seventy of the 88 informants 

indicated Quebec French, 18 preferred standard French and not 

one indicated 1 joual 1 • 

The results of the above question differ from similar 

questions in previous studies. This time, Quebec French was 

favoured over standard French. There was once again a refusal 

of 1 joual 1 • L&on explains that standard French enjoys a 

cultural prestige, but on the utilitarian level, Canadian 

French is better. 

11 ( ••• ) parler anglais permet de reussir ( ... ) le 
franyais standard represente en majorite les genres 
1 prestigieux 1 ( ••• ) Le franyais Canadien appartient 
aux varietes ( ... ) C1 est done tout naturellement que 
le fran9ais standard plus soigne est alors 
assimile au franyais de France, qualifle de pretentieux, 
admire et deteste ala fois. 11 27 . 

The most recent study dealing with French Canadians' 
I 

attitudes towards language was conducted by Georgeault in four 

.... t - 1 28 different areas: Quebec, Saguenay, Hull and Mon rea . 

Measurement was by a two-choice scale, and four items were 

measured. These were, attitudes towards English, attachment to 

French, optimism or pessimism towards the language situation, 

and attitudes towards regulatory language laws. 

This study revealed the following things. At least 70% 

of the informants considered that it is a basic right to speak 
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French rather than English. Similarly, current debates on 

the French language ques on are far m futile and the 

degree of importance attached to the problem is not great 

enough. They did not accept that the best solution for 

Quebec would be to abandon French in favour of the prolifer

ation of English. Seventy percent were optimistic because 

they believed French is becoming increasingly important. When 

asked which political frame would allow a chance for improve

ment to the status of French in Canada, the large majority of 

informants opted for Quebec becoming a sovereign nation 

associated with the rest of Canada to establish po cal 

issues. Alternatively they suggested that Quebec remain part 

of the Canadian confederation on the condition that it gain 

additional administrative power 1 especially in language 

regulation. Only a few Saguenay informants opted for Quebec 

bee totally independent. 

The earlier studies showed that French Canadians were 

always downgrading own language variety in favour of 

English and standard French. The more recent studies have 

shown that they are becoming less threatened by other 

vari ies and thus ss insecure about their own language. 
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CHAPTER III 

METHODS 

Two approaches to linguistic research were used 

developing the components of this project. The methods 

23. 

devel by the French st Martinet and elaborated by 

Walter were adopted for the phonologi analysis. The 

resear techniques d sed by the American linguist Labov 

for subjective evaluation of language were used to examine 

atti s. 

Both Walter and Labov stress importance of studying 

phonolo cal diversity relation to non-linguistic es 

such as age, sex, level of education, e c background, 

soc class, occupati category and agraphic or 

However, where e emphasis of Labov 1 s work is ced 

on the social stratifi on of linguis c variables, Walter 

focuses on the impor ce of studying cts before 

cons the extra-linguistic features. 

1. MART /WALTER: THE PHONOLOGICAL APPROACH 

Walter does in ct study the variants of French 

phonology in relation to one extra-linguis c variable; 

geogr c origin, but goal is greater than simply 

presenting a study of the regional varie es of French. 

aims can be considered following: 

(i) To re-establish the importance (often neglected 
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by contemporary researchers), 1 of studying idiolects of a 

representative sample, if not the informants before 

proc~ing to examine the distribution of phonologi 

variables through age, ethnic, social, or other subgroups of 

the oup under study. 

(ii) To re the me od for analysing phonemic 

varia on in the speech of individuals in order to present a 

model questionna e ch may be applied to French or any 

other language, and will elicit the requisite data for further 

study of the correlation between linguistic non-linguistic 

variables. 

Engu~te phonologigue et varietes regionales du francais 
;) 

has been cited as it is the most comprehens and recent work 

which deals with the 'phonological approach'. The aims of 

that particular study follow the Martinet tradition. 

ious research the field of phonology was first 

undertaken by Martinet who 1933 published a work which 

classed all the sound units according to their function in the 

2 language. For many years, people had been examining the 

phonetics of language, c ssing sounds based on their physical 

nature. Martinet wanted to show that this was linguis cally 

inadequate as different linguis c communities are opposed 

less by the physical as ct of ar culation than by divergent 

ways us 50unc.l urHh>. 

In 1941, Martinet studied the speech of 409 subjects 

born between 1881 and 1920. 3 this study, he found that 

agraphic origin influenced phonemic r isation. 

Fifteen years later, Reichstein examined the s ech of 

570 Parisian school girls from different social backgrounds 
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for phonemic contrast in minimal pairs involving /a - ~/; 

I I / ~ ,...-;4 €-€:; E.-az • re s showed that these phone c 

contrasts were rapidly disappearing and that cer working 

class areas were leading this change. Also, where Martinet's 

res s showed that not one Parisian confused ant /a/ and 

back /0~/, Reichstein 1 s findin showed that fifty percent of 

the informants did not make the distinc on. 

The recogni on that different phonolo cal s terns 

st within one speech community led Martinet and Walter to 

undertake the task of researching and compiling Dtctionnaire 

de La pron.onc·~at;,mfrangaise dans son usage reel. 

11 Il a done paru cess $. l 1 aide d 1 informateurs 
c(e. 

aussi nombreux que possible~definir avec cision les 

latitudes prononciation pouvant exister dans une me 

communaute sans gener communicationll,5 

The findings of the study which Martinet Walter 

.conducted to collect data for the dictionary confirmed the 

conclusions of preceding studies, that phonological differ 

ences between speakers were attributable to many extra-

linguistic variables. Although a wide ran ge of pronunciations ......., 

were presented, the authors made it clear that their study 

was not exhaustive as many variables remained examined. For 

this reason they emphasized that the di onary should be 

re ded as a work showing a number of pronunciations, but it 

should not be used in such a way that researchers generalize 

from it rather than conduc the own studies. Also, 

since language is always evolving, (age as a variable best 

exemplifies this), it would be unwise to assume that the 

latitudes of onunc on esent in the die onary would 

be prevalent in later years. 
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This is one of the princ reasons why Walter 

s esses the indispensable role played by a detailed study of 

phono gical var on individuals s ech patterns. It 

has been seen that many factors influence pronunciation, and 

therefore the phonologic system of an individual. However 

one of Walter's eatest criticisms of other researchers and 

a fundamental tenet of the phonological approach itself is 

that one must not get carried away by the des e to study 

extra-linguistic variables. Walter wants researchers to 

re ze that the definition of a phonolo cal system and the 

identification of weak points be s with the analysis of 

olects. It is the study of idiolects which conditions and 

jus es further examination lin stic divergence 

th . t 6 e commun1 y. 

11 Une grande partie des recher s en phonologie ces 

derni es es, qu 1 on les sse expressement er dans 

cadre de sociolinguistique, ou qu 1 on les qualifie de 

linguistique tout court, s 1attachent de plus en plus a etudier 

diversite phonologique dans communaute. Mais, presses 

qu' iB sont de tenter de relier ce ' diversite phonologique a 

la differenciation sociale, a la position geographique, aux 

differentes sses d 1age ou aux situations de communication, 

les linguistes ne prennent pas toujours la peine d 1 exposer en 

detail le premier stade de toute recherche de ce type' a savo 

1 1analyse et la description des idiolectes d 1 un certain nombre 

d 1 informateurs au cours d 1une pre-enqu~te •.• Certains en 

ent m@me a ne plus voir la necessite d 1 une analyse des 

idiolec s, attires qu 1ils sont par 1 1 etude plus seduis e 

des variations.n 7 
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The speech of a single speaker may differ considerably 

from those around him. To generalize about his speech by 

assuming that the phonological system identified by a 

previous researcher for a speaker from the same region would 

risk invalidating results of correlation between linguistic 

and non-linguistic variables. This is why Walter also 

stipulates that one cannot pre-determine which non-linguistic 

variables will be studied. 11 0n ne peut done pas fixer a 
priori le nombre de variables en consideration, et il faudra 

se laisser guiderpar la nature des premiers resultats. 118 

Phonological divergence can only manifest itself by 

the analysis of each idiolect. Then, and only then, can any 

trend in non-linguistic subgroup behaviour be identified. 

Once this is done, it is necessary to establish some order of 

priority to the study of the non-linguistic variables. Walter's 

own examples best illustrate this point: 

"Albert Dauzat constatait deja en 1950 qu' un ouvrier 

toulousain parle un francais bien different d 1un lettre s 

toulousain Ce que l 1 on peut simplement avancer, 

c 1 est que tousles enqu~tes realises ace jour montrentque les 

differences entre un lettre toulousain et un lettre parisien 

sont beaucoup plus considerables que celles que l 1 on peut 

constater entre un lettre toulousain et un ouvrier de la mGme 

ville, ou entre un lettre parisien et un ouvrier parisien. 119 

A further example illustrates a fundamental point in 

Walter's theory: 

11 ( ... ) il semble que l 1 on doive constater une 

difference de comportement phonologique plus considerable 

entre un medecin de Paris et un medecin de Marseille qu'entre 
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le m~me medecin parisien et sa femme de menage parisienne. 

Entre ces deux derniers, on a pu relever des differences, 

mais il semble qu 1 elles concernent plus souvent les real-

isations phonetiques des oppositions que l 1 existence des 

oppositions elles-m~mes." 1 0 

In the French context, regional and age differences 

are therefore more important than social variation. Temp-

tation to examine the speech of subjects in the latter 

category may yield only non-distinctive differences in sound 

units. Hence, Martinet's comment: 

"On rencontre encore des exposes ou, a ne pas distinguer 

ce qui est phonologiquement pertinent et ce qui ne l 1 est pas, 

la realite linguistique se degage mal." 11 

Walter witnesses the importance of the study of phono-

logical variation in the speech of a single speaker, careful 

selection of non-linguistic variables, and the establishment 

of an order of priority for the study thereof. 

From a theoretical angle, it has been the guidelines 

of Walter and Martinet which have made the author appreciate 

the importance of studying phonemic variation in individuals 

speech patterns. 

Walter's second aim as stated above was to present a 

model questionnaire containing an inventory of all the 

possible oppositions which exist in French. The phonemes are 

classed in four positions: final open, final enclosed, non-

final open, non-final closed, according to Walter's definition 

that a phonological system is the set of sound units which 

t bl . . . t. 12 are commu a e ln a glven posl lon. 

Walter's questionnaire which is based on the format of 

her predecessors Martinet, Reichstein and Deyhime is adopted 
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in the present study. 13 By detailing precisely every stage 

of her study from the selection of phonologic variables, 

pilot studies and fieldwork to the exposition of results, 

Walter provides a solid ounding for her followers. 

2. LABOV: THE SOCIOLINGUISTIC APPROACH 

The sociolinguistic approach is based on the assumpt

ion that linguistic behaviour and language attitudes are 

concomitant. The methods which are discussed here were 

pioneer by Labov whose particular area of study encompassed 

examination of variation in the speech racial and social 

groups. 

Labov claimed that although an idiolect may appear 

random, variation in one speech community is predictable as it 

iS determined by extra-linguistic factors. To examine this 

claim, he isolated predetermined linguistic variables and 

measured attitudes towards them. 

However, to do this, Labov had to find a technique 

whereby attitudes could be examined towards one variable, 

rather than towards language itself. This entailed adopting 

old and developing new methods. 

Subjective reactions to language can be identified in 

two ways: (i) unconscious judgements made by an informant 

which translate attitudes; (ii) stereotypes which have risen 

to the plane of soc consciousness. 

In general, measurement of the individual's reaction to 

his own speech patterns, or the speech forms of others 

involves studies on the unconscious level, while attitudes 

about language per se are formulated ideas on the conscious 
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questions and attitude scales. 
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Labov 1 s aim was to find out whether attitudes were 

uniform with the distribution of a particular variable. It 

was not possible to test this by direct questions (e.g. nwhat 

do you think of the usage variable 1x 1 rather than 1 y 1 by 

certain people? 11 ), as most informants would not understand 

the linguistic technic i es. 

A number of tests have been developed to e cit inform

ation about attitudes without the informant knowing that his 

stereotypes were being tested. 

The most widely used and first to be adopted by Labov 

was the 'subjective reaction test'. A tape recording is made 

of several speakers saying the same thing or reading a piece 

of prose. The informant is asked to listen to the taped 

voices and answer questions about them. Two different response 

formats can be used. One is to ask objective questions about 

the s aker such as, 11 what do you think his job would be? 11 • 

The second response format is evaluative asking the informant 

to locate the speaker somewhere on a bipolar adjective scale. 

The results of these tests show that informants are able to 

make judgements about speakers through voice alone. These 

judgements translate the informant's attitudes towards the 

speech form used. 

However, Labov found that although this test is a 

valuable way of showing that listeners categorize certain 

speakers socially, it does not isolate their attitudes to any 

one feature of language; grammar, phonology, prosodic features, 

lexical items. He therefore modified the standard subjective 
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reaction st order to isolate certain vari es making 

ss to identify the particular linguistic variables to 

which informants are reacting. 

ill us 

The s 

Labov s ected twenty-two sentences with each one 

ing just one or no sensitive phonetic variable. 14 

ence, 11 He darted out about your feet before a car and 

got hit hard 11 , was said two times, the second time wi a 

single, pronunciation difference m the first; one of the 

post-vocalic 1 r 1 s was not articulated as a consonant. This 

was a New York city study where 1 r 1 is an important social 

variable. The informants were as d to ss the job of the 

speaker. The first utterance was rated as belonging to a 

secretary, the second to a switchboard operator. It was 

assumed that differences in ratin were due to the differences 

the pronunciation of 1 r 1 as sentences were otherwise 

identical. 

This discussion so far has dealt with Labov 1 s eatment 

of attitudes towards the speech forms others. s con-

struction the 1self evaluation' test enabled him to examine 

the informant 1 s attitudes towards their own speech. A series 

words are onounced in two different ways by an interviewer. 

The informant is asked to eire which of the pronunciations 

he thinks is correct. Following this, he is required to 

choose e pronunciation he actually uses. The number of i ms 

in which the informant 1 s choices are different is index of 

linguistic insecurity. 

Labov 1 s earlier findings showed that lower middle class 

speakers tended to hypercorrection in ir usage of 1 r 1 , 

the results of the 1self evaluatio~ tests showed that this was 

rooted profound linguistic insecurity. 11 In general we may 
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say that those who adopt a standard of correc ss whi is 

imposed from without from beyond the oup which helped 

the native s ech pattern are bound to show signs 

linguistic inse ty ... linguistic insecurity leads ctly 

to hypercorrection for the insecure speaker has not internal~ 

ized his acquir norms and he s no automatically 

applied role to t him know where to stop correction''· 15 

One of the aims the present study was to iso e two 

atures of e langua in Quebec; pronunciation lexical 

items, to examine attitudes towards A slightly 

modified version of Labov's 'self evaluation' st was used for 

s purpose. 
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CHAPTER IV 

METHOD 

1. SELECTION OF AREA OF STUDY AND INFORMANTS 

The study of phonology and sociolinguistic attitudes of 

French Canadian subjects by a New Zealand student is not a 

simple task. The most obvious limitation of distance from 

area under study was binding in the preliminary stages. 

The two original plans, as detailed below, were abandoned and 

it was decided that a brief visit would be made to Quebec. 

The first of the projects was to undertake the study on 

nch Canadians in New Zealand. However, the number of 

subjects who could be located was too few to make the study 

worthwhile. Furthermore, of those who could be located, the 

and time spent in New Zealand was so varied that the 

author feared that one could do nothing more than a series of 

isolated surveys producing disparate and inconclusive results. 

All prospective subjects who were approached displayed 

proficiency in the English language which would undoubtedly 

allay any previous sentiments of linguistic insecurity with 

regard to English, which they may have held when still in 

Quebec, and not in command of the majority language of Canada. 1 

This observation, coupled with the fact that integration into 

a different linguistic environment would have some influence 

on attitudes towards language, led the author to hypothesize 

that the linguistic attitudes prevailing among French Canadians 

in New Zealand would not parallel those of their counterparts 

in Quebec. A similar prediction was confirmed by Georgeault 
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in a study examining the attitudes of French Canadians fore 

and after having contact with English speakers: 

11 ••• apres @tre entres en contact avec les anglophones, 
encore plus de jeunes francophones en ont une 
impression plut6t favorable. Cette derniere est, par 
ailleurs, partagee par un plus grand nombre d 1 

informateurs de Quebec (75.6%), du Saguenay (70.0%), 
et de Montreal (69.9%) que d 1 informateurs de Hull 
(59.2%) .. ce sont surtout les jeunes qui n 1avaient 
aucun sentiment particulier a l 1 egard des 
anglophones qui ont acquis une impression favorable 
et que les contacts avec les anglophones a davantage 
fait changer d 1 opinion s jeunes des mi eux 
francophones que ceux s milieux mixtes. 11 2 

on) a study of the attitudes of French Canadians 

residing in an English community so found a change in 

attitudes and linguistic behaviour: 

11 Le desir de correction 
groupe va dans le sens 
can adienne francaise. 

--- .l semble proportionnelle 

manifeste par 1 1 ensemble du 
de 1 1affirmation d 1 identite 

revendic on d 1 identite 
au degre d 1 acculturation. 11 3 

With empirical evidence to confirm attitudinal changes 

resulting from contact between speakers different languages, 

it seemed that the present study could not be conducted in New 

Zealand without compromising one of the fundamental aims; that 

is, to measure linguistic attitudes of a oup French 

Canadians splaying similar characteristics of those me oned 

on page one of this report. 

The alternative plan to conduct the survey 1 in absentia' 

by posting the questionnaires and relying on someone to 

distribute them in Quebec was also abandoned as would mean 

forfeiting the opportunity to carry out the fieldwork stage. 

As one of the de sions prompting the present study was 

dependent on the desire to consolidate linguistic skills, the 

delegation of the actual fieldwork to someone else was too 

eat a sacr ce to make. Hence, the final option was adopted. 
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The visit to Quebec was planned for February 1984. 

The inflexible nature of the travel plans, and financial and 

time constraints meant that the questionnaire had to be 

prepared before arriving so that the fieldwork could be 

carried out immediately. For this reason, all pilot studies 

were conducted in France. 

It was decided that a group of senior high school 

students in the one secondary school in Amos would be used as 

informants in the survey. The choice of Amos was pragmatic. 

Having spent a year there, contacts were already established, 

and I possessed a certain amount of background knowledge 

about the town. 

In July 1983, a tter was sent to Monsieur Fernand Ro~ 

Principal of 11 polyvalente la Mosa'ique 11 high school, requesting 

permission to use a group of students as informants in a 

linguistic survey. The response from Monsieur Roy was 

favourable. A following letter (November 1983), detailed that 

where possible, a oup of senior students of mixed ability 

and in a non-lingustically related course would be preferred. 

Two reasons underlay this stipulation: it seemed wiser to 

avoid the possibility of getting a very bright class who might 

guess immediately the underlying purpose of the study and 

perhaps be tempted to hyper-correct. Similarly, I did not 

want a language class where a French or English teacher might 

be present so that students would feel pressured into 

'speaking well' for fear of being reprimanded. Once all these 

pr iminary contacts were established, the questionnaire was 

constructed. 
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2. THE QUESTIONNAIRE 

The questionnaire is comprised of three parts. The 

st of these is questions relating to the background of the 

informant. The second is tests for the sociolinguistic study, 

and the third part is the phonologic study. The divisions 

are as follows: 

Part A. 

A. Biographical questions 

B. 1 . Phonetic st ) 
) 

B.2. Lexical test ) 
) 

Sociolinguistic study 

B.3. Attitude scale ) 

c. 1 • Minimal pairs ) 
) 

C.2. Reading text ) 
Phonological study 

1. Numero du temoin: 
2. Sexe: 
3. Niveau scolaire: 
4. Date de ssance: 
5. Lieu naissance: 
6. Nationali : 
7. Lieu d 1 origine du p~re: 
8. Lieu d 1 origine de la mere: 
9. Pays ou villas (Canada) ou vous avez habit~s 

pendant au mains un an (a quel age?): 
10. Nombre d 1ann§es pass s A AMOS: 
11. Est ce que vous parlez d 1 autres langues? 

Si oui, les ~uelles? .•. 
' 1 '--" .- '? .•. a que nlveau. 

12. Etudes et/ou professions envisagees: 
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Part B.1. Ecoutez bien les mots suivants. Chaque mot est 

Veuillez marquer votre reponse dans les cadres 

Premiere Deuxieme 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
1 5 
16 
1 7 
1 8 
19 
20 
21 
22 

24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 

Une dime 
Je siffle 
Je suce 
Une jupe 
Un rempart 
Une banane 
Une entame 
Un phare 
Du verglas 
La vertu 
Perdre 
Un anniversaire 
Fevrier 
Une celibataire 
C'est agreable 
Lecher 
Deja 
Une paume 
Un saumon 
Une tomate 
Ordonner 
Un soleil 
Le jeune 
A peu pres 
Un jeudi 
Une minute 
Une musique 
Il emprunte 
Un brin 
Un anglais 
Un francais s 

Part B.2. Remplacer les points par un ou plusieurs mots que 

1 On achete le tabac et les journaux au/~ ....•....•..• 
2 Pour dormir un homme met un pyjama et une femme met 

un/ une ............ . 
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3 Pour tricoter faut la la et des .......... a 
tricoter. 

4 Il y a sept jours dans la semaine: cinq jours de travail 
et le/la .........• 

5 Quand on veut envoyer une lettre, on la met dans un/ 

6 

7 

8 

9 

une ......... . 
s voleurs savaient que 

derri e le tableau du 
/ la . . . . . . . . . . s e trouvait 
on. 

Pendant les ventes, j 1ai .....•.... aucoup d 1argent 
sur mes achats. 

Si vous etes presses, prenez 
•........• cinq minutes sur 

Avant qu 1 on puisse repondre, 
une question. 

la grande route vous 
1 1horaire. 
il faut que 1 1 on nous 

z 

10 faut que tu •......... Plerre' ~ tes parents qui ne le 
connaissent s encore. 

11 
12 

Aux magasins, on fait du .•........ 

13 
14 
15 

Si on veut voyager d 1 un endroit a un autre sans argent, 
on se met au bord de la route et on fait ......•... 

quelque chose manque d 1inter , on dit que c 1 est .... 
Si on s 1arnuse en, on dit que c 1est ....•..... 
Cela plus de six mois qu' voudrait parler avec 
elle rnais n 1 ose scar est op ......... . 

Part B.3. 

- Vous ouverez ci-dessous 23 enonces pour lesquels vous 
devrez indiquer votre accord ou vo e desaccord. 

- Lisez-les attentivement. 
- vous ~tes enti~rement d 1accord avec 1 1 enonce, entourez 

EA. 
- Si vous etes d 1 accord, sans plus, entourez A. 
- Si vous n 1etes pas d 1accord, ourez P. 
- Enfin, si vous n'~tes pas du tout d 1accord, ourez 

Ceci n 1 est s un exarnen, n 1y a s de reponse juste ou 
fausse. I s 1agit seulernent de mesurer vos sentim s sur 
quelques aspects votre langue. 

Votre nom sur 

EA-A-P-PA

EA-A-P-PA

EA-A-P-PA

EA-A-P-PA-

EA-A-P-PA
EA-A-P-PA-

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 
6 

papier est facRltatif. 

franqais de Quebec est aussi valable que 
le fran9ais de France. 

Il vaut mieux parler 
au Canada. 

is que francais 
J 

Malgre la situation, il ne faut jarnais 
changer sa fa9on de parler. 

Une personne qui s 1 exprime en tr~s bon 
franyais devrait rec un rneilleur 
salaire. 

Je dois ameliorer rna fayon de parler. 
Quelqu 1 un qui parle joual n 1 a pas 1 1 

d'etre tres inte ent. 



EA-A-P-PA- 7 

EA-A-P-PA- 8 

EA-A-P-PA- 9 

EA-A-P-PA- 10 

EA-A-P-PA- 1 1 

EA-A-P-PA- 12 

EA-A-P-PA- 13 
EA-A-P-PA- 14 

EA-A-P-PA- 1 5 

EA-A-P-PA- 16 

EA-A-P-PA- 1 7 
EA-A-P-PA- 1 8 

EA-A-P-PA- 1 9 

On ne doit pas etre juge a cause de son 
accent. 

Lorsque un canadien fran~ais parle avec 
1 1accent de la France, cela semble 
pretentieux. 
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Lars d 1un interview pour un emploi, il vaut 
mieux parler avec 1 1 accent fran~ais que 
parler joual. 

Je dais parler anglais pour trouver un bon 
emploi. 

Le joual doit etre reserve pour le discours 
entre amis et le bon francais pour ~autres 
situations. 

1 1 accent d 1un candidat ne devrait pas jouer 
un role dans le choix d 1un employe. 

Tout canadien francais d~ait parler joual. 
Le francais parle en France est mieux que 
le francais parle au Canada. 
Quelqu 1 u~ qui parle un bon frangais a 1 1 air 

d 1 etre plus instruit. 
Au Canada, le franqais n 1 est pas aussi 
valable que l 1 anglais. 

Les Quebecois doivent defendre leur accent. 
Le francais du Canada n 1est pas un bon 

> franpals. 
Je suis fier de mon accent. 

Part C.1. Dans un parler tout-a-fait naturel et familier, 

prononcez-vous de fa5on identigue: 

1 Patte et pate? 
2 Bas et bat? 
3 Metre et maftre? 
4 Fee et fait? 
5 Pomme et paume? 
6 Sol et seul? 
7 Jeune et je~ne? 
8 Peu et peux? 
9 Brin et brun? 

10 Encadre et un cadre? 
11 Etain et etang? 
12 Bele et belle? 
13 Arme et armee? 
14 Empreinte et emprunte? 
15 Port et part? 
16 Fort et phare? 
17 Dans FAIS-LE par exemple, pronouncez-vous le E avec le 

timbre du EU de feu ou celui du EU de peur, ou avec un 
timbre dif~rent de ces deux voyelles? 
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Part C.2. 

Je vais vous raconter une histoire. 
Il n 1 y a pas de vrais faits car il s 1agit d 1une fie. Il y 
avait un male qui ~ t mal dans sa peau. Bref, n 1avait 
pas de pot. Un jour, il a mis une pomme dans sa paume et il 
l 1a lanc6e vers le maitre qui lui a donn~ des coups avec un 
m~tre. 

11 Je suis tres peu content lui a dit le ma1tre. 
- 11 Tu peux tir tout de 

Il faut dire que jeune homme etait pr~t d 1 r sur le pre. 
n 1aimait pas le maitre. Il ne l 1 ava jamais aime. 

sorti pour pr e un brin d 1 Tout d 1 un coup, une 
Il est 

idee 
lui est venue dans la t@te: "Je vais m1 echapper 11 • ne 
voulait pas le maitre 1 1 entende done, il mar t a s 
feutres sur s feuilles mortes. 

- 11 Moi 11 dit , llje vais partir le mois prochain pour 
e une conquete. Les soldats de l 1armee Napoleon 

etaient armes de sabres, mais moi, je vais er en bateau 
arme d 1 un b-aton". 

3. DEVELOPMENT OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE 

( 1 ) 

purpose of se ques ons was to identify the 

ormant by a g questions relating to the background; 

age, sex, date and ce of birth, number of years spent 

Amos, ori of ents, l of education, professional 

aspirations and languages spoken. Name was purposely omitted 

so as to give the informant the option of anonymity. However, 

all informants were enthus stic and co-operative and chose to 

identified. 

The variables age and le of education are lar ly 

neutralised in the present study. One can fairly safely 

edict that these variables will be homogen<?aus as the 

informants se cted are all their final year of secondary 

school. 
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Information about the origin of parents and the number 

of years spent in Amos is requested for two reasons. The 

first being that the information given may be used as an 

elimination process. If for instance, a member of the c ss 

were an English Canadian or a student of any ori other than 

French Canadian, the results of s questionnaire would not 

be examined in the main analysis as they would not be relevant 

to the aims of the present study. 

The question asking if the informant speaks any other 

languages is valuable in the analysis of attitudes. It is a 

fa assumption to make that second-language acquisition is 

usually the combination of scholas c study and some contact 

with native speakers of the language; and it has already been 

noted that contact between speakers 

influence on linguistic attitudes. 4 

two languages has an 

Following the advice of Walter, the selection of non-

linguistic variables was not made randomly. Questions about 

e social class of informants were not included. This 

omission justifies itself by the relative youth the oup. 

In the st year of school, they would be more inclined to 

conform with the norm established by their peer group, rather 

than that of a more prestigbus social class. Social class of 

parents is not a fair indicator as people of this age are in 

the transition stage of deciding on future options which may 

not para el those of their parents. 

The limitations imposed on the present study were 

motivated by the concern to keep the scope of research within 

the dimension the objective. 
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(2) Sociolinguistic and phonological co~onents of 

the questionnaire 

For clarity of presentation, the development of the 

remaining components of the questionnaire Is discussed 

immediately preceding the findings of the particular test. 

Notes 

1. Cf. Chapter II, 1 

2. Pierre Georgeault, Conscience linguistique des jeunes 
quebecois, Editeur Officiel de Quebec, 1981, p. 56 

3. Pierre Leon, "Attitudes et Comportements linguistiques, 
problemes d 1acculturation et d 1 identite. 11 Etudes de 
linguistiques appliquee, 15, 1974. p. 101. 

4. Georgeault, loc. cit./Leon, loc. cit. 
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CHAPTER V 

THE SOCIOLINGUISTIC STUDY 

The sociolinguistic analysis consisted of three tests; 

parts B1, B2 and B3 of the questionnaire. 

It was stated in the introduction of this report that 

two complementary measures were used to examine attitudes. 
was . which 

The first measure~comprised of parts B1 and B2~were adaptations 

of Labov 1 s 1 self evaluation' test treating phonetic and 

lexical material respectively. In these, the informant's 

attitudes to his own speech patterns were measured on the 

unconscious level. Part B3, the second measure,identified 

attitudes on the cons ous level, towards the language 

situation in Quebec. 

The essential difference between the two subsections, 

B1 and B2 on the one hand, and B3 on the other, is that in 

the first the informant is not told the aim of the questions, 

whereas in the second, he is. 

1. PART B1: PHONETIC TEST OF LINGUI C INSECURITY 

.1. Aims and method 

Part B1 of the questionnaire was aimed at determining 

the informant's evaluation of his own speech patterns. These 

were measured by a· method adapted from Labov 1 s 1self evaluation 1 

st. 

Labov postulated that individuals evaluate their own 

speech in accordance with the norms they acknowledge, rather 

than bn what they actually say or how they articulate a 
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particular sound. He further hypothesized that this tendency 

indicates a degree of linguis c insecurity. 

According to Labov, linguistic insecurity is manifested 

by strong negative attitudes towards one's native speech, 

hypersensitivity to stigmatized features of language, constant 

striving for correc ss, and an inaccurate perception of one's 

own speech. 1 These conditions can be identified in a test 

where for a selected list of socially marked variants, the 

subject is asked which of the two forms is correct and then 

which he actually 'uses. An index of linguistic insecurity is 

derived from the total· number of items where the two responses 

differ. 

In Labov 1 s New York city survey, the 'norm' was taken 

as the prestigious upper class speech style. However, unlike 

the American context, where speech differentiation is largely 

class related, the prestige speech style of Quebec, identified 

by Preston, and Mear-Crine and Le erc>is standard French. 2 

In this 'self evaluation' test, a st of words 

representing characteristics of the phonetic organization of 

Quebec French was devised. The ormant was played a 

recording of two speakers articulating these words; one with a 

standard French pronunciation other with a Quebec French 

pronunciation. The informant was given a response sheet and 

asked to indicate which pronunciation he believed he used. In 

a later interview, the informant was asked to read the list of 

words aloud, and to comment on which pronunciation he thought 

was 'correct'. 

A standard French speaker and a Quebec French speaker 

were used to make the tape recording of the st of words. The 

two speakers, both female were chosen from two groups. 3 The 
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French speaker was selected from a group of four students who 

made themselves available for the recording. She was chosen 

over the other three as she is a native of Orleans and her 

speech was the most representative of standard French.4 The 

Quebec speaker was chosen from a group of three females who 

were on work exchange programmes at the 'Association France-

Qu~bec 1 in Paris. She wa~ selected as she was the most recent 

arrival in Paris and her speech patterns illustrated the 

characteristics of Quebec FrenQh. 

The authenticity of the speakers' pronunciations was 

checked by three linguistics graduates; a present student at 

EPSCI in Paris, and two masters' students at the University of 

Ottawa. 5 The two pronunciations for each word were judged to 

be accurate representations of Quebec French pronunciation and 

standard French pronunciation. 

Consistently throughout the recording, it is the French 

speaker who pronounces the word first. 

The selection of words obeyed two criteria: (i) Each 

word had to include a characteristic feature of Quebec French 

pronunciation. (ii) The word had to be one used commonly by 

speakers of both varieties so as to avoid confusion on the 

part of the two speakers and the Qu~bec informants. 

The first step was obviously drawing up an inventory of 

the particularities of Canadian French pronunciation. The 

findings of Gendron and Charbonneau were consulted for this 

purpose. 6 

1. The oral vowels /i/, /y/, /u/ which always maintain 

the same timbre in standard French, become more open and 

centralised before certain final consonants. This occurs in 

syllables enclosed by the non-lengthening consonants [p, t, k, 
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g, b, d, f, s,J, m, n, 1,--y_, w]. Where for instance, the 

pair 1 dimanche/dime 1 would be [dim[J, dim] in standard 

French, a variant would be articulated in the second word in 

Quebec French, [dim] . This variant also occurs in unstressed 

syllables in many words such as: 'eclipse, minute'. 

2. The oral vowel, open /E/ has several variants in 

Quebec French pronunciation. Depending on the phonetic context, 

it is subject to becoming more open, more closed or nasalised: 

(i) It·is more open, particularly in final open position so 

that it tends towardsfront /a/ in words such as: 1fran9ais, 

anglais'. Similarly, preceding /r/ in enclosed position so 

that 1 ferme 1 (fErme] becomes [farme] . It is also found 

where /E/ is etymologically long as in 'aide, pr€tre 1 • (ii) IE/ 

becomes nasal when this vowel is long preceding a nasal 

consonant, as in 1reine, chene'. 

3. As far as the vowel 1 A1 is concerned, it has been 

found that little distinction is made between front /a/ and 

back/~/ in standard French. 7 For the standard French 1 A1 

there are several nuances in Quebec pronunciation: (i) The 

timbre 'becomes more sombre and it is articulated at the very 

back so that it is often confused with open/~/. (ii) An 1 A1 

which is articulated between a standard French 1 A1 and the 

above variant form. 

4. /~/ is often confused with /a/ producing the 

same effect as in (i) above. 

5. The oral vowel /re/ is often nasalised and more 

open when preceding the consonant 1 r 1 • 

6. /0/ is little changed but tends to be less clear and 

pure. It tends towards /u/ in certain words such as: 1 jeudi 1 , 

peu 1 • 



TABLE 3: PHONETIC FEATURES UNDER STUDY 

Characteristic of ~F Word Pronunciation of 
French Speaker 

(i, y, uJ~ dime, siffle, b~che, /dim, sifl~, buf, 

(I, Y, UJ j~pe, e, min~te 3up, sysa, minyt/ 

[i)-t[e) musique /mysik/ 

[0] ~fu.J '" a peu pres, jeudi /a p~ prs, 3~di/ 

(~ ~ [e.J jeune /joen/ 

[ 0) ~ [o.-J saumon /somo I 

(:>) ~ fetw (a.. + r~J tomate, solei~ ordonner /t~mat, S3lej, ::;)rd::me/ 

[cJ~(aJ anniversaire, v ' /aniv&rs&r, VeRty 
v~rglas, p~rdre~ vergla, pa:RdR (~) 
anglais, francais O.glt., fRase/ 

[e)?[oe) c~libataire, deja /selibat€r, deJa, 
fevrier fev:sije/ 

(e) ~fiJ agrfable, lecher /ag:Reabl~, leje/ 

[a] ?~[JJ entame, e, remp~rt /~tam, faR, rapaR/ -
(a] ~(e J banane /banan/ 

(€] .. [l~J brin /bR'€/ 

~~) -.l(E.:J] emprunte /O:prre t/ 
-~ 

Pronunciation of 
Quebec Speaker 

/dim, sifl-a, bvJ, 

3YP• sYs;;,, minYt/ 

/mysek/ 

/a pu pRe, 3udi/ 

IJ€n/ 

I sa.mo I 

/to.mat, ' ~do..ne/ 

I ani va~s£/il, varty, 
vaRgla, pa:Rdra, 
angla, f11..ii:sa/ 

I soe li ba tE.:R, dre 3a, 
VRije/ 

/agRiabla, l~e/ 

/~t~m, f~R, ~p~R/ 

/be nan/ 

/bREj/ 

/i.Cpt'~J t/ 

I 

! 

.p..... 
00 
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7. /o/ is not as clear as it is in standard French. 

8. /e/ is sometimes confused with the high front vowel 

/i/. Also, it approaches /re/ in certain words in a random 

manner. 

9. There is a marked tendency in Quebec French pronun-

ciation to diphthongize nasal and semi-closed oral vowels when 

they are long and often in final closed position: pere ( pa-ere); 

peur ( pa-eur) . 

10. In final enclosed position, /~/ is frequently 

realised in Quebec French as a badly nasalised front /a/. 

Furthermore, there is a tendency to di~thongize /~/ so that it 

becomes law/. For instance 1 ange 1 would be CO.J J in standard 

French and [awJ] in Quebec French. 

11 . The nasal vowels /£, Cl. , ........ 
o, reI are l)lOre closed' 

longer and less nasal than their.standard French counterparts. 

They are sometimes trailed by a nasal consonant appendix.
8 

The above list is. not exhaustive, rather, it shows the 

most prominent characteristics of Quebec French pronunciation. 

The words in the phonetic test were selected as representative 

of the characteristics of Quebec French outlined above. 

2. Results 

The aim of this 'self evaluation' test was to determine 

the informant's evaluation of his pronunciation of vowels. 

Interpretation of the results of this technique is based on 

the postulate that negative value judgements translated by 

inaccurate perception of one's speech indicate linguistic 

insecurity, and the corollary, that positive judgements 

indicate that the informant is linguistically secure. The 
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findings of this surv show that the majority of subjects are 

in the latter category. 

In this first session, informants listened to the 

recording the two speakers and indicated on their response 

sheet which of the two pronunciations they believed they used. 
~ 

sponses to this exercis~ were varied. In the second session 

where the informants weri asked to say which of the two 
I 

contrasting pronunciations was the 1 correct 1 one, twenty-three 

of the twenty-five informants stated that neither was more 

correct than the other. The third task asked of the informant 

was that he articulate each word so that his evaluation of his 

speech could be ver ied. All of the twenty-five informants 

articulated the words the same way as the Quebec speaker 

with the exception of three words, 1rempart 1 , 1 entame 1 and 

1 phare 1 • There were s detectable differences between 

their pronunciation of these words and the standard French 

speaker's pronunciation which is why they are included in the 

table of results. 

The ormant was given a score which was the total 

number of items which he articulated differently om his 

stated pronunciation. These scores are present on Table 5. 

Figures are given at the bottom of each vertical column for the 

number of items which the ormant pronounc differently from 

his stated pronunc on. The gures at the end of each 

horizontal column represent the number of informants who 

incorrectly perceive their pronunciation of the particular 

word. 
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TABLE 4: RESULTS OF PHONETIC 'SELF EVALUATION' TEST 

{)) I !-; 

"' s.; (/) U> "' 

~iill 
I'< » "' '0 0 .D c 2 (!) "' "' "' llJ llJ "' ro ·rl 

'0 llJ H H "' c E ill E •c{ c •ri +0 .0 K .s:! >. > 0' rl '0 rl c c c c .2 ~ 0 •rl ro ·rl c •rl ro •rl ro +0 E •rl {.) :J ,.0 ·rl d h 

~M 
ro rl IJ) +0 {.) .0 ·rl <D ..., rl > (l) 0 0 0 o OJ I'< •rl m 
0 ::; o ,_, 1/) ::; r-1 " E .c c ::; h >. (J c H \ro 4-4 ~c :::J E (l) I 
>.; aj (!} (!} ·rl 0 (!} 0 0 :::J 0 ro (l) 0 m <tl ro 0 ·.rl ;.., 

""" 
IIl t:r) I'Q I'Q CQ q q q q ,,, t3 0 0 ...::; ...:! ...::; ...:! • ~ L') H 

1-----1 
1 dime .I J .·. J j j I 6 
2 siffle j I j J j 4 
3 suce t j 1 

4 .iupe J j j 4 

5 re!!Jpart I I j j 3 
6 banane I j j j j / 6 
7 entame I j j /* ttt;Dj 5 
8 phare j j 3 
9 verglas I J j 6 

10 vertu I / j / j 4 
11 perdre j I j [j 4 
12 anniversaire I I j j j 4 
~ ... l}evrier '; I I I J I 6 

14 celibataire I; j 2 
1 5 agr~able I j 

16 lecher 

17 deiil I j J J 4 
18 paume j 

H+= 
_2. 

19 saumon J ./ j j _i 
20 tomate 0 
21 brdonner J I j 3 
22 soleil 

--H j 1 
23 jeune j I 2 
24 a DeU pres j 1 
25 ieudi j 1 
26 minute IJ J j 3 
27 musioue I I j 3 
28 emprunte / j 2 
29 brin I I 0 
30 anglais 

0~1 
I J j H 31 francais j .; 

3 0 0 0 17 1 0 5 0 0 13 6 2.. 22 3 - 1 0 0 2 1 3 90 ' 

Unlike Labov 1 s study where he found that certain features 

were indicated with great regularity, no pattern emerged in the 

present study. It can be seen on Table ~ that there are no 

significant trends in the words which informants articulate 

differently from their stated pronunciation, nor is there 

consistency in the individual scores. 
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The number of items which individuals incorrectly 

perceive as their own pronunciations range from zero to 

twenty-two. Therefore, if in terms of the 1 self evaluation' 

test, these :igures represent indices on each informant's 

'index of linguistic insecurity', there is no one index which 

is representative of the entire group. 

The reason for this was that the majority of informants 

did not recognize standard French pronunciation as the 

1 correct 1 form, thus negating the hypothesis that this would 

be the case. In fact, a large number of informants expressed 

extreme negative judgements about standard French such as 

11 1 1 accent de la France m 1 en~erve 11 , 11 j e de teste 1 1 accent de la 

France 11 • 

The two exceptions to the above were the two informants 

who had the highest scores; twenty-two and seventeen. Their 

comments, 11 le francais de France est mieux que le notre" and s 
11 je voudrais 

vraiment une 

bien parle~le francais de France 
s 

fa?on chic d'~tre interprete ... 

car il a 

c 1 est pourquoi 

je voudrais et je vais l 1 apprendre 11 show that these informants 

believe that standard French is the more 1 correct 1 variety and 

their linguistic insecurity is reflected in the high number of 

pronunciations which they wrongly indicate as their own. 

The next score in des?ending order was thirteen. 

' However, the informant with· this score rejected the notion 
"l 

." that there is a 1 correct 1 way of speaking. There are two 

possible reasons why this score is high without the informant 

being overtly insecure. The first is that she may well sub-

consciously accept standard french as the 1 correct 1 prestige 

form and therefore believe that she articulates the thirteen 

items that way. However, this is unlikely. The second r'"·'=~··;,)n 
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is that since the thirteen items are the first thirteen and 

not one thereafter, it seems possible that the informant did 

not understand the instructionsof the test. 

It can be seen that two of the three informants with 

high scores are linguistically insecure, whereas the degree of 

insecurity of the third is dubious. 

An interesting para1lel can be found in the responses 

of these three informants to the words 1rempart 1 , 1 entame 1 and 

1 phare 1 ~ ~·Although most informants indicated that they 

articulate these words in the same way as the Quebec speaker, 

these were the three words which all twenty-five informants 

articulated differently from the Quebec speaker. A minority 
-

indicat~a.that they articulated these words in the standard 

French way; five for 1rempart 1 , three for 1 entame 1 and three 

for 1phare 1 • The three informants who indicated 1rempart 1 and 

1 phare 1 were the informants with the highest scores, and this 

was the same for 1 entame 1 as they were three of the five who 

indicated the standard French option. 

It is also interesting,that since neither option was 

characteristic of the speech of any of the informants)all the 

others indicated the Quebec French pronunciation as represent-

ative of their own. This must be due to the fact that they 

dislike standard French pronunciation. 

The question of the three words for which no option 

represents the pronunciation of the informants bears on a 

methodological downfall in the test. Had a pilot study been 

conducted in Amos (or even phonological analyses of the speech 

of informant~ ) it would have been detected that the replace

ment of /O/ for /a/ was not characteristic of the pronunciation 

of Amos informants, and therefore not relevant to the aims of 
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the study. 9 

It would seem also that a theoretical discrepancy 

underlies that fact that only two informants showed signs of 

real linguistic ecu:rrty. 

Where Labov 1 s findings showed that New Yorkers detected 

certain stigmatized features with great regularity and 

demonstrat close agreement in the recognition of prestige 

markers, he was able to conclude that New Yorkers are governed 

by a norm which monitors the perception of the speech. 11 The 

audio-monitoring norm is the form which is perceived by the 

speaker himself as he speaks. He does not hear the actual 

sound he produces but the norm he imposes." 10 

As this was not the case in the present study seems 

possible that this test is only valid in a highly socially 

stratified society where language plays a fundamental role in 

soc identification. 

This test tvas ginally selected because standard 

French was ent ed by pre ous researchers as the prestige 

form. Findin similar to those of Labov 1 s New York city 

study were anticipated. This did not happen and it can be 

attributed to the fact that the informants do not see standard 

French as the 1 correct 1 prestigious variety,and are therefore 

not linguistically insecure ~n this regard. 

2. PART B2: LEXICAL TEST· OF LINGUISTIC INSECURITY 

1. Aims and Method 

The second test the survey of attitudes was lexical. 

It too, was based on the principles of Labov 1 s 'self 

evaluation' test. 
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It was assumed that if subject's reactions to phonetic 

stimuli revealed a vel of insecurity to language, lexical 

ems should also re these reactions and enable the 

termination of the respondent's evaluation of his own 

cal usage. 

The original st developed by Labov was modified so 

instead of as the informant which pronunciation he 

used and checking it inst his actual onunciation to 

obtain an index of 1 guistic insecurity, the informant was 

a ed to indicate which word he would use in a given cant 

this was checked t his real us 

This was done by giving the informant a series of o 

questions and him to complete the sentences with 

the word or words that he would use in a particular context. 

At the same time, the ormant was asked to indicate whether 

word he used was Quebec, standard ench, English or 

origin. This ted attention om the task in 

and also showed whe he was a\.J"are t a variant word 

sted. In a following individual ew, the informant 

was asked the same questions in a co oquial spoken manner to 

termine whether his responses in the questionnaire were 

same as he used in an informal spoken s on. The inter-

viewer adopted a colloquialfstyle and changed the sentence 

s ghtly to make the situa~ion less formal. For instance, the 

sentence "Pour dormir, un:homme met un pyjama et une femme 

met un/une . . . 11 was changed to 11 toi, qu' est-ce-que tu mets 

pour dormir 11 during an interview with a male informant who 

completed the former sentence with the standard French 

word. 
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A list of words used exclusively in Quebec French, and 

standard French words which have a different usage in Quebec 

French was drawn-up. The words were selected by two means: 

(i) my own knowledge of lexical variations of Quebec French. 

(ii) Le petit dictionnaire du joual au frangais. 

The sentences were derived from these words which are 

shown on the table below. 

TABLE 5: LEXICAL ITEMS UNDER STUDY 

Standard French 
word· (SF) 

bureau de tabac 

aiguilles 

chemise de nuit 

weekend 

bo1tes aux lettres 

coffre-fort 

faire du shopping 

;" 

epargner 

gagner 

poser 

presenter 

Quebec French 
variant (QF) 

tabagie 

broches 

jacquette 

fin-de-semaine 

bo1te a malle 

safe 

faire du 
magasinage 

) 
~ sauver 

demander 

introduire 

faire de 11auto stop faire du pouce 

ennuyeux plate 

amusant le fun 

timide 
1\ ,., 

gene 

Origin of variant 

SF word .used differentJy 

SF Word used differently 

QF innovation 

QF translation for 
'week-end' 

Calque of 'mailbox' 

English borrowing 

QF innovation from the 
noun 

Calque of 1 to save' 

Calque of ' to ask ' 

Calque of 'introduce' 

Translation of American 
English 1 to thumb a ride' 

Calque of 'flat' 

English borrowing 

SF word used differently 
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A pilot study was conducted at EPSCI in Paris. The 

students were each given the questionnaire with the same 

instructions that were given later t0 the French Canadians. 

All of the twenty students indicated the same word for 

each question, that is, in every sentence they inserted the 

standard French word in the left hand column of the above 

table. Although this exercise did not show how an index of 

linguistic insecurity would work, it established.that the 

meaning of word sought was clear. 

2. Results and discussion 

The aim of this test was to determine the informant's 

evaluation of his own lexical usage. The data collected 

during two sessions is presented below. 

The hypothesis that a high level of insecurity would be 

identified was not confirmed. However, certain results, 

particularly in comparison with the pilot study which will be 

discussed subsequently,illuminate sensitive aspects of the 

question of a Canadian French lexicon, and attitudes towards it. 

Table 6 shows the scores for the twenty-five informants. 

Column one gives the figures for the ratio of Quebec French 

lexical items to standard French lexical items in the first 

session, and column two is tbe ratio for the second interview. 

The ratios are also given ~~r nouns, verbs and adjectives. The 

third column shows the number of items which were different in 

first and second interviews. The last two columns give details 

of the words changed by informants, and deviations from the 

standard pattern of response which was identified as being a 

ratio of ten Quebec French words to five standard French words. 



TABLE 6: RESULTS OF LEXICAL QUESTIONS 

1st IntervieH 2nd Interview 
Name of Informant Noun Verb Adj Noun Verb Adj 

QF SF QF/SF QF SF QF/SF 

Manon Arcand 9 6 4/2 1/4 3/0 9 6 

Sylvie Baulne 10 5 5/1 2/4 3/0 10 5 

Daniel Bechard 7 8 5/1 2/4 0/3 7 8 

M.G. Bergeron 10 5 5/1 2/4 3/0 10 5 

Guylaine Bisson 5 10 4/2 1/5 0/3 5 10 

Gilles Boutin 10 5 5/1 2/4 3/0 10 5 

Nancy Delcambre 9 6 4/2 2/4 3/0 9 6 

M.P. Desbiens 3 12 2/4 1/5 0/3 10 5 5/1 2/4 3/0 

Josee Dominque 9 6 5/1 2/4 2/1 0 6 / 

Hanon Duhaime 9 6 5/1 2/4 2/1 10 5 5/1 2/4 3/0 

Josee Fontaine 9 6 4/2 2/4 3/0 9 6 

Lyp.e Gaulin 10 5 5/1 2/4 3/0 10 5 

Eliane Ger.rais 10 5 5/1 2/4 3/0 10 5 

Chantal Goyette 7 8 5/1 2/4 0/3 7 8 

Hartin Lacombe 8 7 5/1 1/5 2/1 9 6 5/1 1/5 3/0 

Annie Lanoix 7 8 5/1 2/4 0/3 7 8 

Nathalie Laroche 9 6 4/2 2/4 3/0 10 5 5/1 2/4 3/0 

Christine L'ecuyer 3 12 1/5 1/5 1/2 9 6 4/2 2/4 3/0 

Richard LefebVTe 9 6 5/1 1/5 3/0 10 ·5 5/1 2/4 3/0 

Lise Rodrique 9 6 5/1 1/5 3/0 10 5 5/1 2/4 3/0 

M. Rouillier 6 9 4/2 1/5 1/2 10 5 5/1 2/4 3/0 

Christine Simard 8 7 4/2 1/5 3/0 10 5 5/1 2/4 3/0 

Celine Tremblay 6 9 4/2 1 I 5 1/2 6 9 

Hanon Trepanier 11 4 6/0 2/4 3/0 11 4 
Rene Vachon 10 5 5/1 2/4 3/0 10 5 

Index Items changed, 
of QF variant in 

L .I. 2nd Interview 

7 Jackette, broches, bo!te 
a malle~.:'"pou.oe, 3 adjectives 

1 gene 

1 gene 

1 bo~te ~ malle 

6 jackette, fin de semaine 
bofte a malle, le fun, gene 

1 magasinage 

1 gene 

4 jackette, du pouce, plate, gene 

2 tabagie, magasinage 

Deviations from 
10/5 trend 

aiguilles 

) adjectives 

robe de nuit, l'autstop 
bofte aux lettres, adjectives 

bofte aux lettres 

timide 

magasin 

3 adjectives 

shopping 

3 adjectives 

aiguilles 

robe de nuit, aiguilles, 
fuutostop, 3 adjectives 

V\ 
oc 
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The above table shows that nine informants change 

their responses in the second interview. The figures are 

found in the column labelled "Index of linguistic insecurity". 

It can be seen that five informants changedone item, and the 

remaining four each changed a different number: 2, 4, 6 and 7. 

Although the test was based on the notion that those who 

change their responses:}rom one interview to the next show 
I 

• J 

signs of linguistic insecurity, this must be discussed with 

caution as the results in ~solation are not very convincing. 

In comparison to the pilot study where the results 

were homogeneous over the entire group, it seems possible that 

the tendency to alter original responses found in the French 

Canadian test does suggest that these informants are 

linguistically insecure. Still, this is doubtful. An 

examination of some of the trends will show why. 

Not one informant uses all Quebec French words. The 

highest ratio of Quebec French words to standard French words 

is eleven to four. The four lexical items which were given in 

standard French by this informant are the four verbs, 

1 epargner, gagner, poser, presenter'. In fact, not one 

informant uses a QuBbec variant for these verbs. The most 

common ratio and the next on a descending scale of Quebec 

French to standard French is ten to five which is the score 

for thirteen informants. The five standard French words 

include one noun, 1 coffre-fort 1 and the four above named verbs. 

With such a high pev-cerd-ac_;e (100%) using the standard French 

form of verbs, it can be deduced that this would be regular 

usage, and therefore the study of them is not relevant to the 

aims of the 'self evaluation' test which contrasts lexical 

variants. 
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The next ratio of Quebec French to standard French is 

nine to six. The six standard ench words all include the 

four verbs, 1 coffre-fort 1 and varied individual words which 

can be found in the far right column of the above table. 

Following this, the ratio of seven Quebec French words to 

ght standard French is the score for three informants. As 

above, the standard French words are) 1 coffre-fort 1 , four verbs, 

and in addition, the three adjectives; 1 timide 1 , 1 ennuyeux 1 

and 1 amusant 1 • 

Finally, the two lowest ratios of Quebec French to 

.standard French are five to ten and six to nine. No patterns 

emer for these scores. 

Certain patterns do emerge for other scores which show 

down-falls in the test. For instance, six of the nine 

informants have the same word 1 g@ne 1 as one of the corrections. 

However, this is only significant in that it shows that both 

1 g@n~ 1 and 1 timide 1 which denote the same thing in Qu~bec 

French and standard French respectively are words which the 

French Canadians know. It is not so clear that they are aware 

that 1 g@ne 1 is used differently in standard French. For this 

reason, it hardly seems fair to say that changing 1 t~mide 1 in 

the first interview to 1 g~ne 1 in the second is a sign of 

linguistic insecurity. ThJ'test is based on the notion that . . 
~ 

those who hypercorrect us~ng a more prestigious variant are 
p 

linguistically insecure. This necessarily infers that the 

informant knows both the common word and the presti ous 

variant. 

The findings of this test have shown that this is not 

the case. For instance, in the first sentence, 1 0n achete 
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le tabac et les jou~aux au/~ la I 
• • • t not one informant uses 

'bureau de tabac 1 which is the standard French word. All 

informants say either 1 tabagie 1 or 1depanneur 1 , and they are 

not aware that these words do not denote the same thing in 

standard ench. Perhaps.a better format for the test would 

have been to have mul -c~oice questions so that the 

variants would offere9. 

above points, among others not listed here, make 

one wary of the value of the results in labelling those 

informants who change om first to second interviews as 

linguistically ecure. The response pattern for ques on 4 

illuminates this. the first interview twenty-two inform~ 

ants inserted 1fin de semaine 1 , and three serted 'weekend'. 

In the second interview, twenty-five put the Quebec French 

variant, fo owed by comments such as 'it is more French than 

'weekend' 1 

conclusion, the relative failure of this test can be 

paralleled to the phonetic test. If standard French is not 

the presti norm, then it must be concluded that this test 

does not work the French Canadian context. 

3. PART B3: ATTITUDE SCALE 

1. Aims and method 

This final part of the sociolinguistic survey was 

designed to examine lin stic attitudes on the conscious 

level. The aim was to establisli whether the prediction that 

ench Canadians are guis cally insecure as a result of 

the language being second to English on political and 
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economic levels, and standard French on a linguistic level, 

was id. Lambert et al. have shown this to be the case in 

the past. However, many of the tests were with bilingual 

students and attitudes were not examined overtly. All choices 

made by the ormants were unconscious judgements as th 

were not aware what was being tested. The method developed by 

Lambert served its purpose to analyse some attitudes towards 

linguistic variation. It is true that titudes towards 

certain linguistic features cannot put o meaningful 

terms by an informant and therefore tests had to be developed 

order to sla the underlying attitudes. 

Nevertheless, although adequate in some ways, the 

'subject reaction' chnique has many loopholes. There is 

no way of knowing ther an informant is bas his decision 

on s cifically linguis c variables orporated the test 

text; namely,phonologi , grammatical, syntactic or cal, 

or whether he is making j aments according to sexual 

chauvinism, favour a male speaker over a female speaker for 

a hi status job, or preferring a sombre tone of voice over a 

jovial one. In short, can one be irely certa that 

subjects are judging the criteria which the researcher has 

hoped he ? No! In many tude studies of s nature, 

the findings may indeed be convinc , such as Labov 1 s projects 

where one phonologi variable is isolated, but where extra

linguistic notions such as different langua s are the object 

of attitudinal study, is doubtful. 'Extra-linguistic' in 

this context means guages in relation to one another, and 

their role career, education and other social categories. 

For the above reasons, a completely independent 

approach was adopted in the present study to examine titudes. 
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This is a scale named after its inventor, Likert, which 

is used commonly in sociological research. 

In order to measure such intangible things as 

attitudes, a scale must be constructed to subjectively assess 

the degree of presence of an attitude. 

The Likert scale is made up of a series of statements 

which require the informant to speculate. They are not state

ments which force the informant to report on the truth or 

falsify the facts as these would fit into cognitive measure

ment. In response to a given statement,the informant checks 

the option that most closely represents his feeling about the 

statement. Normally, five options are given: strongly agree, 

agree, undecided, disagree, strongly disagree. In the present 

study, the middle "undecided" category has been left out to 

insure that all responses will reflect a directional opinion. 

The reason why this method was selected was because it 

enables one to examine the full range of attitudes which 

constitute the global attitude under study. In this case, 

where the aim was to measure attitudes towards the language 

situation in Quebec, both social and pyschological factors had 

to be considered, as well as the presence of other varieties 

of Quebec French, standard French 1 and English. 

The first step in constructing a 'Likert' scale is to 

define a topical outline, that isJthe areai towards which 

attitudes will be measured and then to subdivide them into 

relevant statements. The questionnaire developed for the 

present survey was made up of nineteen statements. The 

categories below serve as an outline of topics contained within 

the global attitude: 



1) relative superiority of standard French (statement 

No. 1 , 8 , 1 4 , 1 8 ) 

2) relative superiority of sh (2, 10, 16) 

3) relative inferiority of 1 joual 1 (6, 13) 

4) level of education (15) 

5) career stereotypes (4, 9, 12) 

6) social styles (3, 11) 

7) accent judgement/linguistic insecurity (5, 7, 17, 

19) 

Thus, attitudes towards the language situation in Quebec 

are defined as being the collective result of attitudes 

towards the above topics. Selection of these to cal areas 

was based on two things: stly, personal intuition, as a 

result of my stay in Canada; and secondly, on those elements 

which have been identified by previous researchers as ing 

sensitive areas in the attitudes of French Canadians towards 

their langua 

As this scale was only pertinent in a French Canadian 

situation, it could not be tested in the pilot studies 

conducted in France. The original scale was made up of 

twenty-four statements. After the test, five were eliminated 

as they treated features of language which were relative to 

cognitive rather than attitudinal aspects. 12 

2. Result 

Scoring a Likert scale is as follows: for statements 

which are positively phrased in favour of Qu~bec French a 

numerical value is assigned to each option descending from 

highest to lowest on the sc , strongly agree to strongly 

disagree (SA 4, A 3, SD = 2, D = t); for negative 
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statements the highest value is assigned to the negative 

of the s e (SA= 1, A= 2, SD = 3, D = 4). 

The owing table shows the scores for each statement, 

as well as the topical area it belongs to, and overlaps where 

they occur. 

TABLE 7: REAL AND AVERAGE. SCORES FOR ATTITUDE SCALE 

Statement EA A p . p Positive Negative Score Category Related Average Statements 

1 11 11 3 - J 83 A - 3.32 
2 2 8 10 5 J 68 B - 2.72 
3 4 8 7 6 / 67 F G 2.68 
4 ., - 7 6 18 j 97 E - 3.68 
5 9 11 4 1 j 47 G - 7.88 
6 2 3 11 9 j 48 c - 7.92 
7 17 5 - 3 j 86 G - 3.44 
8 3 8 12 2 j 62 A F 2.48 
9 8 8 6 3 ·J 61 E c 2.44 

10 3 9 9 4 j 64 B E 2.56 
11 4 12 9 - j 70 F A/C 2.80 
12 13 .6 4 2 j 80 E G(7) 3.20 -
13 7 3 7 14 j 84 c - 3.36 
14 2 5 8 10 j 76 A - 3.04 
15 14 16 5 - j 74 D A 2.96 
16 5 8 10 2 .; 59 B - 2.36 
17 9 11 3 2 J 77 G - 3.08 
18 - 5 10 10 J 80 A - 3.20 
19 14 10 1 - j 80 G - 3.52 

Key: Relative superiority of standard French (A) 
Relative superiority of English (B) 
Relative iority of 1 j oual 1 (C) 
Level of education (D) 
Career stereotypes (E) 
Social styles (F) 

Linguistic insecu~rty (G) 
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Simple statistical tests were conducted to determine 

whether the responses to statements within each category were 

correlated, and so to establish whether responses to similar 

statements from different categories corresponded with one 

another. 11 

(1) Relative superiority of standard French 

The averages for the four statements in this category 

give an average of 3.01 (1/3.32; 8/2.48; 14/3.04; 18/3.20) 

This figure represents a refusal to accept standard French as 

being superior to Quebec French. In question one, the responses 

show that 88% of the informants agree with the statement that 

Quebec French is as valuable as standard French. Of this 

number, half commit themselves to total agreement. Only 12%, 

that is three informants, do not agree, and even then dis-

agreement is not extreme. Statements 14 and 18 which opose 

the same thing as statement 1, only differently worded, yield 
.. 

similar results. 72% disagree with statement 14 which proposes 

that the French spoken France is better than the French in 

Canada. This statement is negatively phrased with regard to 

Quebec French, therefore, sagreement indicates a favourable 
' . 

attitude to this variety. Similarly, statem~nt 18 is 

negatively phrased and the majority response· of disagreement, 

80%, shows a positive attitude. The further 20% who agree with 

this statement do not indicate 11 strongly .agree". Statement 8 

which has the lowest average (2.48) touches on the question of 

standard French superiority from a different angle. It proposes 

that a French Canadian who speaks with a standard French accent 

seems pretentious. 40% of the informants agree and 56% 

disagree. These figures correlate well with the responses to 



statements in the category of accent judgement. 

In general, the majority of informants favour Quebec 

French over standard French. The average score of 3.01 

supports this conclusion. Furthermore, if the average of the 

three statements dealing specifically with the question of 

standard French in relation to Quebec French are taken, it 

becomes 3.18, higher, and therefore a more positive attitude 

to Quebec French. 

(2) Relative superiority of English 

67. 

Three statements relate to the relative superiority of 

English: 2, 10 and 16. The average for each statement 
and 

respectively is 2.72, 2.56,A2.36, and the average over the 

three is 2.54. 

Since French and English cannot be compared in the same 

way as standard French and Quebec French, because the former 

pair are different languages, the statements necessarily place 

English in a particular situation. Statements 2 and 16 deal 
'• 

with the relationship between English and French in a nation 

dominated by English, and statement 10 treats English as a 

utilitarian language. It can be seen from the average of 2.54 

that the informants 1 responses are generallY. non-.committal. In 

statement 2, five informants strongly agree ~hat it is better 

to speak English than French in Canada, and only two strongly 

disagree. For statement 10, four strongly agree that one must 

speak English to get a better job, while. three strongly dis-

agree. Similarly, the extremes in ~tatement 16 are minimal. 

For all the statements in thi$ category, the majority of 

responses are between mild agreement and disagreement. Although 

there is recognition that English is a useful language in 

Canada, informants do not believe that it is superior to French. 
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(3) Relative inferiority of 1 Joual 1 

Although only two statements examine this item; 6 and 13, 

two others also deal with 1 joual 1 in relation to other 

varieties~ However, the two principal statements are so 

different that each one will be discussed, rather than the 

average of the two. Statement six which proposes that a 1 joual 1 

speaker comes across as less intelligent has an average of 1.92, 

showing that there is general disagreement. This correlates 

with statement 7 which received a high average agreeing that 

one should not be judged by one's accent. (Av = 3.44). State-

ment 13, that all French Canadians should speak 1 joual 1 was 

totally rejected. The average of 3.36 shows this. 

(4) Level of Education 

The average score of 2.96 for the one statement in this 

category shows that there is general agreement that someone 

who speaks well appears to be more educated. This must be 

related to the statement about accent judgement. (Statement 7) 
•, 

Although the scores do not correlate, this does not und~rmine 

the responses to statement 7. It is generally accepted in any 

language that the better educated are the better speakers (and 

it...)3 corollary); if one is to make judgements.about accent, 

this group only is praised. Whereas, if onetalks about accents 

including the whole range of social, regional or other, judge-

ments and opinions are often made about speakers. It is those 

speakers with the so called unprestigious. accent who are judged 

negatively. The statement referring to accent judgement 

carries these undertones, rather than judgement about speakers 

of prestigious varieties. 



(5) Career Stereotypes 

The average for the three statements in this category 

is 3.10. Although the general attitude is that accent should 

not be considered as a criterion for employment, nor should 

it be the basis for salary considerations, the informants' 

attitude to which variety of language one should speak during 

an interview is not so definite. The score for statement 9 is 

2.44 showing that the informants have not committed themselves 

to any extremes of opinion on this aspect. 

(6) Social Styles 

The scores for statements 3 and 11 show the awareness 

that social styles exist. In both cases, there are few 

extremes of opinion. The average for the two, 2.74, shows 
/ 

that on the scale ranging from 'strongly agree' to 'strongly 

disagree', there is reserved agreement. However, in 

interpreting the attitudes in this category, it must be 

recognised that the statements deal more with instinctive 

beliefs than conscious attitudes. It is common knowledge that 

it would be better to speak in good French rather than 1 joual 1 , 

but as the informants in this study are not 1 joual 1 speakers, 

it is an issue which does not concern them directly. 
' ' 

(7) Accent Judgement/Linguistic Ins~curity 

This notion has been discussed previously as it over

laps with other items towards which attitudes are examined. In 

most cases, the scores have been consistent with those found 

here. Statement 7, "On ne doit pas @tre juge a cause de son 

accent'' has an average score of 3.44 which shows that the 

large majority of informants strongly agree with it. The other 

three statements in this category pertain more to the question 
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of linguistic insecurity. 17 and 19 which relate to the 

Quebec accent and the individual's accent respectively both 

have high average scores; 3.08 and 3.52. With few exceptions, 

the informants are proud of their accents and give no 

indication of linguistic insecurity. However, the situation 

is different with statement five, 11 je dois am~liorer rna fa9on 

de parler 11 • 80% believe that they should improve, 16% disagree 

and 4% strongly disagree. 

It is possible that the informants interpreted this 

statement as meaning an improvement in other features of speech 

such as grammar and lexical items rather than just accent. 

(8) Summary 

The main points which have emerged from the results of 

the Likert scale are that the twenty-five Amos informants are 

linguistically secure and certainly feel no need to improve 

their pronunciation. They view Quebec French in a favourable 

way and will not accept that standard French is any better. As 

for English, although they recognize that it would be valuable 

to know it to widen career prospects, they do not rank it 

above Quebec French on any level. The majority are also 

adamant that 1 joual 1 speakers should not be· judged negatively 
' ' 

because of their accent, and this generalizes to their opinion 
. ', 

that accent should never be a criterion for judgement about a 

speaker's personality, level of intelligence or other factors. 

However, the informants do not believe that all French 

C~nadians should speak 1 joual 1 • 

These findings compare well with those of the two 

earlier attitude surveys. In the 1 self evaluation' tests it 

was evident that standard French was not a prestige norm which 
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informants were striving to attain, and this was confirmed by 

their responses to statements on the attitude scale. 

However, as in the preceding surveys, there were down

falls in the attitude scale. These have been mentioned in the 

summary of each category, where it was shown that four state

ments were ambiguous. These were: statement 15 which treated 

attitudes towards the relationship between language and 

education; statements 3 and 11 which related to social styles; 

and statement 5 which proposed that the informant should . 

improve his speech. The responses to these statements did not 

correlate with other responses in the same category. This was 

largely due to the fact that these statements treated 

intuitive beliefs rather than attitudes themselves, or that 

particular variables were not isolated. This discrepancy is 

the basis of the whole argument about attitude measurement 

and which method is best. 

4. Synthesis and critical discussion of the three 

~ttitude surveys 

The indications of the present study are that the value 

of identifying language attitudes and how to measure them, 

particularly in the context of Amos, is questionable. 

Evaluative reactions towards speakeis of various 

languages or dialects have been widely studied using a number 

of techniques during last twenty years. 

Since Lambert et. al. originally developed the 'matched

guise' technique for comparing reactions to two langua s, 

adapted forms have been employed to assess biases toward 

different varieties of the same language, as eston 1 s 

survey of reac ons to Canadian French and European French. 
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Labov oneered a technique to measure individual 

reactions toward isolated phonological and phonetic variables 

based on the assumption that speech communities share a common 

set of value-judgements. 

Finally, attitudes to language have been studied us 

techniques borrowed from sociology and psychology, such as 

semantic-differential and Likert scales. 

Two of the above methods were selected to examine 

attitudes in the present study: (i) Labov 1 s 'self-evaluation' 

test; (ii) a Likert scale. 

It has been seen that the st of these surveys did 

not work in the context of Amos, primarily because standard 

French was not the prestige norm. One could, in interpreting 

the results, take the opposite view that the findings indicate 

that informants are very linguis cally secure but this 

evidence would be anecdotal. It is the writer's observation 

that the 'success' of this test relies too much on the 

impressionistic statements made by informants when asked which 

of two language varieties is 1 correct 1 • 

The reason for discrediting some of the findings of the 

Likert scale are slightly different. It was originally . ' 

selected as one two possible attitude measures of language 

general. The other, Lambert 1 s 'ma tched.:.:guise 1 technique 

was not used as the results leave one in doubt as to which 

variables subjects are reacting. However, employment of a 

Likert scale in the present study has shown that ambiguities 

of this nature can so arise. This does not necess ly 

undermine the system of analysis itself, but rather, ques ons 

whether a linguist shuuld use methods from other disciplines 

such as sociology and psychology, without proper training. 
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This conclusion was also upheld by Bloch and Trager: 

11 feelings about language are inaccessible 
to investigation by techniques of linguistic science 

The linguist is concerned solely with the 
facts of speech. The psychological correlates of 
these facts are undoubtedly important; but the 
linguist has no means as a linguist of 
analysing them. 11 12 

Martinet also shares these views: 

"The lin~uist will feel competent to deal with the 
latter (structural aspects of language). but he 
may be excused if, in his capacity as ~ linguist he 
declines the invitation to investigate sociological 
conditioning. 11 13 

As an academic exercise, the attitude surveys have 

been extremely rewarding. They have on the one hand, shown 

some interesting aspects of the French Canadian language 

question; and on the other handJthey have witnessed how 

difficult it is to identify and measure attitudes to language. 
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correlated, then this was not due to chance. 

12. Bloch and Trager, cited by Labov, The Social Stratification 
of English in New York city, p. 10 

13. Martinet, A., cited by Labov, loc.cit 
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CHAPTER VI 

PHONOLOGICAL STUDY 

1. DETAILS OF THE TEST 

The purpose of this study was to examine the unstable 

vowel phonemes in the speech of each informant in order to 

define individual phonological systems, and to identify any 

trends for the entire group. 

Based on the questionnaire format developed by Walter, 

phonological oppositions were examined in two ways. A 

minimal pair word list comprising twelve phonologi 

oppositions and a reading text including nine phonemic 

contrasts were used to elicit the required information. The 

informant was given the list and asked to indicate whether he 

articulated the two words of the minimal pair identically. At 

the same time, was asked to read the pairs aloud. This 

allowed the fieldworker to determine whether the informant's 

rendering of his own enunciation was correct. Following this, 

the informant was taped reading the text. 

has already been seen that Walter not only refined 

the research techniques of her predecessors ~artinet, 

Reichstein and Deyhime, but also developed an inventory of all 

1 the unstable phonological oppositions which exist in French. 

Items were selected from this list for examination in 

the present study. In addition, three phonological contrasts 

which seemed to be possible points of confusion in Quebec 

French were tested: /o /r--'/a./,/a/,.....;//<1'.-/,/E ;.-..-;a.;. 2 



(1) The phonemes under study 

1. Open vowels: This question aims to determine 

whether the subject makes a distinction between the front 

non-rounded phoneme /a/ and the back rounded phoneme 1~1. 

Final open position: bas - bat, mois - moi 

Final enclosed position: patte - pate, male - mal 

Non-final position: bat~au - baton. 
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2. Mid-open vowels; Front non-rounded: This question 

examines phonemic oppositions of length and timbre. It aims 

to determine whether the informant makes a distinction 

between semi-closed /e/ and semi-open /E/. 

Final open position: aime - aimait, pre - pret, fee - fait. 

Similarly, it aims to establish whether the /E/ phoneme in 

enclosed syllables is lengthened in one word of a minimal pair 

to distinguish the two words. 

Final enclosed position: maitre - metre, belle - bele. 

Finally, the phonemes in final open position are examined in 

arme - armee to determine whether a distinction of timbre or 

length is made. 

3. Mid-open vowels; Front rounded: This question 

aims to show if a distinction is made between the mid-closed 

phoneme /0/ and the mid-open phoneme /re/. This opposition 

occurs only in final enclosed position. 

Final enclosed position: jeune - jeune, feuilles - feutres. 

4. Mid-open back vowels: The aim of this question is 

to determine whether the informant makes a distinction between 

/o/ and /o/. 

Final enclosed position: pomme - paume 

One further minimal pair is examined to determine whether the 
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informant makes any distinction between the vowels in final 

position of the following pair. 

Final open position: pot - peau. 

5. Mid-open vowels: This question is included to 

test the status of the phonemic opposition of the two open 

phonemes j:) / and /re/. 

Final enclosed position: sol - seul. 

6. Back vowels: The aim of this question is to 

examine the informants' articulation of the phonemes /~/ and 

/a/ to determine whether they are distinguished. 

Final enclosed position: port - part, fort - phare. 

7. Mute 11 e 11 : The aim of this question is to establish 

the timbre of mute 11 e 11 by testing whether the /'d/ is realized 

as /0/, /ce/ or between those two phonemes. 

8. Correlation of length: This question examines the 

informants' articulation of contrasting vowel phonemes to 

determine whether they are distinguished by length of delivery. 

Final open position: arme - armee, peu - peux. 

9. Nasal vowels: The object of this question is to 

determine whether distinctions are made between certain nasal 

vowel phonemes. 

jej,...,__,j(i. /: brin - brun, empreinte - emprunte 

Ia/ ,..._../reI: en cadre - un cadre 

/e/~1~/: etain - etang. 

2. RESULTS 

The phonological vowel systems of 25 informants are shown 

below, followed by explanatory notes. 
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·The systems were deduced from the informants' answers 

to ques ons on the pronunciation of minimal pairs, notes 

taken by mys in phonetic transcript of their actual 

pronunciation, and examination of the tapes of the informant. 

reading the text. 

The presentation in table form was developed by Walter 

in Engu@te phonologigue et varietes regionales du franyais, 3 

and has been adapted to the conditions of this survey. Whereas 

Walter's tables represent in each case an idiolect, these here 

present the characteris cs of the pronunciation of a 

particular spe , based on the examination of only a few 

minimal pairs for each phonolo cal opposition. Although 

Walter's study of the ech of each informant is comprehensive 

and dozens of minimal pairs are tested, she is careful to note 

that one should be wary of the fixed value which presentation 

in the form of a table apparently gives. For this reason, she 

explains selected idiolects in detail. 

this study, the tables are followed in each case by 

scriptions of the articulation of each phonological 

opposition. 

(1) Conventions 

The vowel phonemes are displayed in.three tables: two 

for the oral vowels (final open and final enclosed positions), 

and one for the nasal vowels. 

The symbolic conventions detailed below are the same as 

those used by Walter. 4 

- phonemes are represented by symbols of the Inter

national Phonetic Alphabet. 
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- stable phonolo cal oppositions are separated by 

dark horizontal and vertical lines. 

- unstable oppositions are separated by wavy lines. 

- diagonal lines represent a distinction in the 

length of the vowel. 

beside a letter represents a clear lengthening of 

· the vowel 

• peside a letter represents a slight lengthening of 

the vowel . 

. under a letter marks a more closed vowel 

c under a letter marks a more open vowel. 

o. above a letter marks a more rounded vowel. 

v above a letter marks a vowel which is particularly 

bri 

~ above a letter indicates nasality! 

/0i/, /Ee/, etc. a phonetic symbol smaller script 

at the above right of the letter represents 

diPthongization. 

() brackets around a letter indicate that the phoneme 

in question is rarely realized. 

In Walter's inventory of notational conventions, she 

indicates that phonetic symbols printed in italics represent 

an intermediary timbre. This has been omitted in the present 

study. The existence of an opposition of timbre is shown by 

horizontal lines (for the distinctive trait of open/closed), 

and vertical lines (back/front). This is sufficient to mark 

the status of an opposition. 



(2) Charts and commentary 

BA»OB ARCABD 06/12/66 Quebec. 
Origin of :father : Abitibi .. 
Ori.gi.n of mother : cantons de l•est .. 
Years in Amos : 0. Other towns :: Oka. 
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Languages : 0.. studies on visaged : Proiessional. •. 

-J 

a a.. 

OlU.L YOVBI.S 
Pinal absolute positi.on. .. 
bas/bat;mois/moi. : i~o distinctioa .is made bt.:tween hacK /0/ 
a.nd front ;a; in •.oas and •bat ri::'i:'.spectively. l:iowever,*mois• 
is articulated as Lfuw~7 a~l•moi• as ~hlw 

. pea U/pot :: Tl1e timbre of tlJ.e vowels . 
tical. The phoneme articulated a 

11engt1i of the. /o/ in t pot 1 is 
11 peau • .. 

those words is iden
cl.o.sed /v/, but tht 

shorter tn..:m. the /o/ of 

aima.it;aime;f:a..i.t./fee;pr&t/pr~ : li dt:i.iilite di.ifer~mc<= can .be 
detected i.n t.he iuformant' ~ pronunciation of t:lu:: minimal 
pairs.. TlH~ :firs·t 11Wrd of each pai.r:- J..s arti.culated w.itn an 
open ;·e./ phOlleme, and a variant oi closed ;e.; i::; a.:cticulate.d 
in the second word. 'l'ht: v·ariant fft-7 is more closing and 
tends towards /i/. 
peu/peux : 1 Peux• articulated with a closed/~/ phoneme 
that marginally shorter than the /~/ pn.orn:!:me of 8 peu • .. 
a:rme~~rmee : 1'n.e /:!:/ of •arl!H~e • is sl.i.gnt.Iy longer than in 
the f.1.rst word of the minimal pair~ 

Final enclo~;;;ed posit:ion. • 
patte_./pat.e;mal/inG.le :; A clear: distin.cti.on :is made betveen 
~he .fr~nt /a./ ph.on.e.m(i· in • patta• and 1 m •, and a. bacr.: /a../ 
.1.n 'pate• and •male•.. po!ll.llle/:.;?aUuH,: : T.;u::•se two liiOl:ds art:. 
distinguished. clearly ; 'pomme• as ao m7 and •.Jamnet as 
LPoll17 .. 
sol~seul :. A clear di.stincti.on in the pr:onu.nciat.ion of tht:tse 
woras . maintained.. J:{atn.er tl.La.n thH open /::J/ o£•sol• ap
proacn . .l.n~ the phoneme /02/, it .oBcoa8s mort open ,ls ~ 17 .. 

C!l 
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port/:t:<art; :to::::t/phar.:e: A clear fi.is·ti.nc.tio.n :Ls Jn.ade between 
tile vo\li'el puollb'llles in tn.E:1se minimttl pair:.s .. 
jeunejjeUne;f.euill-=s/feutres : A.n open /oe/ p!LorJeme art..ic
ulated in the first words of eal;:h i'o:i..r d.isti.ngui.sh~!Sthem 
from 'jeGne• and 1 :1..eutres• wnic:ll are ar:ti.cula.ted with a 
closeci. /¢/ pr.toneme:.. metre/malt:ce ;.tale/belle ; An unstable 
oppos~tioll ex.ists betlleen t.ne pholielll.ic articulati-on. of tn.e 
c-tbove words .. In t.ne minimal pairs sectJ..on of. the intervie111, 
the iHformant articu...>..ates "a~trejma~tre • identically as /Ms:-hj' 

and I belle. Lri E. lJ and 1 1.lt~Ue t ;be.~ l/ a.iff.erentl:y· .. In the 
taped extra(.-t, t.n.e op-position is agaiu nut made,both •metrE::!• 
and 1 maitre' i::H:e art1.culated with a.n unh::-IJgthened open /€.. / 
phoneme .. 

KASAL YOi'ELS 
brin/brun;eilti:•r(;;iJttl:::/~::ru.pr:unte. : 'l'he words of both these mini
ma~ pairs are cleaLly di.stingui:oil.ted. •Br::i.l:t'" is a.cticulated 
w iti.1 the na.sa1.. ;e;n5~nsonant aJ.'pend ix ij ] , and • brun • as 
/hrre /.. 'l'he uasal vowel oi • emfireinte • diEhhongizt:d so 
that it is a1:ticul.o.tcd a.s J€ej a.ud •empr:·unte• is articulated 
witu a clear /&!/ nasal i:->honeme .. 
encadre/ un cadre :- 'I'he nasa.l i1Dwt'l pho.ueru.e o:t •un • the 
same as a.bove, • ur:.. • /& / ar1d 'encudr:e 1 is articulated witl1 a 
back nasalised /0:,/. 
etain/f"tang : 'l'.h:t.s lll..l:lliltla.l flair is sta.ble. ·~ta.iu. is arti.c
ulated witil. a.n ;8 / and a nasal consonant u.f:;'peudix and 
'etang 1 w1.tn tb.e: nasal pboneme /5'./. 
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SYLVIE BAULBE 20/03/_67 Amos .. -OJ:'ig!J:l_ ()! father : St. Domi.nigue 
brigin of mother : Allios. 

d u Rosai~·e. 

~ears in Amos : 16.0ther towns • 
!Languages : 0. St.udi0s cnvisagc.'-11 : 

. 
L y u 

~J 

% ~ 0 e .,.. .. s 
a a CL 

Computer. 

-E.j_ ...... ,.... 

£ re :> 
,...., -(t a.j 

ORAL VOWELS Pi.na.l absolute i'osltion .. 
1>as/.oat;rnois/litoi : 5oth tne •a 1 pt.onemes of t11e miuimal 
Jpairs are articulat~d as front ;a; .. 
~peau/pot : hotu woros are c.rt.1.cu .. Lu.ted iliitn a closed /O/ 
phoneme. 
)aimaitjaiJlll~,; f ai tjf ee ;p~·Gt/pre : Tni.s i'iwn ologica.l Oi:<f?Osi t.l.Oll 

;is unstable in the speech of this informant. ~efinite dis
'tiuctions are made Det.·ween the 1 e r :tnoneliles oi the minimal 
:pai.rs, but the nature ot th.u articulation changes. •Fo.it• i.s 
ipronouncea with a piwneme vaT i.cm t that tends towar:a.s closed 
!;e;, and the+ 'e' oi 'fee• i.s more clos8d. a.nd diPth.ongi:zed so 
!that it 1>ecome:s L£~.7. O:peu /f../ is articulated .iz1 •aimai.t• 
;a:u.d 'pret•, while a closed variant tu.tdin.g towcnds /i/ is 
1articu.iated in •aime• and 1 ,t>re 1 • 

'jpeu/peux ; l1lthougb. the in:torma.nt .sta-ce.s that she artic
ulates ti1ese wor:ds identically, this is not the case. The 

1 /~/ of • peux1 i..s si-10rter tnan it is in •rjeu 1 • 

ar:mejar~rtee : The ;e; of •ar:ill(e • i.s articula tt:cl in t:x.actly 
th.e sanie maaner.· as tn.e i:inal. vowe..i.. phonE.~me of 1 armee 1 • 

Fina.l enclosed pos.1. tion ~ 
patte;p·ate;rualjmale : A clear distinction J..S made between 
the front /a/ phon~mB i.u •ratte• and •mal', and a back /o.,/ 
in •pftte 1 and 1 rn.1Ue •. 
pouune/paume : These two words are distinguishE:d clearly ; 
1 pomme • as /l:,:)lli/ and 'pa.ume 1 as /pom/. 
soljseul ; A clt:a.r: di.sti..nction in the pr:onunciation of these 
words is maintained. 
jeune/jeune;feuilles/feutres : An 
ula ted iu the first words of 
from • jeCue• and •teut.ces• wh.i.ch 

oJ::•en /U?../ IdJ.oneme artie
each pair. disti.nguish.... them 

al.' e articulated w i.th a 
closed /P/ l?UOllf:.'ille. . 
lfl:~trejma·ftre; .o'elejbe:.t.le : The i.n:t or.mant .says t.hat she artic
ulates tne words of the i:i.rst f'air: above ide.utically 1 and 
the second pair di:.t:ierently. .This i.s verified on the tal'e. 
1 li~tre' and • rua~tre • are arti..culate.d as jm e.. ti:/, wh.i.le 
• belle• is pronounced /b€1/ 1 and •b~le • as /be:l/. 
aASAL VOWELS 
bri.u/brun;empr.:eintejemprunte ~ Tne. words of. both these Inini.
mal po.irs are clearly disti.nguished. 'Brin' is articulated 
with 't.ne nasal/ce/ consona.nt appendix /.J/, CJ.nd 'brun • as 
/brre; .. The nasal vowt:l of •emJ:Irt:dnte • i.S articulat€ld as 
/~/differentiating it from 1 eiilpruute• which. is articulated 
W' ita a clea:r· /m/ ua.sal phoneme. 
encad.re/ un cadre : The nasa.l vowel phoneme of •un • i 5 tho 
same as above, 'un• /oe/ and •encadrt:' is articulated. with a 
back: nasalised /a7. etai.njetaug : Tnis mi.nilllal 1-•air i.s sta
ble. •etain 1 is· articulated. •i th an /S/ and a nasal conso
nant appbnd:.t:4. and •etang • with the nasal phor.~.e..,..u~.. . /fJ:/ and a 
nasal consonant appendix segment. 



DI:AHEI. BECHARD 19/12/66 
Orig·in. of :father : Amos 
Origin of mother : Aillos. 

Amos .. 

Years in A.mos : ·az .. Ot.iwL~ toiilns : 
Languages ; 0 .. Studies envisaged : Adm.inistr.at·.iun .. 

-. 
(.. y u 

€.) """" 
......, 

e.'· ce 'J 

e ¢ 0 . 
~ -

-a.~ 
E (D) 

a. a. a. 

OBI.. VOiiTELS 
Final absolute posit~on ... 
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bas/bat; moisjuwi : .Boti1 the 'a 1 phonem.E.ls of tlte mil1ima.l 
pairs are aLticula ted. as front ;a; .. 
peau/pat : These two 111ori:ls are pronounced (fif.ferently .. 
1 Peau•· with a closed jo/ phonewc, and 'pot• with au 
anglicized variant, ffiY. 
aimait/ai.ill~;.fait/fee;p.ret;pru : Distinction is made between 
t.be vo111el phonelaes of a..i..l th.re.e minilfial. pairs tt:.sted .in this 
position .. Open /E/ .i.s articu.la ted in tne i:iro.t words of each 
pair and a closin9 variant of /fj;/ ax·ticulated in the 
second word of each faiL. 
peujpeux : T.tu:;sa words are proo ounced identically .. 

arme/dr:m~e 
the same w 

: The: />=I of •arm~e 1 articllla.ted in exactly 
as ti:le .final vowel ph.on em~:: of 1 armee' .. 

Final enclosed posit~on .. 
patte/pil te; mal;m'ft : A clear distincti.on is made. between 
the front /a./ phoneme i11 1f•atte• and •mal•, and a. back fo.-1 
in 'p"ihe• and •m~le 1 .. 

pomiu.e;pa.Ullie : T.t.it:Se two woruo. are distin.gui.sb.ea. clearly 
•pomme' as ,(f<Jry' and • wue• as fpou!7 .. 
sol/seul : A clear dJ..sti.ncti.ou in the pronunciation of these 
words is maintained. 
j eune/jeane;feuilles/:feu. tres : Ail open /ce./ phoneme artic
ulated in the st wor:ds of each pair: distingu.i..she.s them 
frou1 • jeGnt-:: 1 and 1ieutnfs• which are arti.culatt2d with a 
closed lfd/ phoneme .. 
metr:ejma1t:ce;b'@;lt1/belle ;: :f'he phonE:llle in 8 illa1tre 1 and 1 ll~l.e 11 

is longer than iu 'metre• and 'belle' .. 

BASAL VOWELS 
brin/brun;emp:ce:inte/emprunte : The wo:r:ds oi both tbes<:J min:i
Jifal paiJ:S are slear.ly distinguished. 1 fH:in I iS artiCUlated 
ar.ith tht: nasal /6/ consonant appendix /j/, an(l· 1 hr.uri.L ··as 
/n~<Se (... The _nasal vowel oi 'ei_?preifx~ 1 is a dipthong, and 
on.Ey t.n.e second segrae:Ut ~s na..sall..sed ~/.. •Em.prunte • is ar-
ticulated witt. a clear /lit/ nasal phonellte.. ' 
encadre/ un cad.r·e :. These are aL·ticulated identically wi.th 
an intei'medlary vnoneme t.rmt is .neitiler /eA./ nor ;(1£.;. 
etain/etang : 'I'ili.s min.imal l:'dir: is staule. •etain. artic-
u.;_a.ted witn au /£I and a na.sal consonant appendix and . 
•etany• with the nasal pnoueme /ti/ aud a nasal consorntn.t 
appendix segment .. 
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B-e BERGEROH... 13/11/6 6 Cadillac .. 
Origin of father : Cadillac. 
Origin of ~other : Amos. 
Ie.ars in Alao::!>: : 17 .. Other to111ns : -
Langua'ges : 0 .. Studies envisayed : Secretar::Lal .. 

. 
L y 11. 

l:J,... ~ 
,...; 

ce ;) 
E 

e X 0 ~ 

E. 

¢ 0 
~ 

a.J 

8. a a. 

ORAL VOWELS 
Final absolute position. 
basjbat;moisjmoi: i:io d.istincti.ui1 is made betweeil the words 
of the fi.i:st pair tHsted here. Only front /a/ is arti.c
ulated .. Holiever, r Iaoi 11 is arti.culah>d with a back /0--/ 
phoneme and •mo~s• w.i.th a front jaj .. 
pea U/fJot : .ao t.11 1 t•ea 11 1 a.nd 11 pot' are a.r: ti.cula ted iden-
tically, as fpo J. 
aimait/ai.m8;fai.t/fee;pr&.t/pr8 : A clear distinction. is made 
between the words of tne above pairs. The first word of each 
pair· is articulated. with open /E/ and the sGcond word o:i 
eaca pair is articulated with a closbd Je/ .. 
peu/peux : i'he Iii/ phoneme oi •peux• is ~llorter than. tne /¢/ 
of: 11 peu• .. 
arme/arme'e .:: l:lo disti11cti01:1 in length is aade hetwet:n the 
ph.onemes .. 
Final enclosed positiou • 
patte/pate;mal/m~le : This o,pposition is stable .. The al:tic
u.~ation of f'ron·t /a/ in •1 .. atte• and •.rual 1 d.istinyu.ishes 
these words Ll::oru 0 pate • and • JiaJ.e.twhich are arti.culatbd l!lith 
a back /0../ phoneme. 
pomme/pa ume : T.u~se two words are art.:i.culatt-'<1 dil.f(;;rently 

111 poaune 1 as Lpom] and 1 paullle• asL"}?OPij .. 
~soljseul : Tne first worc1 of this pair i~ articulated as 
/S)Ljand the second as £scel] .. 

" , 

port/part;fort/phare :: A clear distinction is ma.de .between 
open /::>/ and ~ont /lJ./ ThG: opposition i.s very st.-1.ble. 
jeun.ejjeane; feuilles;feu t.res : This phonemic opposition .:.Ls 
unstable. 11 Peuilles• and 1 feutr~;;;;• ar<:o articulated witn the 
same phonel.lle /¢/, while /'w/ is articulated. in • Jeune 1 and/¢/ 

in 1 jeO.ne• .. 
m~tre/rua!tre;b~lejbelle : 
words .. 

Low::r IE:/ is articul.atttd in alJ.. 

IIASAL VOWELS 
brin/brun ;elllprein te/eUltlrun tc : The words oi these pairs are 
clearly. distill~Liished. '~in' is' ~·+ic~la·~ ~th a. /6'/pJ,cre~ q,..d ~~ ~p~dix_/!;)1 

and • nrun • as £brre].. T r1e nasal phoneme /6 1 .1..s artlc
ulated in •empr:einte • and /re/ is arti.culated in •empruute•. 
encadJ.:e/ un Ccidre : •.t;n.cad.re:' is articu1atc-d with a back /it.'/ 
nasal and a nasal consonaa t apl!enui.x ~Dhi.le 11 L.n 1 is artic
ulated as jtSe-/ .. 
etain/etang : A distinction l.S mafl.e bet ~!iEo·en tnese two 'iilor:ds .. 
1 Etain • is articulated \!lith a /£/ p.!wneme and Gf:.::tang • -w_i_tll 
/it/ .. A nasal coilsouaut appendix fol.low:::; the delivery oi. both. 
nasals .. 
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GDYLAIBE BISSOH 17/03/67 ruaos .. 
Ori':§in of ia ther : At~ws 
Oriyill of mother : A1aos. 
i·ears in Amos : 16 .OtlH~r towns : 
Lanquages :. 0 .. studies envisaged : Nur:siJlg. 

l y 'U. 

e 
• ¢ 1-- 0 
€ . 

a a. 

ORAL VOWELS 
Final absolute posit~on. 
basj.ba t; mois/llwi : Both the 
pair: are ar:ticu.la ted as front 
peau;po·t : Tlle::H3 two words are 
closed /O/ phoneme. 

SJ £ ...., f>J 

£e. 
(1!, J 
,...., 
(l 

lirst , l 
•a• I!1lonem.es the 11 m~n~ma 

/U./ '>-mel 'n'ui'0~ 1 CIACI ·~·oi:s' ,;\fe 6\;f..'cwl:'lf-ed di!\e/ently. 

pronounced J...denticallJ wi tll a 

aim.aitjai.me;£uit/f.ee ;pi:etjp:rf, : Distinct.ion is made between 
t.b.e vowel phonemes o.t all th:cee minimal pairs tested ia t.O.is 
position.. A clo.sin::J variant is arti.culated .for ·ooth the 
phonemes in opposi.tiou .. /f-/......., /1.}/" 
peu/peux. : ~·uese words are pronounc(-¥1 identically, as /P¢7 .. 

ar.uu-;;;ariiH~€ 
the same way as 

je/ of •a.r.uH';'e • is art:i.culat.ed in exa.c 
the final vowel .l?honeme: of tariD.e • 

Final enclosed position .. 

i 

patte/pt. te ;mal./m~t...._e : li. clear distincti.tJn i.s Liade between. 
the front /a/ pnonHme in 1 _2atte• a.nd 1 illal 1 , and a ba.c.K /a/ 
in •pate• and ·~le' .. 
pomme/paume : These two words a.r-e di..stingtdshell clea.r:J.y 
•pomme• as LFoQY aw .. 'i •pau.me 1 as £pol!J7 .. 
sol/seul : A clear d tinctio:u in the p~:onun.ciation of these 
words is ma~..ilt.ain.ed .. 
jeunejjeO.ne;feui.llesjfeu:tre.s ; A.n opan joa/ phoneme arti.c
ulated in the ~ords oi each pair distinguish them 
from 1 jeGne• anc1 'i~::utre.s• wh.ich t..:u,,, articulated witll a 
closed /~/ pnonerne. 
metr.e/maftrt:; be.LC/.i.Jell.e :. 'fhe 
considerably longer thau ia 

BASAL VOWELS 

phoneme in •maftre• and 1 b@le 1 

the second word of each pa~r. 

brin/brun;empreillte./t:.:m);!runt.\2 : 'I'h.e wo..cds of both tne.se min.i
mal pairs are ciear~y d~stinguished. 1 Brin 1 is articulated 
wi~h the nasal /£/consonant appendix /-'jJ, and •brun• as 
.throe].. The nasal vowel o.f •emp.cein:te• is a di~.hong, and 
only the second segntent is nasalised /£-eJ. 1 Enrprllllte•i.s art
-iculated lil.tn a pur:e #/ nasal phoneme .. 
encadrt;/ un cadr:e : l'h>;;;.st:. are articulated di£fe.cent..1..y; t.he 
nasal/a,/ i.u •euca.dre' and /00/ in •un•. , . .,..., ~ 

etaJ...n/e-r.ang : T.tus .tnnimal ir stable. 1etai.n • ~ . .s artic-
u.la ted wi t.h ail /E/ anrl •,; l:il.Ilg • \Nilh c. /a'/ phe~~e. 



86. 
Gll.LES BOOTDI 17j'06/66 Amos .. 
origin of fatheL : Amos 
Origin of motner :. Amos. 
Years in Amos : 16.0ther towns : 
Lanyuages :: 0 ... Studies envisa~ed :. X.:lectriclan .. 

. 
t y 1.L 

e 
• ¢ 0 
e. 

a a.. a a. 

ORAL VOWELS 
Final ansolute po:.:;ltion ... 
bas/hat; mois/ru.oi : The o pposi ti.on be.t li·een the phonenles in 
final ·position in t~e above words unstable .. The words 
of t.he fi.rst are articulated identically wi.th a front 
/a/ plionem.B.. •.::Ioi~• is articulated. with ;a;, .but 
•moi • pronounced as Lmwet,J' .. 
peau;pot : J~n.~::se tiilo words are p:conounced nticall.y, as 

LPo/· 
i:dmait/aime;fait/i'e'e;pr@t/_txr:e : Disti.n<-"t.ioa is rua(Jti .between. 
the vowel phoneutes o£ all three minimal pairs tested in this 
positio.r1. .. open /12,/ is a..cticula ted in. ttte :ti.rst ifo:.cch> of each. 
pai.r and a closing var ia.nt of /':;;'/ .is a.r:ticula.ted tne 
secoud vord of each pair. 
_peu/peux :: Tnese words ar.:.· p.conow1ced id y, as Ll)~7 .. 

arme/armee : The /e/ o£ •a.r:mf:!: • i.s al~ti.cula.ted in exactly 
tlle same 'lay as t.l.le f 1..11al vowel I1houeme o:f 1 arme~ 1 .. 

Fin enclosed position • 
patte/p@. te; mal/m1LLe : A ci.ea.c ai.stinc:ti.ou is made between 
the front /i:i/ t:lW!lt::>JU~::: in. '.fl<t.tte• au.d 11 lltal•, aad a bacK /0../ 
i.,n •p-ft·te• ancl •m'a.i.e• ... 
pol!lille/paume :. l'hes~· t..;-o words are di.stin~uished clearl:t· ; 
'pomm e• as fp:::>11!7 and • ume • as Ji.-'o£!!7 .. 
soljseul : l.1 clear distincti.on i.n the pr:anunciati.on o£ the.ae 
words ma.intaiued .. 
port/t:tart;for:t/,:;Jh.a:ce : The vowel phorH,;mes in trwse mi:ui.lltal 
pairs are cl.earlj gu.ished .. 
jeunejje'ihH:~ ;ie.ui.lles;feutr~s : No d.istiuct:i.on is tlHt.ue be
t.wt!ell the ·word:::> o£ tn.est> pal-rs; tlw vowel phoneme lit:::.in.~ 
closed /ilf/ in e1rery instanC<'..l .. 
m.J:tre:/maJ:.tre;bel&/iJelle ;. Th.~ phone1ne. i.n 1 !llal:tre• i.s the 
same as in 1 ill~tre•, Walle tne •e• of 'b~le' is slightly 
longer tnan in •belle'. 

II&SAL VOWELS 
brin/brun; em.preilltejempruu tt-: : The words o£ both these m.in.i
mal pair.s axe cl.t.ca.r:ly distingui;.::;ned... • Brin • is articulated 
w itn the nasai. fte'/~onson.ant aJ?pend ix. I'.J . ...J, a.nd • hrun • a.s 
Lbroe The .uasal vowel o.f 1 eiliprei.nte • a ditfth.ong, and 
onl] tn.e second seglll!;';.ilt i.B ed. /e.Y. •..t:;m.prunte' ar
ticulated witu a cl12ar: JliZ./ nasal phoneruf-~. 
encadre/ un cadre : T.hest:: are articulateo d.J..1.ft~~rently; 1 eu 1 

as /fi/, and 1 un• <lS /6ii/. 
etain/etang : This mln.J.mal t'ai~· is 
ulated with an /6./ and a nasal 
•etang • with tJ:1e nusa.l phoneme 

stab.le. •etaiu• ~s artic
cousonant a~peudix~ and 

/K/ and a .oasal consona~1·t 



87. 

CBABTAL COGETTE. 15/12/66 Amos .. 
Orig~n of father : Quebec. 
origin of Qother : Quebec. 
100.D=> Amos : 6. Other tOIHl!:» : Jou tel (0-10) .. 
Langua : 0. Studies envisa~ed :University. 

. 
L y 1.L s-.,- (i -f.e 0 

e 
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,...., ,...; 

(1j ().. 

a a a.. 

ORAL' VOWELS 
Fina.l absolute position .. 
basj.Uat;moisjuwi.: Botll o:r: the auove pa.irs o::f 'Nards are ai:
ticulated identically w-ith a. iron t /a/ • 
. Peiiu/pot : 1 Peau• is articulated as jpo/, while 'pot• ar:·-
ticul.ateU. as .t .... p:Pq as. in English. 
aim.ait/ainH:!;fait/£-d=e;pret/z:'re : A 
bet\oleea tne words o:t the ailove pairs .. 
pair arti.cu'lated with open / €/ a.ud 
the second ·;wrd is: closing /ft/ wnicn. 
peU/t-Jeux :. ~her•:.::1 is no variai:.ion in tne 
vow phou.emes in t.hese words. 

a~stinctiun made 
f~st word of each 

the vowel phoneille in 
toiltara.s /i/. 

arti.culation of t11e 

armejarm : i\10 distinction .l.fl lEHgtn iS .Glade hETe,. 
Final enclosed f'Ositi.on .. 
patte/pate;i;ml/mfUE: : Thi:::> oppo.si.tion stable. The artie-
ulation. of £ro.u.t /a/ in •pa.tte 1 a.nd • Illal.' disti.nguishes 
these. words f.r:om •pGte 1 and •ma~'w ar:e art.1.culated witn 
a back. /CA./ phon<::m.<a .. 
pomm.ejpaume : These tw-o word:.:> are 
1 pomme' as L1!-;,i!!7 and. • paurne• as Li:·or41 ....... 

ula ted differ:entl.y . 
" 

sol/seul :. /:J/ is articulated iH •sol' and /a:/ in 1 seul• ... 
port/part; fort/ph.are ; A clear clist.iru: .. -tion. i.s lllade between 
open /.:.>/ anO. frof\t fil/. fne Oi>position ve.cJ stable .. 
jeune/Jei)ne; f.eu.illes/feutres :: The 'IWr:·d.s of each pair a.ct: 
differentiateti as the infor:i.llant articulates a clo::;;ed /!21/ i.D. 
1 jetlne • and 1 f.~:~.utre's 11 and an open /CI!!!-/ piwn.eme i.n 1 jeune' 
and 1 .teuilles 11 • 

m~tre/mafT..n;;; h~.lej.bell.e! : • .aelle· • an.d • :U~le 1 arc ar:ticula.te il 
as /hE.l/.. •rJetr:e • and •~aa1tre 11 are. articulated w:Lth ti1e 
len~ti.tened var:ii:mt /E::/. Therefore ... rw distinction .lllade 
oet~een the words of eac.u pair:. 
H.ISAL VOWELS 
brin/ln: i.Hl; em:f!r:einte/emt':.i:U.U te : 
stable .. •Briu• is ar'hculated as 
~~·~mpreinte• articulated 
'empru:nte• with. an. /t:ii!/ phonena~ .. 

This oprosi.t:ion 
/br.'Ej/ and 8 br:un 1 as 
11.ith a di;?'thong 11 /£e/ 

/ 

is 

and 

en.cadre/ u.o. ca.dre : •:c:ncadr:e' is arti.culated lllith a back /3:'/ 
nasal and •un• as /ce / .. 
eta.ir.i/eta.ug ;; A. ctiou is &ladES het iiee!l these two words:.: 
• ' is ar:ticulated wit.t1 a /E/ vnont-.me and •etal!g • with 
/'/i:l' .. A na:::ml conso:aant a ppen.d 1.x .follows in both w 



.KJU!ICY DELCAMBRE 29/07/67 Ca.di.lla.c .. 
urig~n o£ fatn.er: :: Quebec. 
Origin of mother : Qu&bec. 
Years in Amos : 0 .. Other towns : Cadilla.cj16 
Languages :: 0 .. Studies envisaged. : i'ledicine .. 

. ,... 

l y tl E..- ,_, .... 
€j re 0 

e 
¢ .. 0 

E. 

,_, 
a, 

a 
ORAL VOWELS 

88 . 

Final absolute pos~tion. 
bas/bat;moisjmo:L: Onl.y front /a/ 
word.s ... 

articulated i.n tnese 

peau/pot : Tl"wse two wor:ds ar:-e pi:"oHoa.nced ideutici:tll.y, as 
fpoJ .. 
a ima:i tja ime.; iait./f ee; pre t/ p r:e : D l!:itinct.ion made bet w ~ell 
tlte vowel phone.Jaes of all t.ur:ee llliniroal pai:r:s tested in tb.i.s 
position .. upen /E/ ar:t~culated in tne i:irst words of eacil 
pai_r and a closing va.r: i<::u.tt oi /e/ i.s articulated i.n. the 

.second wo1:d o£ each pair., 
pell/peux : These words are pronounced identically, as £pjtSJ .. 
arme/armee :: The /€/ oi 1 a.rilte B is ar:ticulated ill exact.Ly 

• the same lfay as tlle final vowel phone:me of •ar:mf!e• .. 
:Pinal enclosed po;;;;ition • 
· patte/pthe; m.al/mtlle : ii clea:t distin.ction mddt: between 
the front /a/ _t>Iwnerue iJ.i '1Ja.tte• and •m<il 1 , and a .bac.i\ /o../ 
in •pate• aud •male' .. 
pomme/paum.e . : T.Uese two words are distii•guished clt:ar:l.r ; 

1 •porurue' as £fo 11!7 and. 'pa.ume • as Lpolll/ .. 
'sol/seul : A cleaT distinction in the. pronunciation of tho.se 
words is ma.iuta:ined .. 
po:r:t/part; f'orr./t;Hare :: Tne \towel pl1onemes i.n these m:Lnimal 
pairs are clearly distiu~uished. 
jeune/jeuu.e;feuilles/feu : No dist.iill.:tion is made be
tveDn t.i1e words o£ tnese p<:tiLs; tt;.e vowel phoneme being 
closed /'il/ in. (;nrer:y i.nstaJ.J.Ge .. 
m.~tre/lllaJ;trE·; b{jle/belle :: l'.ae pllon~::;me in •m.aitJ.:e' i::> the 
sarue as lfi 1 M~tr:e 1 , while tae 'e' of 1 b~le' slightly 
longer than in •belle•. 

IIASAL VOWELS 
:Orin/brun; empreillte/em.l:'runte : 'I'n e vw.rds or.. boti1 tlltse mini
mal pair.s ax.:e clearly di.stin~uisJH::d. •B:cin 1 is articulated 
with the nasal /S/ and conson.ant append~x /j/, aud •.orun• as 
Li)r6BJ .. •.t:m~:·,reiute 1 articulated witn an open nasal /€ /

11 

and •emprunte• 1dtfi. t..ne· nasal tdwneme /m/ .. 
encadre/ un cadre ;; These a.Le articulated d.i£f erently; • en• 
as Jii;/, and • un • as /Of-; .. 
etain/etang : This 1n.ini..utal is st.a.ole .. 1et.ain • i.s art:Lc-. .,. .-....; ,. 
ula;;ed w::t.t...1 an /E/ and •etan~• with tne na.sd.l phoneme ;o:::;· .. 



BARIE DESBIEHS 09/07/66 La Sarre. 
Origin o£ father : Lac St. Jean. 
Origin o£ motner : Villebols. 
fears in Ai.il.o.s : 0 .. Other towns : Villeoois/1b 
Languages : 0 .. Studies envlsaged : tiairdr(:.'S.sin~l· 
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OBAL VOWELS 
Pinal absolute position. 

89. 

1>asjl>at ;mois/DWi: Onlj fr:on t /u/ i.s articulat"'d in these 
words. 
peaujpot :: 11 Peau 1 is artlculated with a. closed j'o/ phoneme 
while • pot • is articu.J.ated with the £ng l.is.h variant bJ .. 
airuai t/aim~; fait/fee; pr:~t/pr~ : Di.stinc-t.ion is made between 
the vowel phonewes o£ all three minimal pairs tested in this 
position. Open /E/ is articu.la ted in the iir.s t words of eacn 
!_)air and :2 varia.nts a . .r:e articulated :for: closed •e•, ;e; 
and /~/. 
peu/peu.x. : These wo:.::ds u.:re .i!.Lonoun.ced identically-, as fPt/· 
armejal:!ILee :; :f11e /e/ Of 1armee 1 i.s longt=.K than t.ne 1e' in 
•ar Jlle • .. 

Final en closed posi tio a ~ 
patte;pa te; mal/IDiile ~ A clear d.isti.nctl.OD is made bet ween 
the front jaj prwneu1e :Ln • patte 1 aad •mal', and a back 1 o..../ 
in 1 p~te• alld 1 rr~le 1 • 
pom.mejpauine These two liords art. distinguished clearlt ; 
1 pomme 1 as Li?~ mjl and • J!O. ume • as Lporrj7. 
sol/seul ; A cl12;ar dist.inctiun. in tile A;•rollu.n.ciation of' the::m 
words is maintained .. 
port/pa:r:t ;£or:t/phare ; Tne vowel phonemes in these .1Iunim.al 
pairs are clearly distin~uished. 
jeum:::/JeU:ue;ieuUl~s/feutr~B :; 8 J~;;;une 1 and •i:euill.e.s 1_ are 
a:x:ticul.att:d Wl. til 0 i:J8il A:£./ .Qh.Oll.I2:Hl8S as 0 f'j)OSed to 1 j eUrte t and 
tfeutJ:es • Nnich are artl.culated wi.th. a. 1¢/ phoneme. 
lB~trejm.a1.tr:e; .u@lejl.telle. : The phonemes in enclosed :posi t:i.ou 
in 1 ma1tre 1 and 8 b@l~r are clearly lohyer than in •m~tre• 
a nil • be.lle • • 

NASAL VOWELS 
brin/.brun. ;e.;np.r:ein. te/emprun te ; 1'he wor:ds of both these Jili.lli
lllal pairs a..1...:.e clearly distinguisned .. 1 .drin 8 is articulated 
with the nasal /E./ and consonant appendix /::J/, .and '.brun• as 
LliroeJ.. 'Empreinte• is articulated with an open nasal /€/', 
and 8 empr:unte' with ·t.he na.sa.l phoneme /.:e'/. 
en.cadre; Ui! cadre : These are ar:tl..cula.tcd. di.£ierently; •en • 
as /a/, and •un' as /re/. 
etain;etang :. ThiS minimal l'ilir is sta.nle. •etai.n I is arti.c
ulated w.ith an /e/ aud •etany' ·ll{ith the nasal phonewe /'o/; 
-.. BoT..h phonemes are iollcrwed,. · by d nasal consona"J.t. appeu<lil<'· 



JOSBE .DOHINGDE 30/03/67 
Origin of father : Beauce. 
Ori•jin of illother: .: I:Jo.o:trcal .. 

Amos .. 

Yeaxs in Amos : 17. Other towns : -
Languages : 0 .. Studio::; envisaged. : Science .. 
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O.BI.L VOWELS 
Final absolute posil:ion .. 

90. 

bas/oat ;mois/uwi: Only front /a/ is a.rticulated in these· 
words .. 
peaujpot : •.t>eau• is articulated with a closed /O/ puolleiD.e 
while '.~:>ot• i:::; articul.ated with the English va.riant /J:>/. 
ainlait/aime;fait/fee;p:c~t/J/i:'e : Distinctlon is made betveen 
tb.e vowel phonem.es oi. all three minimal pairs tested i.n this 
posit.ion .. Oifen ;s; articulated in thE: first words o.t eaci1 
pair and 2 variants are a rti.culated for clo:::;:ed 1 e', / e / 
and/<}/ .. 
peujpeux: :: •rnese liords are pronounced identica.lly,. with. a 
closed /¢/. 
arme;a:rmee : These t~o words ar: e articulated. ideHti.cal.iy 
wi.th a.Il unlengthened. /e/ .. 
Final enclosed posit.ion .. 
patte;p&te;•al/m~le : This opposltiDn stable. The artic
ulation of front/a/ i..n 'patte 1 and ';ual• dist1n:}uisJtes these 
wor:ds from •pate• a.nd •male.11 wai.cn a.re arti.culated with a back 
/Ct/ phoneme .. 
pommefpaumt:::: :: Thest.:: two words aro di.stlll';;!Uish.ed cledrly ; 
•pou1me' as L?om] and • t:aume 1 as Lrol!J7 .. 
soljseul : A clear dJ.stinct.ion in. the pronunciation of these 
words is maintained .. 
port/part; £o:rt/pilare : A clear distinction ma.de between 
open /D/ anci fv-ont ;a;. 
jeunejjet1ne;feuille.sjfeu1:r:es ;: •J·eune 1 <J.nd •teuilles • are 
articulated .,;i th open /~/ phon~~rnes ~1t1ile 'JBUne 11 and 
1 feutres' are articulateccl with a /¢/ pho·n~-rne. 

I 
metr:e/ma'ftr:H; h~l.ejbell~ :: Tlli.s op .~:osit.ion is unstable.. The 
informant stat~:::s th.at she pronounces 'lil~tre• and 1 mal:t:r:e" 
i.denticall.y. In ;5ome instances ~.he does .r w~th th ~;;: ptwneme.s 
as long /€;/ .. A:t otner times •metre• ~s articulated w:ith a 
lengthened /E:./ and •lia.ftre• with a .:::;hort /E./.. 'Belle' is 
articulated as /bE.l/ and 1 ni2J..e• as /l:'JE!.l/ .. 
BASAL lJOtlELS 
brin./hrun; empre.in tejemr:'runte : l'h e words of both these miu~
mal pairs are clearly dist:.inguisiH:!d.. 'Erin' is articu.ia ted 
witn the na.:::>al /'?r/ and consonant apf'endix IJ/, and •nrun• as 
Lbrf~]~ ,1 Brnpreinte• is ar:t:.iculated wi.th ti1e dit!'thong ;e.e: ;, 
and •emprunte• with the .uasal phoneme /tit/ .. 
en cadre/ u.a cadre : T nese are ar:ticula ted I':'J:en tly ; • en • 
with a bacK. nasal /0::,,/ and a nasal consonant appendix and 
• un • as /re / .. 
eta.injetang : 1'hl:::> !lllfiimal .l?a.:ir is Stab.Le • 8 eta:t.n I .iS artic
Ulated 'i'lith an /E/ aad •etaug• with tile nasal pho11enw: /0:1 

.. Bot11. puon.ed.aes are followed.. by a na.sul consonant append..t..:, 



B.AIION DUBAIBE.. 15/12/66 l.andrienne .. 
Origiil of fathErr:' :. Landrieu.ne .. 
Origin o£ uwtner: :; f1agog .. 
Years in Amos : 16 .. utner towns : Landr:ienne:. 
Languages : 0. Studies envisaged : susie. 
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OBAL YOilELS 
Fina.l absolub::. pos.it.ion .. 

91 . 

basjba t; mois;'moi: aotn of the above pairs oi: words are ar
ticulated identically with a front /a/ .. 
peaujpot : 1 Peau• arti.culated. with a closed /O/ while 
'pot• is articulated W'ith the English. phoneu1e /)::>/ .. 
aima.i t/aime; fo.i.t/fee ;pret/];Jre : open /E-/ articulated in 
tile i:irst word o£ eacl1 pair, tnus diffBl:entiati.ug them. from. 
the second word of each pair which is ar:·ticula.ted with a. 
closed je/ phoneme .. 
peu/peux :. There is uo variation in tl1e art.~culation of tlli:i 
vo~Wel phonem12s in thc.S'-" llord.s .. Onl_y closed /JlJ/ i~ artie~ 
u.la ted .. 
a.L.me';a.rmeB : lio d:~.stinction in length ~.:.:> IDad.e here .. 
Fina.l enclosed positiorr .. 
patte/fta'.""Ce; illil.l/lll'iL . .;:. : TJ:-.. is Of'posi ti.on .:...s stable.. The artic
ulation of front /d./ in 't-'atte' an•] 1 l!lal 11 d.ist.1.nguish.es 
these wor:·d.s :f:colll •pate• a . .i'.i.d 1 m~le8 W'l:d.ch are ar:ticula.ted '<fith 
a back /0../ ph.on.eme: .. 
pomme/paume : Tnes~ two 111or:ds are articulated d.:Lf.:fer.eni:ly ; 

11 pomme' as jp:Jm.? and 'patme• as Lpol_o/' .. 
sol/seul : PJ./-is articulated i.H •sol• a.1.u1 /re/ in. • seul' .. 
port/par-t;i:urt/J:'ha.r:e ; A clear distiuct.ion is It~ade betw(~en 
open /.::> / and fron\::" /0-/. The opposition is ver:t stahle .. 
jeun.e/jeuiH:: ;ft:u ille:::>/feu tr'&s : 'l'he phonemic o p:posJ:.t.LOIJ. 
tested in tfli.s .Position stable. /0!./ i.s articulated in tne 
first word o£ each pair and /¢/ in • jeune • and •.teutres • .. 
llH~tre/mait:r-e;b~le/belJ..e : 'rletr:e • and •illai'tr:e• a.re: artic
ulated ident-ically wi.tn long /£":/, while •helle• and •boh.: 1 

are di.stinyui.sh~:;d.. • Bele' articulaLed with the longer 
variant /£-: ; .. 
KASAL VOiiELS 
hri:u/brun ;em.preii! tu/empr un te : The 'if or ds of tr.~.e first mL'1i
mal pair: are dist.:...ngu:isned ; j1n:"EjJ...:.....,tS:r:·ceJ.. •Empreinte• 
is articulated in the si:lm.e manner as 1 emprunte 1 with a 
di~hongize:d nasal /E:e;. 
encadre/ un cad.ce : • En cadre • is ar:ti.cula tt::d with a .back fi!V• 
nasal Q.fiQ I UH I aS /c;;:f, /,. 
etain/etang : A disi:...inction is made bet Wue.u the~,e tl'JO woros. 
1 Etain• is articulate:d witn a ;£;' ph.o.m:me. and 1 etang t \r.rith 
/te:/ ... A nasa.l con:sona.11t appendix follows ir1 both 111or:ds .. 
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JOSEE FONTAINE 01/02/67 Amos. 
Origin of £atue.r: : Q u.e.bec .. 
origin of mother : \tueiH:c. 
Years in Amos :: 17. Uthe..c tmms : 
Languages : 0. Studies envisayed : Science. 
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OR.I.L VOWELS 
Pinal absolute ~osi~ion. 
ba.sjbat;mois/moi: 'l'11ese r~o..cds are articulated identically 
liith a ba.ck /~/ phoneme .. 
peaujpot :. '!'CO distinction is made between the vowel 
phonemes o£ tnis J.ni.nimal pair. Only closed /O/ is artic-
ulated.. , 
aim.ai t;ai.u~; fai t/f ; pr~t/.p.r:.·e :: A clear distinction is made 
oetween tl:loa words of the above irs .. Tb.c first w·ord of each 
pair: is art.icul.atE.~d wl..-t o~eil Je/ and t11t:'=- second vwrd is art 
.iculat.ed 'iiitll a. closed jej. 

peujpeux : Tiles~.::: ·~Vm.:ds are .t>I:ouounce1l id.en tically, iiith a 
closed /?}/ .. 
arm£y'arrnee : !'be 
•armee• .. 

ot shorter than the •e• of 

Pinal encluzeu positiou .. 
pattejp2te; mal/male : Tais o.p pos.:t. t:1.on :.:;ta.ble. The artic
ulation of f.coil t/a/ iu 1 patte 1 a.n d • Jll.al • dlst.in~uishE<.S th.t:se 
words i:com •pa.te• a.u.u •male.1 iihica are articulated with a bacK 
/Ct.-/ p ho nem.e .. 
pomate/paum~c; :: These t'..:o wor.Js are distinguished cl.:.:arly ; 
1 pomme 1 as &-orv and •f·aume• as ..t:[>oJJL? .. 
soljseul : A cl.t.,ar: dlstil.~.ct.i.uu in the pronunc:l.ation of these' 
words is maintained .. 
port/pai.~t; iort/pn.ar:e : A C..LHar distin ctlon is made between 
open /O/ and .f!vcrnt. /al .. Thi.s phonemic o.p.f->osi ti.on is 1re:cy sta
ble .. 
jeun.e/je6':ne ;£eui.lles,/:feu t.ce:s ; 6 J<:::t.we 1 und 
articulatldrl ~¥i.th opeu jce.j phoru::::IJU2S ·wh.:Lle 
'feutr:es I u.r:e art.i.culatE:-S with o.~ I¢/ phonen.,_;. 

' 

'feuilles- • 
•je.une• 

are 
and 

me~n~/liia,It!:e;he'le/~~l.l;: : This Oi-lPOsitioli is un.s:tahl.e. 
•a~tr.e• and •n1ai.t.I.:~ dTt:: .t:'ron.ounced ident1cal.ly witl1 lensrtn
ened. /E.-:.; pLJone!ites.. 1-c-owe\/BI:·,. 1 .DHlle 1 is articulated wit11 
open /e/ dis.ti;lsui.shin~ it i...com •b~ie 1 w.hich i..s ai:ticulated 
111ith a lengthened /E ':/ .. 
Ji.lSAL VOiBLS 
brinjbr:-un;em.tJTeinte/HinJ:.!run.te : The word.;:;; of both these mini
mal pairs art. cleaL·ly distinguished.. • B:ci.n • ar.ti.culated 
\!l~tu 2_va:cl..a.n~s/E~/ a.~J.il/~j ( 1 a.nd •b.run• as l£_rte.7~ 
11 .t:!mpre1..nte• lS ar:t::..cu.Lated lllt.a a closed aasalfi!/, ant!. 
•eraprunte• with the ua:::;al phoneme ;ce;~. 
en.cadre/ till cadre :. Tuese are articulated difierentlv · •en• ,. . . -.; . . __, ..c• 
ill tn a na.c~ nasal /0./ and • un 1 as /OZ./. 
etain/~ta:o.'j : A di..:;ti.llcti.on is iltade hetdleE:U these t.wo ~!lords. 
•Etain• is articulated. as /ete)/ o.nd •etang• as /et2i) / .. 



LYSE GAULIN. 30/06/67 Vasson. 
Origin of ~ather : Vdsson 
Orig~n of mother : Vasson. 
Years in A:aos : 1 .. 0-c.her: towns : Le!:lel-:.mr-Quev illon .. 
Languages : 0 .. $tudies envisaged : Computer. 
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ORAL VOiELS 
Final a.Dsolute _position. 

93. 

basj.ba.t; m.oisjmoi: 'I' J:1esc: words arc a:;::ticulated identicalli 
with a f:ront ;a; phonelile .. 
peaujpot :. • :do d.i.sti.nction is milde hetwet:n. the vowel 
phOlleill.es of t..1.i.c> ..ainimal pair .. Only closed /o/ is ar:tic
lllilted. 
ainta.it;aime;f•.-J.it/fee ;:Jretjpl:e ; A clear: <listi .. action is made 
bet\lleen tul:? '<lords of' t!le a.nove pai.rs. The iirst word o£ each 
pair is ar:ticu.la. ted wit open /E/ and. the second wo:r:d is ar
ticulated with. a. closing variant /r;./. 
peu;peux : Taese words are pronounced id~ntically, witn a 
closed /r6/ .. 
arruejarm6e : The.S(} t;.~ o ~ord.s are ar ticul.a.ted identically 
with a short 1rarian.t /e/ .. 
Final e.nclo::.ed FO.sitioa • 
patte/frate ;mal/male. : This opposition is stanle .. The artic
ulation of front/a/ iJl a. patte • a.nd 11 mal • distinyui.s.u.es these 
~ords irom 'fate• and •m&~·~hicn are articulated with a back 
/a/ phoneme .. 
pomille/paume : 'I'hese t'.w words are distlL.s;uished clearl.t ;; 
11 pomme• as Lf)o1!7 and 'i·ulime• a~ Lf'oll!l. 
sol/seul : It clear dis-r.inction i.n the pron uucia lion o:t th est: 
words is maiiltaine.d .. 
port/part;for.t/c)nare : A clcear di.stinction is made :Oetweeu 
Of'€.'11 /0/ an(! fi-o"t /a/'• This ]!hOllLill.iC Oi:lJ!Ositiorr is VtT.:j sta
ble~ 
jeunej)eU'ne;feu.ille.s:/ieutr.es :: 8 Jeune• and •teuilles- • a:r:e. 
articulated. 'iii t.h O_t:>81l jce/ pllon eiiles ·.vhile 'Jeuue 11 and 
•:feutres 1 d.£8 articulated ~.vi1f, o /¢1phcmei"V'>e. 

m~tre.;ma.:J:trei b'Ejle;'nGile : This opposition i..s un.staule. 
'Batre' and ·~a1tr~• bre pronounc~d ~dehtically ~ith 
semi-long /8"/ plwnemHs.. Hc:.wev·er, • .belle 8 is articulateU. 
iiith. open. /E./ distin~uishin'l it fu.Hu •otle 8 which is ar:t.i.c
ulated witn. a. lengthened /£=/· 
BASAL VOiEL.S 
brin/hrun;empreinte/emerunte : Tne words oi both these .l!Lini
aal pairs are clearly distinguished. •ar:iut is articulated 
a:;; fLY'fJ7, and •nrun. • as £1Jr,re_/. ', Emi'Lc·inte • is. articulated 
wl.tu a '\'\O~X:t.l phoneMe 1 £/, ana •enlt.n.:unte 8 \of.l. tn. tlle nasal. 
phoneme /&;/"'. 
encadre; un cadre : Thes~ ~rri ar:ticulctt~a dlffe£ently; •en• 
w-ith a nac,<. nasdl jO-/ ct:nd 1 lm' as /ce/. 
etai.n/etany : l~ d.i:.:5tinctlon is made b~·~:.ween. the:::;(. two words. 
'Etain• is articulated as /etE:'J/ und 1 etany 1 as /etCi.j /. 



KLIANE GERVAIS OS/03/~7 Vas.son. 
Ori~in of fathe£ : Vasson. 
Origin oi mother : Vasson. 
Years in Amos : 1 .. OtheL· towns : Le.l.>el-sur-Q uevillo.n .. 
Languages ~ 0. Studies envisayed : Corn}!uter .. 
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ORAL VOiELS 
.li'inal absolute position .. 

94. 

bas./bat; moisjmoi: A disti.nctiou is ma.de betwl:::ell. a £ron.t /a/ 
phoneme in 'bas• an<i •mois• and back /U./ in that• and 1 moi. 1 • 

peau;pot : Both A'ords are ru:ticulate(l with a clost:d /O/ 
phoneme. 
aimait;'aime;fa.it/fee ;rr:et;prG. : 1. clear d:i.stinction is made 
bet ween th.e wo:cds of the above pairs .. The fir·st word of. each 
pair i.s art.icul.:tted ~it.h opea ;£;' a.nd. the second wor:d i.s ar
ticulated witn either /e/ or:: a more closed variant ... 
peujpeux : TrAe.se wo:cJs are pronounced identically, wi.th a. 
closed I vf/ .. 
armejar::mee : Jio di.StllH.:tlOH in length i.s made here .. 
Final enclosed position .. 
pattejpatti; ill.ol/ni&.le : This oppo:,n.tiou is stable .. The artic
ulatiou of:· :iron t/a/ ill 1 pa tte 1 and • uml' dis·tinguisne.s tht:ose 
ifords from. 'pate• a~d 1 ;aaJeJwb.ich ar:e articulated with a back 
/A-/ pnonemt.:::.. 
pomme(pa uwe ; 'l'r ... ese two Yiord::.; a:re d istin~u l..S.nG.d clearly 
11 pommG • a.s [{?~v and • panme 1 as .LrornJ .. 
sol/se-ul : 1'ne words in tt1i.s milli.mal pctir are clearly dis
tinquisn.ed. 
port/part ;iort/ phare .: A clea.r distinction is made .between 
open f:J/ and fvo~t fit/ The OH!Osition. i.s very stable .. 
jeune/jeu.ue;ieuilles/feutr.~s .;; 1 Jeune• anti •£euilles • are 
articulated · .. dt.i:l. 0_2~o:n jce/ .t'honemes ~J.b.:ile • jeun.t:• an.d 
• f.eutres • aLe articu.la.ted wilh o I¢/ l:>hon~~. 

f 

illetrejmai:tre ;b'Glt:fbello ; Thi..s opposit.ion. ~s unstable .. 
eaetr:e• and •ma'1tre 8 are p1:on.ounced iden.t.i.cally \lith /E':./ 
phonelftes .. 11 .i:h3:lle 1 is articulated with. open /E/' while ·tn.e •e• 
p~oneme in 1 b~let i.s lengthened. 
IASAL VOWELS 
b:.cin/brun;empr:einte./empru.nte :. Th.Ls oppo.sitiou is 
stahl.e .. 1 6ria • is a:.:: tic- ula.ted as Lbre.j./' a.nd 1 br:un e as !f>rBfl 

. • Empr:einte • i.s articulated •i til a closed nasal /e/ and 
11 emprunte• with an ;iii.; pl10neme.. 1 
encn.d:n±/ uu cadre :. These a.ee ar:tJ..culate<1 differ:ei1tly; •en 11 

w:it.o a bac.t;.. nasal /it'./ .::md t u~1 1 as /&i/ .. 
etainjetdllSJ : A dist:...nction is made rH.'!tWE~en these two woras .. 
1 .Rtain• is artJ..cula.tt::d as ft';te/ and. 1 E::,ta:ag 1 as letClJ.Anasill 
co~sonant afpe<1dix t'ollow . ., :iv1 bath_ cases. 



AABTIB LACOHBE 21/05/oS .·wntreal .. 
Ori~iu of father : Montr6al .. 
Oriyin of mother : Qu~bec. 
Years in Amos :: 17. Other tmms : Lebel-.sur-Quevillon. 
Langua..ges : 0. Studies envisaged : Photograph}. 
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ORAL VOWELS 
Fina.l absolute position. 
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hasji.>at; Jlloi.sjmoi;: This opposition is unstable .. Tiu:. info1:ma.nt 
articulate 'bas' and •bat • idonti.call.J with a back 1 / 
phoneme., while 1 mois• is articulated with a f.ront /a/ and 
•moi• with a nack /(}1./. 
peau/pot : Both word:.:;. are 
phoneme .. 

a.rticu1ated with a clo.sed /o/ 

aimaitjaime;:tait/fe'e;p:~:et/pro : A clear distinction is made 
between the IWI:ds o£ tne abov·e paii·s .. The fir:st 1wrd of each 
pair is ar1:icula..ted wi.tn opE'n /£/ and tn.c, second word is ar
ticulated with a closing /irf/ .. 
peujpeu . .x. : These lltords are pl:ouowlced identically, wito. a 
cl.osed /¢/ .. 
arme/arnlee : No d.i.sti.nction in length ruade here. 
Final enclosed posi ti.on .. 
patte;pate;mal;ma~e : Tn 
ulation oi fr:out /a/ 
taeso wo~ds frohl 'p2te 1 

opposition :::;ta.bl.e .. 'I'h.e artie-

a .bacK ja...j plloneme .. 

in 'patte• and •mal 1 distinguishes 
o.nll •maJe.l \!fid.ch ar.12 ur:ticulated w i. tit 

ponunejpaume :: 'I'h.Ec;;;e twu words ar:e ar:ticulated erently ; 
1pomnte• as /."fYOJJ!? a.J.Hi 1paume' as £pom7 ... 
soljseul ;: Tne £i:cst word of t.::.is pair iB al:ticul.at:Nl witiJ 
an open /O/ phoueure and. the second with tlte pl:w:ueme /'t:e/ .. 
poJ:t/]?ar:t; £o.rt/pha.r:e ; l\ clt::ar disti.nctiorl mad..:~ between 
open /0/ and .fn::H·(\; Ja/ Tne OH>usJ.tion very stallle .. 
jeune/JeU'uc;feuilles,/feutres : Although the 1n£or:ma1it state;;; 
that ae does not ~renounce 1 Jeune• and 'JeGne• identicallt , 
h.e dot::s .. Similarly, 1feuilles 1 and 'feuttes• ar:e articul.ated. 
in the same wa1 ~<~i.th. 1¢/ .. 
liH~t:rejmaft:ce; b'€i'l.E/:0elle ~ 1'his or·POS .iti.OU. is li.f.I.Sta.ble .. 
•a~tre• and •ruai'trl::'' a.re pronoulu;ed iden·t:.ically w·ith /Sf/' 
phon elites. 1 Bto:lle 1 i.s articulated w :.i.th open /€/ while •the • e' 
p.honentt: in • nele' is lengtnenctl., 
BASAL VOiiELS 
brin/hrun;empl:ein·te/&mpruntt: :. This oppo.sitiou ;is 
stable. 1 Brin• is artic'V..Lated. as LbrEJl and 'brun!._ as fira;z 
~-~-T. Empreinte. • is articulated with a iliph.t'ho"s 1 e. e./ and 
~emprun te • \lilitt1 an ;at:; pnoneme.. / 
encadre/ un cadre : These are articulated differently; •en• 
witu a bacK nasu.l /ct/ and •un• as ;B£.; .. 
e"tain/etall':f ~ A distiJ1ction is. made between tnese two liard.::: .. 

111 .Etain' is articu..t.a·ted wit.r.&. a /€i phonem~;;; and 1 etang • liil:h. 
/;;;:;; .. a nasal consonant appen.di.x foll.oiis in both words .. 



ANNIE LANOIX 23/01/66 Auws. 
O:ci~in of father : 1Lws .. 
orig~n of mother : Val a•ur. 
Years in Amos : 17. Other towns 
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bas;oat;mois/ruoi: No distiu.ctlon is madE .Oet'il·t:en the w-or:as 
of the pairs tested here. Only ±:ront /a/ is articula.ted. 
peau/pot : Both •peau' ana. 'pot• are a:r:ti.cul.ated iden
tically', as LfioJ .. 
aima.it;aime;i'ait/ie'e;pr~t/fH:e : A clear c1istiill..'tion is made 
bet.w·een the wo.cd::; of the. above pairs .. 'l'he fi..r:.st word of each. 
pai:r: i.s articulated with 0.1?811 IE/ and tn.c second word is ar
ticulated with Q.lthev clo$d../e/ or +f,~ v.,.-iant- /ff/. 
peujpeux : No distinction o.l:: len0th is made betwe.en the 
phonemes in t.best; VIO.cds .. BotJ-r a.rc ai:tic ul.ated as _Jp¢7 .. 
arme/armee ! Jio distinction. in length. i::s ma.Cle lH~re .. -

Final ~nclosed position .. 
patte/p"a te; mul/m~l.e : T ttis opposition. i.s sta.ble .. The artic
ulation oi front /a/ in •patte• and •mal' distinguishes 
these words from 1 p~te• and •m&l 1 whicb are articulated with 
a .bac.i\: jet-/ phoneme. 
ponune;t_)a.umo ;; Tho.se -c.wu words are ar:t.iculatc.-'d di.:tf.erently 
a polllme 1 as .cr;:::nl!l and • va um.e' as .L1loifl7 .. 

. 
• 

solj.seul : ·:rn.e first wurd oi this r,air is a.Lticula.ted as /so.L/ 
and t11e second as jsce.l/. 

·po:r:t;part;£ort/phare : A cl.~::ar distinction :is lllade hetw0en 
open /::>/ and .PY.ont .. A/ Tne opposition i.s v·ery stu.ble .. 
jeune/jel1ne;£euil.Les/feui:res :. A distin.ction is made between 
the worcls of eaci:t iliini.ma.l paiL tested here. !'he fi1:st word 
o:f each pair is artic·-ula.ted with the pnon.elll.E: /0!/, am1 the 
second word liit.'l a/¢/ pllonE~lltt=,ov <'I shod:ev vCJvia,'lt lis/ 
m~tre/llla:1tre; b'ele/bei.le :. "the phonemes i.n •rua::t tr:e • a.nd 
'b~Le' are clear~ longer than:~ •m~tre' and 'belle•. 
BASAL VOWELS 
briil/hrun;G-lii.PreiJrte;empruntt. : Thi.s opposition. is 
sta.0le. 1 .drint .is ar-t~cul.ated as L1J1.:'l;7 and 8 1n·un• a.s L'J51::o§l 

'Emprei.nte• i.s articulatf~d I'Ji.tn a dip'Ytthong /E:'E! / i::Uld 
"em:pru.nte• Iilith an /ce/ phoneme.. 1 
enca.dre/ un cadre :. These are markedly di.f:ferent ; •en • 
witn a baci<. nasal /i:V and 8 un • as /~/. Ther:·e is a g·lottal 
stop between • un' and • cadre • which HXa.g:J2r:·ates the dh;-
ti.nction.. 
elain/etang ;; A distirH.:tion l.S ruaa.e het.lit:en. the:.:::e t Wi'O words. 
•.t:.tain• is ar:ticulat,~d witil a /P:/ phon.erue a.n.d •etang' wi.t.h 
/0::/. A nasal con.sona.;1t appendix. follows in both. wor:ds .. 



HA~HALIE LAROCHE. 2o/07/67 vueoec. 
O~igin of fatner : Quebec. 
origin o:f motiwr : Quebec. 
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Final absolute position .. 
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bas/bat; moiS/illoi;; No tinction is ntade be tw0en tht> woi:ds 
of ·the first pair tested here.. only f rout /a/ is artie
ala ted .. HowevHr, • ruois • is articulated a.:.::: jm\!ta/ and •moi • as 
tmwa..j .. · 
peau/pot : Both 
tically, as L1'o~. 

a and are a.rticula ted ideu-

aimait/aime;fait/£ee; t/p.cG :. A cle·a . .c tinction i.s made 
between tde ~urds of the above vairs. T~e first word of eacn 
pair i.s articul.a ted open /C./ and t.r.i.e sHcond word is ar
ticulated witi1 the phoneme /e/. llowev<.:r, the /e/ in 1l_.lre' 

Illo .. ce cloBed ; /~/ .. 
peu;peux : ho di:3ti.nct.J..on oi le.ng~:..li ~L~ ma.de netween the 
phonemes .in thes<::: w :...;.. Botn art: articulated. as LT!it7. 
arm~j'arme8 : lio ction in lcHytiA is .!ln.:n1e here .. 

enclosed pobitiun • 
patte/t~ate;t1al/m'6..le : This oppos2ti.on 

tion oi' irout /'d/ in • patte' a11d 
th.ese word.::~ £rum~ 1 p~tt: • a ad 1 m~Jfhlhic11 
a bac.l;;~ /0../ rr.wn~?me. 

.. 1' h.e ar:tic
distin g u -'-~""J.l.'I;:;;:Jc 

are articulated with 

pomllW/paunw : 'l'lles!d t~Jo words are a:cticulat~:d d..::i.i:ieren:tly ; 
•ponune• a;;;; /p:Jm/ a:ad ' um.e 1 a::; jpou1/. 
soljseul :. 'rne .:fi:r'St word of tnis pu.i:c 

anll tn.e second as ;see 1/ .. 
port/part; forrJphar<::: ; A clea.£· distinction made .betw(;::€Hl 
open/::>/ and h-'ol"'t /0./ '!'he opposit:ion v stable. 
jeunejje'lfne; feuiJ.lesj'feu tres : This pi10nemic o·ppo.sition 
unstable in the :..,; Cii of this in.ior;aaut .. wh~ereas • Jeune 1 ~.s 
articulated witn o,t?eu Joe. / and • Je'Ul!e 1 with a closed /PI 
phoneme, 1 feuillt::.s • and 1 feutres 11 <:H.:e pr:onou.nced identica.llJ 
with a closed 1./fl/ phoneille. 
m~tre/ma1.tre; nE2.l.e/.nellc : Onl.y a. lu.n ~ /8 =/ i.s articulated 
here .. 
NASAL VOWELS 
brin/br:un; empreinte/em.pr: lli"l "t..e : 

s.tabl.e .. • Br:in • is a.rt~.culatec:L a.s 
Thi~ opposition. 
Llh:-ej/ and • .ox:un • as Lfi.r·~ 
a dir)'taong I e_'it I and 1 Empreinte 1 is articulated wita 

11 emproute• with an /re/ phoneme. 
encaih:·e/ u11 cadre : 1 ~ncu.dr:e' is <.u::ti-cu 
nasal and •un• as /ce/. 

witn a back /0:::," 

etaill/eiang ; A d is mach:> bet:..IH::'Eill th.e~e two words .. 
1 Etain • is ar.·ticulated with a /e./ 1)houeuat: and •etans" witn 
/;:;:,. A nasal consonant appendiA :tollows in bot.u wo1:·d.s .. 
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CHRISTINE L'ECUYER .. 10/11/bb Amo:::;., 
Ori9in of father : Rouyn. 
OrigiH of m.o tb.er : Rou;t.i1,.. 
Ieai.:s i.n Amos : 17·. CJtner to~~Jns ;; -
Lanyuage.s :: 0. Studies envisa~ed ; Univer::::;i.t.y .. 
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ORAL VOWELS 
Final absolute pusition .. 
bas/bat;moiH/moi:: No distinction is mad·~ between the wo1:ds 
of the pairs tested here .. Onlj front ;a; is art:i.culated .. 
pea u/pot: ; Both 1 _t>ea u' aud • pot 11 al:'t: articu.la. ted id en
tically, a.s a'o;;. 
aimait/ai.Me;fait/fee;pr~t/pre: A cle.ar·C!.isti.nction is ma.de 
between the words of the above pairs. Tae first word oi each 
pair is articulated wit11 open /E/ aud th.t: second ~to:r:d is ar
ticulated with a closiag /e/. 
peu/peux : L~O d.istJ..ncti.oll. of lengtu is ruade between the 
phonemes in tr.tese wor:ds.. Butu are arti.cul.ated as LP!l}7 .. 
armejarmee :. No di.stinction in l.::::ngth iltade he.r:e .. 
Final enclosed po:::>iti.on .. 
patte/pate;mal;male : T.uis 
ulation of front ;a; :1.u 
t.h.e.se words froJa 'pate' an.d 
a bacK ja-j p1umeme .. 

position J..S stable .. 1'he artic
'patte• cmd "mal' d.l.stiny·uishes 

'male' .thich arE artJ..culat:ed with 

pomme/paum;;;l : 1'hese two .4 ords .art: ar:ticu.ia ted. d ere·ntly ; 
• pomrne I as o~lV and t pauru e 8 as L?oy .. 
soljseul : Tn.e Li.L·st word of ttd.s fa.Lr 

and the ::;:econd as jsrelj' .. 
a..r:t.icul.a tea as 

portjpart;i:cort/phu.r:e : 11. Glear ui.G:ti.iH . ..:tion is Ltude betveen 
open /;:>/ an1l trOY\t' ;a; T11e o;;,;<posi.tion. :1s ver.y .stable .. 
je.une/Jellne; :teuilles/feutres : A distincti.on i.s made between 
tne words o£ eucn minirua .. L tested ntr.e. The first word 
of each pair is artie -ula ted wi tn the pnonellte /a:/ 11 and tn.e 
second word ~i t.h a 1Jt$/ phou ewe. 
metre/lllol:trE: ~ nnle/.Oelle : i.r ne words of eact.t pa.il~ are d.Ct.::...c
ulated identical.ly 'oil itn an unlenytneu ed /E/ .. 
IUSAL VOWELS 
brin/l:n.:un; eillf·rei.nte/~.:!npr: \.m t~::~ : This opposi t.ion 
stabl~- 1 Bl:~ll~ iL> · adi..c~la.!-ecl as L'fir'E)? a1:d •br.:un• ~ .lbr.:ie.J' 

I •.i:!mpreJ...u.te• ..... .., ar:t:Lctu .. ated ~tt.l.l::i1 a. a::.t~'thon~ ice/ and 
~'emprunte • 'irli th an /ce/ .t?honeme.. / 
encadre/ un cadre : Th~se are ciear:lJ different .. • Ell' 
articulated as ;or; aad •un• as /03/. 
e-tain/etang ;. 'Etain 1 is articulated a.s /Bt:€117 and •€tang• 
as Let0:j7.. J 



99. 

RICHARD LEFEBVRE. 21/02/67 ~agog. 
O~ig~n o£ father : Montr~al. 
Origin of mother : Hontr~al. 
Years in Amos : 16. Other to~ns : -
Languayes : 0. Studies envisaged : Undecided. 

a a.: 

ORAL VOWELS 
Final absolute f!OSit:ion. 
bas/bat;mois/i!Loi~ Althougn the in.i.o.t·111ant states that he ar
ticulates 8.ba.s and •:oat• i.dentically', tnis i.s not t:ne C<1se~ 
The stabili.ty oi: this opposition is coH:fir:·med in thE\ test 
text where 1 moi• is a1:ticul.ated with a back /Cl/ and 8 mois' 
witn a front /a/ ~honerne. 
peaujpot : 'Peau 1 is a.~:ticulated wi.th a clo.sed /o/ phoneme, 
while the vowel !Jh.oneme oi' 1 pot' is tillS' .Bliyli.sh variant ~<:P/ 
and is followed by [f;J .. 
aimait;aime;fait/fee;pr'8t/pre : A clear distinctiou is made 
between the words of t.ue cdJolle pa ir.s .. Th.e £ii..'st word. of each 
pair is articula.ted Wiith Oj?(;!il /6/ and t.ue second liiord is ar
ticulated ltfi.th the f.dWllerue je/.. ho\ho-Vt:r:, the /e/ in t pre • 
i.s more closed ; Iff/. 
peu/pE•ux : No r1:Lstinction. oi.. length is maa.e bet wel::ill tb.e 
phonemes in these words .. Both are ar:ti.cula"Led as /PfJ_7 .. 
arl!le/a.L'Illee : i~O dl.Stincti.on in leng·tn .l.S fltctde here.,-
Final ell.closed uosltiou & 

patte/pate;rudl/~ale : This oppositi.on i.s stanle .. Tht. artic
ulation of iron ·t ;a; .in 1 .eatte 8 arHl • male disti.ngu~.sb.es 
these word.:.; i:r:om •pd.te• ant'.! •mil~'llfhich are a..:ticula.ted wi-th 
a ba.cit j()...j .tdwrwme .. 

. pommejpa UIIle : 'l'l1.ese two wor:du are d.rticulated dif:ferently ; 
1 pomme• a.s ;1<>il!7 and 'pawae• as L'}!ouv .. 
sol/seul :- Tue first word o.:r: tui~ ~;a..t.r i~ CJ.rti.culd.ted a::; £s::>l] 

and the .s.acond as LT3cel7. 
port/part;£ort/phare : Jo distinction is made here. Both 
words arEc articulated a.s ,t...'"Y-::Jr.7 _ 
jeuue/jeUne; feuilles/feutres : Tuis .Phonemic OJ!f'Osition i.s 
stable.' Jeune and 'f 8Uillt=.s 1 are artl.culct ted. with an open/a:::./ 

phoneme and •jeunet and 8 feutr~s 1 are drt.iculated ~ith a 
closed. /¢/ .. 
m~trejmaitre;bele/belle : The /ffv' of •L(ae • :i.s lonqer: tuan 
the /e 1 of • bell~;:; • .. 'detre t and •wa1tre • are articuLated. 
identically. 
IU.SI.L VOWELS 
brin/bru.u;empre:inte/tlltprunte : In final open posi;ti.on, this 
opposition is stable ;LIJreJ],.-.~,tbrceJ. tlo di..t.terence is made 
bet111een tne vo~Vel puO:Ur2f"'1<!S' in fi.nal encl.osed f'O.Si t.i.on: 
both are articulab:ed as ;r;e/ .. 
encadre/ u11 cadre :. •:c;ncadre• is arti.cuJ..u.tetl with a back ;0::; 
nasal and 1 un • as /iii/. 
etainjetan.'j : li distJ..nction. ls ill a de bet ~een these t.wo words .. 

11 .Etai.:n 1 is art.iculated witn d /a:-,. phoneae u.nd •etang• with 
/K/. A nasal consonant dpp~.ndiA: folloli.s in both words. 



LISE BODRIQUE. 15/12/66 Amos. 
ori~in of father : Quenec. 
Origin of filOtlle.:r: : A illOS e 

Years in Amos : 17. Other towns : -
La.nyuages :: 0 .. Studies envisaged : Typist • 
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ORAL VOWELS 
Fin absolubz, positi..on ... 

100. 

-:) 

basjbat;mois;rn.oi: iio dist.i.nction is made between the -words 
of the first pair: tested here. Only fr:ont /a/ is artic
uJ.a ted .. · 
peaujpot. : l.)oth • peau 1 a.nd 1 pot• ar:e articulated id&n
tically, as fPo~. 
aimai t/aime ;1:7 ait/te;;;;:; pr~t/ 1c·1:e. : A. clear· distinction is made 
between the words of tn.e a.oo1re .s .. Tt.e ±irst word. of ea.cn 
pair articulated w.itn ope11 /E./ a.nd the vowel phoneme in 
the se<..::ond wo.t:d so;lletimes ar:ticulated as j'e/ 1 sometimes 
as a more closed /1!-/ .. 
peujpeux: : No dis n.ction o:t len<:rth is made bE6tween. thEe 
phonemes in these words .. Both a.ce articu.lated as Lp?J7 ... .,.... .... . -. ., ~ . ~ . 
arme/armee : au a~st~nct1on 1n th ~s made here. 
Final enclosed pobLtion • 
patte/}1&'te; mul/mal.e ; Tn.is opposition is stable .. The artic
ulatit>n of .t.cou-t /a/ 1 pa.-t'Le 1 and. •mal' stinguisaes 
these wor:ds i':r.:om • p~t<:. • and •uraJe1 which. are ar:t.i.culated w:i.trr 
a .bacl\ /()..,/ phoneme., 
pomwe./pau.me : These twu words are articul.ated a <::.n:n·tlJ ; 
•pomme: 1 as £P:.:>J!!.7 and 1 paur11e' as £po~7 .. 
sol/seul : 1'he fl.r:st word o:L this pair is articulated as £5;)!:] 

and tn.e second as ;scel./. 
port/part; fort/pha.ce : A cl<::ar: disti;1cti.on Ulad ~;;=· !.H~tween 
open /:J/ and ~ont /0/ Tne OJ:Jpositi.on very stable .. 
jeune/jeG'ne;feuJ..lles/:teutres : ao d.istinction is made be-
tween tile lllm::ds. oi::. !ai.rdmal pair;.5. OnlJ closc>d /¢/ 
articulated. 
lll~tr:e/ma~tre; n~le/JJelle :: unly a. lon~J / E-:. 1 is articulated 
il ere .. 
liASU. VOWELS 
b rin./brun; emp:r:einte/t':utpr:un te : opposition 
stable .. 1 BI:.i•l 1 i~;:; ar:tic\ALat-ec:L aB Liir:f£:;7 and 1 br:un• as 

'!:!mp:r:eiute• is a.rticul.ated witn drt opton. nasal,/€:'/ 
•emprunte 11 with an /re 1 phoneme.. 1 
encadre/ un ca.dre :: 'Enca.dre• i..s ar.·ticul.ated wi.tn a back 
nasal and • un' as /85/. 
~tain/etaniJ : A distinction ruad.e between t.twst..; t>m words. 
1&tain. 1 i.s articulated witi1 a. /([; phonem& and •etan9 1 w 
;a:;t .. A nasa.l cousonu. .. 1t appendix follolis j.n voth wo:cos .. 



La Sd.r:re. 

!
ARIO ROUILLIER. OB/12/66 
rigiu of fathe~ : La Sa~re. 
rigin of mother :· Amos. 
ears in Amos ~ 17. Uth8r: towns : -
anguages ~ o .. Studies envisaye.a : Ble,ctrioi.an 
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ORAL VOWELS 

1 01 • 

IF inal absol utt:-' 110bi. tion. 
lbasjba t; mois;woi; Ho disti.n.ctiuiJ. is ma.a e bet\Hoen the words 
bf the first ~alL tested here. 1 ciois 1 and •moi• are artic
lulated differently as jmwa/ and /mw!l./ r:espectivtly. 
I 

jpeau.fr;ot : 1 l:'eau' is articula·ted as /po/ w11ile tpot' i.s ar:-
:ticula.ted wi.tll tile ElJ.g lish v<.u::l.an t /.)::>/ und a t.:in.al ft./. 
!aimait/ai.mfi";fait/f~t;;;_t>r~t/pre : itlo disti.nction i.s made be
'tween the words of the above pairs .. Al.l vowel phonenw . .s i.n 
tfinal open t:~osi ti.on a.ce articulated as open /£/ .. 
~eu/veux : No distinction oi length is made between the 
phonemes in Uwse wo:o:.li::;:. Bot.n ar:e articulated as L't!p!Z. 
·armejarmee :. No di.stJ..ncti.un in length is made he,re .. 
~inal enclosed position • 
~attejpGte;mal;ma~e : This o~posit~on is stable. The artic
'ulatJ..on of front ;'a/ in 'patte 1 and •1nal• d.istinguishes 
'these w or.ds from • pate • aud •ni~.~.£.• whi.ch are articulated with 
a hac£: j(i._.j :tAwnelne .. 
pomure;_eaume : 'I'n.ese two words art:: articulated dii.ferently-
'pomme' as Lf•Oll17 and 'lja u1rre 1 as LJ?oll!7 .. 
'sol/st:ul : T.i1e first word o.t thi_s pair i.s articulated as Ls:>q 
\. and tne second. as /st:e.lj". 
lportj}!a.r:t;fort/ph.are ~ A clear a.i.st.i.nction is mad.e between 
!open /::J/ and .f.ro"t /a; The opposition is very stable:: .. 
jeunej'jeG'ne;£euJ..lles/feutres : No distinction is mace he-

-ween the words o:t t.i:tese miniJaal pairs .. C:losed /p/ is artic
ulated in every word. 
m~trejma'itre;b'8le/i>elle : unly a l.ong /£:1 is articulate.d 
here .. 

~~~~~b~~!~=~pre~nte/empr~t;:.. : • BI:in 1 • is art~cula te~ a~ . 
i_hrc~ J a"GL 'brun • ::,s LD~C2J .. • EmpreJ..Il~e1 :1.s ~rtJ..cu..Lated 

jWJ..tn a cltp'hthong /£e/ aud •empr:·unte 1 wl..ttt an /ce./ phoneJae_, 
t'}l0Wt:ver

1 
thns opr>os'fl::i07l is Llnc;rah/e dS ihe WOI'<~S ·a1/e Sc~.mehmeS avnc~<fa/"c=:d _dcnh"ca/Jz,," 

iencadre/ un cadre : 'Encadrc:• ~s artJ..culated w~th a .oack /0:/ 
masal and •un• as /re/.. _ 
llftain/etang : A distinction is ~de between these two word.s. 
I•E:tain• is articulated witn a_/£/ pnouem~ and ·~tang 1 with 
;/0:/.. A nasa.l cousonar1t a ppend~x xollows .l.n noth words .. 



CHRISTINE SiaARD. 17/05/67 
Origin oi £atner : Amos. 
origin. o£ mother : Quene.c .. 

102. 

l~raos. 

fears in Amos : 16. Other towns : -
l.angua~Je.s : 0 .. Studie.s envisaged 

. 
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OU.L. VOiELS 
Finr:tl absolut.~::; position. 
bas/bat;moi.s/moi: 01i.e out of trw t•w ti>ttes that •mo.i' is ar
ticulated, it is wit.n a back /tt/prwneme; tne other time with 
a front /a/. 1 Bas 1 and 'hat• are articulated identically as 
/ba/. 
peau;pot : Botn 1 .Pea.u' aud 'pot • are articulated idem-
tically, ar:> L'Po .J .. 
aimai t/aime;£ai t/ie~; pr~rt/p.:d~ : A clea.r d.i.stinctioH is ma.de 
between the words of tue above pairs. Tae £irst word of each 
pair articulated with open /€/ and tht:· vowel phoneme in 
the S8Cond wor:d iB closed /e/ .. 
peu/pf'~ux :. £~0 di.sti.acti.on of lengtn i.s made between tne 
pho.lemes in tht::::sc wordl:j. Both are arti.culated a~ £PP!l .. 
ar:me/<umtfe : lio dL;ti.ncti.on. ~n. .Lenst.h ~s made here .. 
Pinal enclosed position • 
patt~/p'Ehe ;maljuta.Le : 'I'his opposi.t..1..on is <:>table. 'rhe artic
ulation i:r:011.t /a/ in I patte l an.U II iitG.l~~' diStiii!jUiSU!dS 
these words fr:om •pate• and •ziale.' #uich ilL\:} axticulated with 
a back /().../ phon blH:! .. 

pomlllejpaum.e :: A clea:.: di.stinct~on i.s :.nadt beti>leen. the /:::J/ o:::r 
1 pomme• and ~ile /O/ of •paume•. 
soljseul :. The flr::=<t wor:d o.t this pair: is articulated as js'JLj 

aatl tne second as /S .:c.lj .. 
port/,~;-lar:t;.r'ort/?har:e : The word..s of tne m.ini;ual !:'airs tested 
here are c.Lea:r:l] J ui:s:hed .. 
jeun.e/je'U:ue ;feuili.es/ieut:ces : Open /eel is a.cticulated in 
the first word of eacn pair and closed /fbi l.Il • jeune' anti 
'fcutres • .. 
m~tre/ma'ltrt::!;b~1t/bel~e : ualy a louy /t:: 1 is articulated. 
l1ere .. 
IIIASAL VOWELS 
bria/hrun;1::3mpre:iute/GlllprUil.b~ : This opposit.ion i.s sta.hle .. 
Tn.e vowel p.noneme articulated in •tu.:-:in 1 is an open/.:G:/' 
. nasal followed by a nasal consonant appendix /!J/. 11 Brun• .is 
articulated as /i:n::cej .. •.r.mprei.ute' and 1 e.lllf'l:'Unte• are arti.c
ulated identicallj witn a diP'thonqized nasal.,A:.~ .. 
enca.dre/ un cadre :. • :t.ncaclr:e • is arti.cu lated wi.th a back At/ 
nasal and •un• as /oe/. 
etain/eta.ng : A distJ.nction is 
•&tain' is articulated wit:.t.. 
/eUij / .. A na.sa.l con.sonaut appe::n 

madE:t betwee.u taese two words .. 
a /f!'/ f'tl Oil em e . and t etan 9 I aS 

£o.Llo.w.s in both words .. 



CELINE TREMBLAY 06/02/67 Amos. 
origin of £atn.er : La Poco.. tiere. 
or·i~in of dwther ! La sa.r.Te .. 
rears in Amos : 17.0ther towns : 
Languages : 0. Studies envisaged : Human Science. 
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ORAL VOWELS 
Final absolute position. 

103. 

nas/.bat; mois/lltol : no distinction is ma.dt.' between back· 1 (k / 

and i.ront /a/ iu tne words of tile a.bov·e raini.mal pairs. Only 
front /a/ is articula.ted .. 
peaujpot : These words are ar:ticulated i.d.euticallY .. 
aimait/aillte;fait;fee;pre-r:./pLe : A definite differ~nce can b.:: 
detected in the i.niorllla.nt•s pronunciation ot the nd.s1imal 
pairs. The· fi1.st ioiord of each pai.L" 1.s articulated wit.h all. 
open Jc/ ph.onvme,. anJ. a variant o£ closed /~/ is articulated 
in the secow:t ~ord. The va:.cio.nt ;e; 1..s more closing and 
tends tO'Iial:U.S /l/., /e/ js also 8vtlcul~~ed ln SO•'Yle ins-tances. 

v 
veu/peux :. • Peux t is e:t:cti.culate.il. wi.ti1 a closed /)li/ pnonem\:.' 
th.a.t is mar gi.nall.Y" slw.cter than the lf!Sl phon.ente oi 11 peu' .. 
a.rme/a.rmee :: 'I'nere is no cletectable dii::tert'Ilce in the length 
of tlH.~ finaL vowel pnonemes of tn.e a.uo·ile tw-o words. 

Final enclosed f)OS.i. tion .. 
pat·t.ejpate;liial/nfa..Le :. A clear distiJl.ct1.on i.s made hebn~en 
tne front /ti./ };'honeme iii. •·pa.tte• and 1 md.l', and a back /CL/ 
~n •pate 1 and 1 m&le•. 
pomm-sjpau.!lte : These bw wo;::iJs are distinguished cle·a.r:ly 
1 pomme 8 as LP-;Jl!!7 and 1 f;au.me• as fp;rlj .. 

. 
• 

sol/seul : A clea.r dis-c.inction. in the pr.·on.unciation oi these 
words is llUiintu.ined .. 
jeune;'jellne; l'eui.lle.s/f eu. t.L"es : THis Of;po.:;;J..·tio:u is unstable .. 
The words iil the first minimal pair are disti.ngoished, but 
not.n \tlOL<ls of ·tile secvnd pai.r are, articulated with a closed 
l¢.l phoneme .. 
ill~tre;ma1.t:r:e; h~le/bc.U .. e : • Belle • is aL·ticula ted as Lb £ D 
wnile • b~lel ~s a.r:tic:ulated wi tn tt1e lonser variant /£::/ .. 
i:Iolllever:, .Oot1..1. words o:::: tne first Fair are ar:·ticu.l.at.ed wi.tn 
the lonyer ·gar:ia.nt /£"... /. 

IIASAL VOWELS 
bri.n/:Orun;emp.:ein-t.e/f!lrlJ!l:Unt.e : The wo1:·ds oi: both these mini
mal pairs are clearlj distinguished. •Brin• i.s articulated 
wit~ the nasal /6/ consona.n t. appendix / ~ /, and • brun• as 
Lf>roz. J e The .nasal vowel of 'empr:-ei.nte• i..s diJ?'thongized so 
tnat it is artic:ulab:Jd as /<e.e; and •emprunte• is articulated 
with a clear /&:/' nasal phoneHie .. 
encadrt:/ uu cadr:e : Tlw nasal vowel phoncm~::: of • un.• is the 
samE.' as anove, •v.a•;re; an(l •encadre• is articulated witn a. 
back. nasa.lised ;8:;. 
etainjetang : This mi.ni..ual pair is stable.. 8 etai.:u• is artic
ulated with an/~/ and a nasal consonant a~pendix and 

: 11 etang • Ill ith. the nasa.l phone:1ne lev .. 



l.aANOB TREPAI\liER. 15/12/66 ltmos. 
~r~gln of fatuer : Qu~bec. 
nrig~n of motner : Qufbec. 
~ears in Amos : 17. Other towns : -
~anguages : 0. Studies envisayed : Health. 
I 
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ORAL VOWELS 
Pinal absolute ~osit~on. 

104. 

'basjoat jluo~sjmoi: Both. of the above pairs of words are ar.-
1ticulat.ed idEmti.cally with a. fr:ont /a/. 
peau;pot : 'Pea~• and •pot• are articulated identically, 
;with /o/. 
'aiutai t/aime;i:ai tjfee ;t.<:rot/r : A clear distinction is made 
:between tl:a.e wo of the. above f•ai.r.:::: ... The f word of each 
pai.r is articulat 1d tn. open /€/ and tne vowel phoneme in 
the second word is closea ;e;. 

1peujpeux: : There is no va.ri.ati.on in the articul.ation o±: the 
vowel ph.olHO:liles in ~tcn:ds. 
'armejar:rnee : l~o dist:Lnctio:a i.n. length is made nere .. 
1Fillal en.clo;;;ed positi.on .. 
1pat tejpate ;lltal;m~le ;; This oppositioli i.:::; :stable. The artie-

. ulati.on of .t.ront ;a; • pa.tte• and •mal' distinguis.hes 
'th.ese words from • pa t.e' and •umJe•·which are ar:ticula. ted w i.th. 
I 
·a back /0../ flhOin:,me .. 
'pomrnejpa tune. : These two wora s <.u:e articulated differently ; 

1
11 pomme• a.s /p=>ul/ a.nd • paume 11 as /pom/ .. 
soljseul :: /::>/ is ar:-ticu..Lat ed •sol • and /'6:/ in 1 seul'.., 
1port/:;~art;for:t/]?hal:e : A clear distinctio11 is Uiade betwE:en. 
lopen ;:;.; and -f-ront /'&/ The opposition is ver:r :.:>table. 
Jjeunejjeune ~ illesjfeutl.:'G:s : In. ·the f.irst interview,. the 
!inf'ormant u.iffe1:entiates • y:~une' ~13 ~ n/ aud 1 jeo.ne 1 :.L~3 ¢r£1 .. 
IHowever, in the tapt;ld e:t."tract both •teuilles• and 1 fe.utres• 
1a.re articulated with a closed 1¢/ ma.king this phonemic opyo
lsition unstablE~. 
imE!trejmaitre;;l:ie'lejbelle :: ·rhis opposition of. length is also 
!unstable in the speech of this infor-mant .. •Belle 1 is artic
lulated as L£El7 a.ml •.ocle 1 as foE::V .. 1 rialt:ce• is arti.c
iula·ted as Lm E t;/ wllile •mEktre is articulated with. only a 
~ligntly longer variant /E·/- · 
!KASAL VOWBI.S 
lbrinlbrun; erupr:eintejemprun.te : This opposition. i.s 

table. 1 B~in • i.s artie- ulat(:..~ as Lorl'Jl and •brun• as /fir~ 
_ 'Empreinte • is articulated wltb. a diifth.ong ,j e. 'itt 1 and 

•emprunte • with an /«t I phom:>roe.. 1 
encadrel un cadre : 1 Lncad.~.:e• is art.icula.ted wi.trr a back /8:/ 
nasal and • un • as /re/ .. 
eta.injeta:ag :. ll di.st.inction i.s m~e .bet Ween these two words. 
•J::tain 1 is articulated wit!! a IE/ p110neme an.d •etang t with 
;c;:;. A nasal cunsonant appendix fallows i.n botl1 words .. 



105. 

REIE VACHON 11/05/67 luuos. 
Origin of f at.he:c ~ Quebec. 
Origin of mother: ;; Quebec. 
Years in Amos : 16.uther towns : 
Languages : 0 .. Studies env isagea. : Computt:r: .. 

. 
l y u Ej ... """"' -e;e oa ~ 

e 
C/J 

0 
~ 

E. (:n) 

......, .... 
~ (lj 

a a a. 

ORAL VOWELS 
Final ansolute positi.un .. 
oasjbat; moisjmoi ; OnlJ :t.ront . /a/ i.s ar: ti.cu.la.ted here .. 
peauf.pot : These words a;.;e ar:ticulatea difier:t:.ntly as the 
final £V of • pot 1 is iirticulated a.nd t.i'H:: vowel phoneme is 
anglicised; /.P/. 
aimai t/aime ;fa.:Lt/fee ;rr-et/pre :; .A defiiLt.te diff ere nee can bt: 
detected in tne informant's pronunciation oi: the minimal. 
pairs. Th8 t wut:d o:f \C:'acn i.•air is a:cticula.ted with all 

open /6/ pnoneme;, and a clo2.ed je/ is ar:ticula.ted in ti:ll:1 
second word .. 
peU./1;eux ;, • Pe·ux' 
•peu •. dr:me/arrliee : 
the lenyth o£ the 
words .. 

is articula.ted w itii. a closed /¢1, as 
Tnere is no detectable d if:fer:euc~ in 

fi.nat vo-we~ phonemes of the above two 

Final enclosed ~ositi.on • 
patte;pate; mal;male ; A clear di.s 'li.ncti.on :.ts made betw12en 
the front /a/ pnouenw 1 pa tte • and 'mal 1 ,. and a bacK /a./ 
in • p'a te • a.ud 1 nt'dl e • .. 
pooune/paume : These two words are dist:ingu ished clearly 
•pomme 1 as L~lJfl17 and •i'aume• as Lf'OlliJ' .. 
soljseu.L : A clear distinction in the pronunciation of. these 
words is made by this informant. 
j eune/JeUne; feuilles;£e utres : 'il. distinction is made with 
the £irst ~torO. in Eor.tch pair Deing ar:ti.culated with an OJ!en 
;oe I and the second 'iford wi tll a clo::;ed /rl/ p.honelfte. .. 
m~tre/ma'l:tre; b€'l.e/bel.Le : No diiftrence in length is made 
between tn.e vowels i.n final biO:.:>ition i.u tile above words .. 

IU.S.AL VOWELS 
b.Lin/brun;E:mpr:eintejemprunte : Tuis 0.£:1posi.ti.on is unstable : 
'brin 1 and 1 bru.n• <u:e articu1.ated as Lfir·t:'y .and L]}r<::e.J re
spectively, while •empr:e inte • and • emp.sun te" are ai:ticulated 
identically with a diphthon9i;e9 nasa~ /€e/. 
encadre; un cad1:12: 'rlieiia.sal vowelpnoneme of •un• is the 
same as above, •un•;oe; and •encad:re• is a:r:ticulated wi.tll a 
back nasali.sed %/ .. 
etainjeta.ng :; 'fJl~ tn.l.Ul.Inal pair is stable,. tetain 1 i.S artic
u.la ted w i t.h a.n / E / and a nasal consonant appendix a.nd 
•etang • w-itn tn.e nasal fJ b.on- eme /0::/, and a.t-pendix .. 



(3) The status of phonological oppositions 

(a) Final open position 

- Oppositions of timbre 
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/a/,...._, /o.../: For the minimal pairs tested in this position, 

only one informant always articulates the phonemes as front 

/a/ and back /a.-/ respectively. The opposition is unstable in 

the speech of seven informants; sometimes a clear distinction 

is made and other times only front /a/ is articulated for both · 

words of a minimal pair. Seventeen informants never differ

entiate the words of each minimal pair. Of this number, two 

informa~ts articulate the phonemes as back 1~1 and fifteen as 

front /a/. 

/£/,.....__, /e/: This phonolo cal opposition which occurs 

only in final open position is stable. Only one informant 

makes no distinction articulating an open /£/ phoneme for all 

the words tested. However, although all the other informants 

clearly differentiate the contrasting phonemes, the point of 

articulation is varied. Five informants make a distinction 

between an open /E/ and a closed /e/. Eight make a distinction 

between an open /€/ in words such as 1 fait/pr~t/aimait 1 and a 

variant of closed /e/ in 1 fee/pre/aime 1 • The variant form is a 

more closed phoneme which tends towards /i/. It is represented 

by the symbol/~/. This phoneme is in fact articulated by a 

total of eiihteen informants. Of this number, eight as stated 

above always articulate/~/ in contrast to open /e/. A 

further eight informants articulate either /e/ or /~/ in 

contrast to open /e/. In these cases, where /e/ and/~/ are 

interchanged, /e/ is articulated only in the imperfect verb 

ending 1-ait 1 , and/~/ is retained in the nouns 1 fee 1 and 1pre 1 • 
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Finally, three informants deviate from the trends identified 

above. One informant articulates a diphthongized variant of a 

closed /e/. It is followed by a /j/ phoneme so that it becomes 

/ej/. Variants of open /E/ are made by two informants. One 

of these articulates a closing /$/ but as the closed /e/ 

contrasting phoneme is also a closing variant/~/, the 

opposition remains stable. The other informant sometimes 

articulates open/£/ and sometimes a lengthened variant~:/. 

/o/~ /o/: Of the twenty-five informants, fifteen do not 

diffe~entiate between 1 peau 1 and 1 pot 1 • Both words are 

articulated with a closed /o/ phoneme. One informant articulates 

a distinction of length; the /o/ of 1 pot 1 is slightly shorter 

than the /o/ of 1peau 1 • Nine informants clearly differentiate 

the two words. 1 Peau 1 is articulated by these subjects as /p o/. 

For 1 pot 1 , a final /t/ consonant is articulated which has the 

effect of opening the preceding vowel which is realized as /JP/ 

as in English 1 pot 1 • 

- Oppositions of length 

/0/: Nineteen informants articulated a closed /0/ for 

both 1 peu 1 and 1 peux 1 • The other six informants made a 
v 

distinction of length articulating the /0/ phoneme of 1 peux 1 as 

a slightly shorter phoneme. 

/e/: No informants made any distinction of length in the 

final phonem~s of 1 arm~ 1 and 1 arm~e 1 • 

(b) Final enclosed position 

- Oppositions of timbre 

/a/~!~!: All informants clearly distinguish between a 

back 1~1 and a front /a/. 

/o/~ /~/: Twenty-four of the twenty-five informqnts 

articulate these phonemes in stable opposition. One of this 
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number tends to slightly close open /~/ but the distinction 

between /o/ and /9/ remains clear. Only one informant makes 

no distinction at articulating an open /:J/ in every instance. 

/-:J/-..; / oe /: Clear distinctions are made by all inform

ants for this opposition. 

/ ~/ ~ / re /: Seventeen informants clearly distinguish 

closed/~/ and open /re/. Four informants sometimes articu

late these phonemes identically and at other times, differently, 

thus for them it is an unstable opposi on. Four informants 

do not make any stinction at all; three of these articulating 

closed/~/, and one articulating open /re/. 

/0 I......._; ;a;: All of the twenty-five ormants clearly 

distinguish the vowel phonemes in the minimal pairs tested for 

this phonemic opposition. 

- Oppositions of length 

/E/: Seven of the twenty-five informants make absolutely 

no distinction between the vowel phonemes in final enclosed 

position of the minimal pairs. Five of this seven al~ays 

articulate a long /E.:/. In fact, any open /C./ articulated in 

this position such as 1 t@te 1 is articulated as a lengthened 

/E.:/ by these informants. Two of the seven informants making 

no distinction articulate an unlengthened /e/ in all the words 

tested. For fo~r informants this phonemic opposition is stable 

as they always articulate clear distinctions between /E./ and 

the longer variant/£:/. Eleven informants always make distinct

ions between the words in the minimal pairs section, but 

culate the words in the test text identically. For this 

group, the opposi on is unstable. 

Of the remaining three informants, two articulate three 

different phonemes in random distribution. The phonemes are 
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/€/, a slightly lengthened variant /E"/ and long /€:/. 

One informant makes a distinction of length between /£/ 

and the slightly lengthened variant j£•j 

(c) Nasal vowels 

/~ 1~ /E/: The words of the first minimal pair testing 

the phonological contrast /oe/~ /s/ are clearly distinguished. 

Two variant phonemes are articulated in 1brin 1 , /€/ and /e/. 

Without exception, a nasal consonant is given in appendix. Of 

the twenty-five informants, twenty articulate an open /&/ and 

five,a closed /e/. 1 Brun 1 is articulated by all informants as 

/bre£ /. 

In the second minimal pair testing this opposition, a 

distinction is always made by twenty informants. The remaining 

five informants articulate the two words identically. Where 

this is the case the phonemes in enclosed position in both 

words are articulated with an open /E/ followed by a nasalised 

closed /e/. This diphthong ;c:9 ; is also articulated in 

1emprunte 1 by eighteen of the twenty-five informants. 

/fi./ ~Ire I: This is a stable opposition. Only two of 

the twenty-five informants articulate the two words identic

ally. One of these articulates the nasal /Q/ for both words 

and the other informant articulates an intermediary phoneme 

between/~/ and /oe/. , The twenty-three informants who make a 

distinction articulate /~/ in 1 encadre 1 and /ce/ in 1un cadre'. 

/E/ ,..._, /5.-/: All informants clearly distinguish these 

words. Twenty informants tag a nasal consonant appendix on 

the /~/ of 1etang 1 • 1Etain 1 is also articulated with an open 

/e/ nasal and a nasal consonant appendix. Only three of the 

informants who articulated 1brin 1 with a nasal consonant 

appendix do not here. 
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(4) Patterns of variation in the speech of twenty-

five Amos informants 

The pattern of responses discussed in the preceding 

section has isolated some interesting features of the phono-

logical habits of the subjects whose speech was analysed in 

this survey. 

In final open position the phonemic contrast between 

back /Q/ and front /a/ is disappearing in favour of front /a/. 

The fact that no distinction is made between these phonemes by 

seventeen informants, and only occasionally by seven inform-

ants indicates that a merger of /a/ and /a/ is in process. 

The status of /e/ and /e/ is different. 

This phonological opposition is very stable. The 

analysis revealed that the majority of informants articulate 

a more closing variant of /e/ in words ending in 1 -€ 1 • Whether 

this phoneme /e/ is characteristic of Amos only, or Quebec 
• 

speech in general is uncertain. 

As for distinctions of length between phonemes in final 

open position, these are rarely made for the vowel phonemes of 

1peu 1 and 1peux 1 , and never for 1 arme 1 and 1armee 1 • This 

does not seem to affect communication as the words tested 

would be differentiated contextually. 

The articulation of vowel phonemes in one minimal pair 

may however result in communicative problems between speakers 

who articulate variant forms. The minimal pair is 'pot' -

1 peau 1 which was only tested as a precautionary measure. For 

certain informants there was a tendency to articulate the 

final 1 t 1 of 1pot 1 as in the south of France (le Midi).5 The 

vowel phoneme was articulated as the English vowel/~/. The 

phonological relevance of this tendency will be discussed 
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subsequently. 

The oppositions of timbre in final enclosed position 

are perfectly maintained with the exception of a few inform

ants who do not distinguish /0/ and /re/. The most important 

factor which emerged in this analysis was that all twenty-five 

informants clearly distinguish/~/ and ;a;. Although no 

studies of a specifically phonologi nature have confirmed 

that this merger is rife in Montreal, phonetic analyses have 

shown that /~/ and ;a; are often confused. Future studies may 

well corroborate that this is regional characteristic. 

The distinctions of length tes in final enclosed 

position are fairly stable. Only a few informants do not 

articulate differences. Whether this merger is regressing or 

progressing could only be established by comparison with its 

status several years ago (no studies exist on this question), 

or the findings of future surveys. 

The examination the nasal phonemes in the speech of 

Amos informants elded the most interesting results as these 

could be compared to the findings of Leon's study of Quebec 

French nasals. 

The minimal pairs and reading text tests revealed that 

the three phonemic contrasts tested are stable in the speech 

of most informants. 

The st opposition /oe/ ~ /e/ was perfectly main-

tained in final open position. In final enclosed position it 

was maintained by the majority. A number of variations 

particularly a diphthongized nasal were articulated. 

The distinction between /0:./ and /oo / was clearly 

articulated, as was the distinction between/~/ and fe/. 

Phonologically, the articulation of nasal phonemes by 
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Amos informants is etfectfue. Characteristic features of the 

articulation of nasal vowels are the nasal consonant appendix 

which invariably follows /B/ in final open position and 
,..... 

frequently follows/~/, and the diphthongized variant /€e/ 

found in enclosed syllables ending in a consonant. 

Although the present investigation was primarily 

concerned with identifying the phonemes of the speech of 
' 

informants, comparison with the findings of previous studies 

necessarily bears on the question of linguistic change. 

Leon's test revealed that there was a 50% error of 

interpretation for the opposition jnf~ /e/. This was due to 

the fact that /tl/ was often articulated more towards the ant 

as /as/. He predicted that the standardization process in the 

evolution of Quebec French would return to normal and that 

partidular nas phonemes would be affected: 6 

"Si des facteurs sociologiques de prestige tendent ~ 
effacer,par exemple,les diphtongues, d 1un cote, les 
pressions du systeme intervienYle-nt dzms· 2 cas tres nets. 
Dans le premier cas, cornme en FS, le mauvais 
rendement de 1 I opposition /e/ """-"' IE£ I va tendre a 
supprimer I /. Dans le second cas, /eel va tendre 
vers la realisation [ Q;J pour evi ter vraisemblablement 
la confusion de tj:'"J, realisation de /8/ et [ 'EJ 
realisation de /f£ I. II 7 

The findings of the present study show that /a/ and /£/ 

are clearly distinguished and there is no tendency to 

articulate /a/ more towards the front as /liZ /. 

However, the phonemic contrast /'00 / ,.._,. /E/ did not show 

any signs of a merger. It is possible that this may not occur 

as there is a greater need to maintain a distinction in Quebec 

French than there is in standard French. In the latter 

variety there is only one minimal pair for this opposition in 

final open position. However, Qu~bec French lexical borrowings 

from English have resulted in a greater number, therefore 
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necessitating that the distinction be maintained. The borrowed 

word is 1 fun 1 which contrasts with both 1fin 1 and 'faim 1 •
8 

One of the aims of this survey was to identify any 

particularities of the phonological articulation of Amos 

informants. It has been seen that these were the tendency to 

articulate /~/ in words such as 'pre', the variant /jJ/ in 1pot 1 , 

clear distinction of /'J I.-..,/ ;a;, / oo / ,_., jej and ;ct; .-- /S/, 
"""' diphthongization of Ice/ and extensive articulation of nasal 

appendices. Some of these characteristics such as the variant 

/~/ are of phonetic rather than strictly phonological relevance, 

except in rare cases where the contrasting phoneme IE/ is also 

articulated as a closing variant/$/. Others are contrasted to 

standard French such as /oo/~ /e/, and Quebec French such as 

!:J I-- /a./ and /a/,..._; ;£;. 

Phonemic oppositions which are not uniformly articulated 

by all informants deserve particular attention. The discussion 

so far has isolated these oppositions and has in an elementary 

way shown that the disappearance of distinction in the length of 

/c/ and /E:/ may be due to the age of informants, while the 

maintenance of the distinction /~/~ 1~1 may be a regional 

feature, and the differentiation of /oe/ and /E/ may be 

attributed to the requirements of communication. 

Although it is outside the limits of this study to 

examine sociolinguistic correlates of phonemic variables, the 

aim did encompass their identification. One further objective 

was to determine whether the phonological systems of informants 

contributed in any way to negative value judgements that they 

may have about their language. It has been seen that the vowe~ 

phonemes of Amos informants would rarely cause communicative 

problems. One contrast however has been isolated for further 

examinatio:tJ-. 
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(5) A case study: 1 pot/peau 1 

The articulation of /~/ and a final /t/ in 1pot 1 by 

several informants was the most interesting finding of the 

phonological analysis. It has been isolated for further 

discussion for two reasons: (1) an attempt will be made to 

determine the phonological relevance of the deviation, and to 

establish possible reasons for it; (2) the case-study will 

show, how after the essential study of idiolects, non-uniform 

linguistic variables can be identified and isolated for further 

analysis of the correlation with non-linguistic variables. 

There are four possible reasons why 1 pot 1 was 

articulated as /p)) t/: 

(1) A lexical discrepancy: Speakers of Canadian French 

may not be familiar with the standard French expression 1 avoir 

du pot 1 • 

(2) QuBbec French speakers with English background: 

English parentage or competence in the English language may 

affect the pronunciation of this word. 

(3) The variable of age: The informant's are all of a 

generation where the American English usage of 1 pot 1 to mean 

drugs may be a form they have adopted. 

(4) Contextual confusion: This is related to (3) above. 

If the informants do use 1 pot 1 in both the standard French way 

to mean 1luck 1 and the English way to mean 1 drugs 1 , then it is 

possible that the context led them to believe that 1pot 1 in 

the English sense should be articulated. The context in whicb 

the WOrd WaS found in the test text WaS II il etait mal 

dans sa peau. Bref, il n 1avait pas de pot". Both variant 

meanings could be used without the sentence becoming non-sensical. 
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The first of the four outlined possibilities for the 

deviant pronunciation is unlikely as only some of the 

informants articulated the variant /J)/. The second is also 

irrelevant as an examination of the informants' backgrounds 

showed that they do not have any English parentage, nor do 

they speak English. A combination of both (3) and (4) above 

is the most likely explanation. 

If this explanation is valid, it can be infered that 

the articulation of /~/ in 1pot 1 was an isolated case. There

fore, under normal circumstances where context would make it 

clear, it would not be phonologically pertinent. Nevertheless, 

this case-study is based largely of speculation. Only further 

study with a larger number of subjects would establish 

whether /JO/ would be articulated in 1 pot 1 in a different 

context; or by speakers of different ages. 
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NOTES 

1 • C f . Chapter II. 2 

2. The phonological opposition /~/~/a/ was identified while 
I was listening to a convers on between a standard French 
speaker and a Quebec French speaker (from Montreal). The 
French speaker believed the latter was saying 1 phare 1 where in 
fact he was saying 1 fort 1 • The nasals /a/~ / oo / and /£/ ___. /0:/ 
were included as a precautionary measure. Charbonneau in 
Etudes sur les voyelles nasales du franrais canadien showed 
that these oppositions can cause semantlc confusion because 
the system of Quebec French is displaced in relation to 
standard French. 

3. Henriette Walter,. Enqu~te phonologigues et vari6tes 
r6gionales du francais, Presses Universitaires de France, 1982. 

) 

4. Ibid., p. 96 

5. Pierre L6on et. al., Les accents des frangais, Hachette, 
1983. 

6. Cf. Chapter II. 2. 

7. Pierre Leon, 11 Les voyelles nasales et leurs realisations 
dans s parlers fran3ais du Canada 11 , Langue Frangaise, 60, 
1983. p. 61. 
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CONCLUSION 

It must be recalled that the aim of this study was to 

examine phonological data, and to validate or negate personal 

observations by identifying the attitudes of subjects towards 

their own speech and towards language in general. This 

involved employing two very different approaches to stic 

research. 

The first of these, the 'phonological approach' was 

based on the theories of Martinet and Walter )and a questionnaire 

used widely in contemporary linguistics, particularly for 

studies of the French language. 

The second, the 1 sociolinguis c approach' was 

research conducted primarily in North America by Labov in 

English speaking communities. 

ed on 

The phonologi survey discovered characteristics of 

.the phonemic articulation of the twenty five informants. Three 

opposi ons that are unstable in either standard French or 

Quebec French were shown to be stable in the speech of the 

group under study: /~/~/a/; ;a;~;£;; /Drl~fif/. Moreover, 

it was shown that the opposition /6:/~/ / which is stable is 

reinforced not only by necessity, but also by the addition of 

a diphthong. A closing. variant /~/,and an sh phoneme in 

1pot 1 were also shown to be characteris c features. A case 

study for the latter of these showed possible sociolinguistic 

correlates of the tendency, and re-emphasized the requisite of 

the study of idiolects so that such tendenc s can be 

identified and then further examined - a tenet of the 

phonolo cal approach. 

The sociolinguistic survey also showed the necessity of 
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a preliminary study of idiolects; unfortunately however, it 

was revealed in an analysis of why the phonetic test did not 

work. It was seen that one of the items in the phonetic test, 

selected on the basis that it was typical of Quebec French 

pronunciation, was not at all. This was the characteristic 

of Canadian French where /0/ is confused with /a/. This was 

not the case for Amos informants. This isolated downfall,and 

the sociolinguistic surveys as a whole,showed the necessity 

of conducting pilot studies in the area where one envisages 

conducting tre real survey. 

The findings of the sociolinguis c surveys did still 

bring out some interesting points, particularly that on both 

conscious and unconscious levels the informants are ~inguistic

ally secure'. 

When compared to the findings of earlier studies of 

attitudes in Quebec; the trends seem to have followed the more 

cent tendency identified by Georgeault and Leon; that French 

Canadian subjects are feeling increasingly secure with regard 

to their language. 

The presentation of this work was, in addition, the 

opportunity to conduct and practise research skills. Overall, 

it has shown. the necessity of pilot studies; the fundamental 

precaution that one should never assume that what holds for 

one speaker, social group or area, holds for another; and the 

importance of distinguishing phonetic and phonological data. 

The application of two different methods has led to the 

conclusion that the linguist should concern himself more with 

phonological analyses than with attitudinal studies. The 

former makes an excellent study in isolation to give insight 

into the structure of language, and it also provides the 
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concrete base for further study of social, regional or other 

correlates. 

Conversely, although attitudinal study is interesting, 

it is unwise for the linguist to conduct research which is 

based largely on the interpretation of sociological and 

psychological data. 

If one does dabble in these disciplines without formal 

training, then subjectivity tends to creep in and the 

objective nature of study is lost. 

If the value of attitudinal surveys is to tell us some

thing a~out linguistic behaviour and language change, in this 

particular case; at least for the French of Amos, the inter

play between linguistic economy and necessity appears to be 

more important than sociolinguistic considerations of prestige. 
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